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ABSTRA,CT

NEIGlrBoUIìHooD Po\TRTy IN CANADA: THE ETHNIC DrlrnNsloN

Since the late 1980s. a new surge of poverty has en.rerged in the industrial nations,

including Canada. Resulting from developments such as slower economic growth,

globalization, and erosion of the welfare state, this 'new poverty, also coincided r,vith an

unexpecte,S har-der.ring of raciaì and etimic cleavages anci an unprececienteci rise in the

importance of small-scale communities. The simultaneous strike of these three forces

created new configurations of poverty: a distinguishable etlnic and racial colour, and a

visible neighborhood dimension. Examination of poveftv in canada along these two

dimensions shows that the problem of neighbourhood povefty is more severe in euebec

and the Prairie provinces, in particular, Montreal and Winnípeg; it also shows that certain

etlnic groups such as Aboriginals and Vietnamese experience a high level of

. 
neighbourhood poverty, regardless of the city in which they live. A potential risk that is

associated with a high representation of certain ethnic groups in extremely poor

neighbourboods is that it may lead to these groì-rps' social isolation frorn the mainstream

culture and, consequently, the development of their or.vn sub-cultures, distinct froln the

general culture. This can seriousl.v threaten the stability of Canadian society, given the

ethnic diversity of canadian population. Tl.re present study show's that such a possibilitv

has been likel¡' 1'or rrernbers of visible minority ethnic groups. which consist mostly of

recerll immigrants, and makes an effort to propose some explanation for such a

phenomenon.
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Chapter One

INrnooucrrox:

FoRMULÄTIoN oF THE RESEARCH PRoBLE]VI

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a new dimension of poverty atfacted the

attention of researchers in the united States. This new dimension involved neighborhood

poverty, also referred to in the literature as urban concentrated poverty or spatial

concenlrdtion of poverty. The first analytical aftempt to study this dimension of poverty

was made by Wilson (1987), furthered by Massey and Eggers (1990), Massey and

Deffon (1993). and Jargor.vsky and Jo Bane (1991), among others. Tl.re main tluust of

tlrese studies was that, during the 1980s and 1990s, poor inclividuals and familíes tendetl

increasingly to concentrdte in a few neighborhoods in each city. This phenomenon. the

studies argued, had plofound social and cultural consequences for those living in such

neighbourhoods as well as for the larger society.

One serious consequence of the poor concentrating in a few areas of a city - that

is, lriglr levels oî neighbourhood poverty - is the massive breakdown of social institutio¡s

in such areas (Massey and Eggers 1990). Another consequence is the severity of tlie

problems ofjoblessness, farnily disruption, teenage pregnancyJ failing schools. crime and

drugs (Massey and Denton 1993). The prevalence of such social ills in a neighbourhood.

in tum, has serious consequences lor the socialization ofthe younger generation (Lawson

and Wilson 1997). Tliese consequences for the youth often occur through a processJ

called 'transmission b¡ percept'. whereby a person's exposure to certain attitudes and

actions is so û'equent that they become part ofhis or he¡ own outlook (Wilson 1996).
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The aforementioned studies opened a new line of research fo. Aro".i"u*iul

scientists. some researchers examined the effects of neighborhootl. pover./y such as the

poor quality of education, health care, and other civil services, as well as high crime rates

(e.g., Massey et. al. 1991; Grane 1991; Mayer 1991). other ¡esearchers focused on such

causative factors as migration (Fitchen 1995; Luloff and Jensen 1993), housing (wilson

1995), employment (lceiand 1995), public housing projects (Massey and Ka'aiapuni

1993), and the urban housing market (Massey et. al. 1994).

The studies cited above arso revealed rbaf neighbottrhood poverty has an

unmistakable racial correlate. In a study of chicago's inner city neighbourhoods, wilson

(1987) showed the magnitude of neigltbot*hoocl poverty for America' Blacks was quite

alarming. In another study. Lawson and wilson (1995:693) stated that while the problem

of neighbourhood poverty has affected all economically margi'al groups. ,,the urban

black poor have been particularly devastated". lvfassey and Denton (1993) suggested that

the unique sub-culture and lifestyle of American Blacks co.ld be understood only by

taliing into accourt their severe isolation from the mainstream population, and their

heavy concentration in poor neighbourhoods.

Tlre rise ofresearch on neighbozu'hood poverty in the united States also sparked a

similar interest among European researchers. The European studies indicate that although

no European city has experienced the level of neighbourlrcod poverty typical of

Ame¡ìcan metropolises. the process of social polarization in European cities seems to

have begr-n (La"vson and wilson 1995). Also, while the studies of European cities did not

reveal anv racial dimension associated with neighbourhood poverty, they shor.ved tirat



cerreLn sub-populations. such as irnmigrants and certain ethnic groups, seem to be over-

represented in the poor neighbourhoods (see, Silver 1993; Roelandt and Veenman 1992;

van Kempen 1994). The results of these studies, hor.vever, still do not offer a general

picÍure of neighbourhood pover{y in Europe, as there are ver¡r few studies of this son.

compared to the vast number ofstudies in the United States.

compared to Ëurope, the knowredge of neigrtbourhoocr pot;erry in canada is even

poorer! as there is virtuall¡' no comprehensive study of the magnitude of this phenomenon

in canadian cities. The reasons for this negligence are not fully understood. o,'e

possibility is that it has to do with the gratification resulting from the united Nation,s

ranking of canada as the most desirable country in which to live, in tems of the Hurran

Development Index (chehki 1995). Another reason may be the fact that, compared to the

United States, there are fewer and smaller Canadian cities; this situation normally hinclers

the development of a lively inter-city comparative pîcfure oJ' neigltbourhoo¿l poverÐ).

Lastly, in the United States, research on neigltbourhoocl poverlt increased significantly

l'ollowing rhe 1992 riots in poor a¡eas of Los Angeles (Burton 1992:14). which

highlighted some of the potential dangers associated with extlemely poor neighborhoods.

Lack of such violent and radical incidents in canada may have contributed to the

negligence of ne i ghb ou. ho o d p ove rty.

The prese't study is a' efforl to address this gap in cauadian research, that is. a'

empiricai study of the magnitude and some consequences of neighbourl.tootl poverty in

canada. Before discussing the specific concems of the present study. it may be helpful to



add a few words about the nature of the neighbourhood poverty research, that is, what

such a study is about.

The Nature of the Study

There are two potential misconceptions regarding what a study of neighbourhootl poverry

is about. First, it may be mistaken for a study of the lives of poor individuals and

families. Baseci on this misconception, such a stuciy is expected to identify the poor in

each neighbourhood and, then, explain why they are poor. Second, it may be viewed as

an ethnographic study of the life and livíng conditions in slums. Both these views are in

coDtrast witlr those ofthe recent wave of neighbourhood poverty stvdies.

The first misconception is based on a mistaken unit of analysis. A study of

neighbourhood poverty is not about individuals or families; it is aboùt neighbourhoods , A.

study like this is not about who is poor; it is abottt where the poor live. it is not about how.

severe one's poverty is; it is about horv many poor people live in a neighbourhood. rt is

not about why somebody is poor; it is about why there is a concentration of poor in

certain neigl.rbourhoods and not others.

Tlre second misconceptio' results from the fact that the study of neighbourhood

poverly resoîates with the anthropological and ethnographical studies of slums during the

1960s (see, for instance, Lewis 1966). ln this type of studies, the main concern was to

document the lives ald day-to-day activities ofthe slurn residents. Such studies typically

had a very narrow focus, ollen confined to exami'ing one or t\,,/-o cases. w-ith no strong

1ir*age to larger social settings, The recent studies of neighbourhootl poverty, horvever.

are different at least in two respects. First, they are interested in studying the poverty of



all neìghbourhoods in the city, and not just the slums. Second, they are interested in

linhing the trends observed in the neighbourhood level with larger social and economic

trends. Due to these differences. recent studtes of neighbourhood poverty have been more

quantitative and comparative, as opposed to the ethnographic and descriptive nature of

the antluopological studies of slums.

.A good understanciing of the above points also helps us understand why study of

neighborhood poverty is still in an early stage of development. One reason is that

previous research on general poverty offers little help in understanding neighbctrhood

poverry, due to its different focus. This partly explains why many studies of

neighborhoocl poverty have been conducted by urban/social geographers. rather than

economists and sociologists, who have traditionally been concemed with poverty (see, for

instance, Ley 1993; Ley and Boume 1993; Davies and Murdie 1993; Maclachlan and

Sawada 1997; Ley and Smith 1997; Miron 1993). While the research on general poverly

has a lelatively long record, having originated in the mid-1960s, the study of

neighborhood polterry, is still quite new - originating mainly in the early 1990s.

A question may arise here: how are the two concepts, poyerty and neighbourhood

poverly, defined? The official practice in North Anerica is to define pover4l in terms of

the ploporlion of an individual's or a family's income that is spent on the basic necessities

such as food, clothes, and shelter. in Canada, anyone rvho spends more tllan 56 percent of

Iris or lrer income on such needs is considered poorl . Nuighbourhootl poverty, on llte

othe¡ hand, is measured by the proportion of a neighbourhood's population who are poor.

I A more delailed discussion ofthe deñnitions of povert-v is offered in Chapter Trvo
)



Neighbourhoods are then categorized. according to their poverry levels: 'poor' (those

neighbourhoods with 10-20 percent poverty rates), 'highly poor' (those with 20-30

percent pove(y rates), and 'ghetto neighbourhoods' (the areas with more than 40 percent

poverty rates) (Wilson 1987,1996; Jargowsky and Jo Bane 1991).

Poverty of neighbourhood, as deflned above, can increase as a result of two

developments: a rise in general poverty. and a rise in the spatíal concentration ol poor.

An increase in the general poverty in a city means that there are more poor

individuals/families, hence, an increase in the proporlion ofpoor in each neighbourhood,

and an increase in the neighbourhood's poveny level. The problem, however, is that these

poor individuals and families are not distributed evenly in the urban space and across all

neighbourhoods. They tend to concentrate in certain neighbourhoods, hence, tl.re poverty

levels ofthose neighbourhoods increase at rates higher than the city's poverty rate. When

the extent ofsuch a conceúÌation ofpoor reaches a certain th¡eshold, it tends to partition

the city, in terms of its social fabric; what Massey and Denron (1993) called social

'aparlheid'. Such a situation, therefore, results from two sets of variables: those which

increase the poverty rate in a city, and those which influence the distribution of the poor

population in urban space, that is, across neìghbourhoods. The former involves the

economic and social variables. the latter. the spatial variables.

This bi-dimensional nature of neighbotn'hood poverty is futher cornplicated b1'

o\¡erepresentation of ce¡tain minority groups in the poor neighbourhoods. This is to sa1'

that if certain ethnic or racial groups are heavily concentrated in the ertremely poor areas

ofa city', they are isolated from the rest of population not only in tenns of their economic



status but also in their etlnic/racial characteristics. Such a situation gives both economic

and ethnic dimensions to the aforementioned social 'apartheid'. The American studies

cited earlier have clearly shown that this is a serious problem in many American

metropolises.

Organization of the Study

Building upon the previous research ot SpaÍial Concentration of Poverty (SCOP), tlie

present study has two major aims: to provide a comprehensive picture of Canadian cilies

witlr regard To spatial concentration of poverty (that is, neighbourhood poverty), and to

examine whether or not there is an ethnic dimension associated with it. Given this- one

can say that neighboulhood, poverty, and ethnicity constitute the conceptual buitding

blocks of the study.

These conceptual building blocks give the study a multidisciplinary nature;

rleighbourhood has been of special interest to geographers; poverty has concerned mainll,

economists; etlmicity has received the attention of sociologists. This multidisciplinary

Ìr.ature acts as an assuralloe of authenticity, because it is now a relatively established view

that. in isolation from each other, the social sciences cannot succeed. The conventional

distinctions among social sciences are now increasingly seen as unproductive legacies of

rhe 191r' century (Wallerstein 1987); the lively debates and significant findings

increasingly occur in the boundary areas of the different disciplines.

The multidisciplinary nature of the stud¡' also poses a challenge, as it has to look

at different bodies of theoretical and methodological literature, each concemed with its

own subject matter and discipline-specific metl.rodology. This has the potential to



liagmentize the stud¡r. that is, it may prevent the different pieces of the study to ht well

into a unilied and coherent framework, hence, a real hassle for the reade¡. This challenge

has forced us to deviate slightly from the conventional format of the thesis presentation:

different aspects of the issue at hand have been dealt with semi-independently in

consecutive chapters. Each chapter. when needed. contains a review of the related

literature. methodology, conceptual framework, and eventually, the findings. This is

particularly the case with chapters Two through Four. The hndings are then combined ìn

chapter Five, for a simultaneous examination. This structure, I feel, more elfectively

provides the reader with the needed information on the aforementioned conceptual

building blocks of the study. In what follows, the succeeding chapters are introduced.

along with the main themes of each chapter.

Chapter Two, Neigltbourltood Poverty: Tlte Magnitude, begins with a rcvier.v of

tlre literature on poverty, including the debates on poverty's definition, causes, and

consequences; it also looks at poverty lrom the public policy point of view. Ther.r, the

chapter addresses the issue oî neigltbourhood poverty (or spatial concenrrãtion of

povertl,). The chapter provides a conceptual backdrop, against which one can better

understand tlre social consequences and signihcance of neighbourhood pot,erty. Tl'ris

conceptual discussion is followed by' an empirical examination of the magnitude of

neigltbourhood poverty in Canadian cities. In particular. trvo statistical measures of

neighbotn'ltood poverty are suggested and applied: one looks at the groupings of

neighbourhoods based on their poverty levels. another at the distribuiion ofpopulation in

these neighbourhoods.



Since the focus of this study ìs to examine what proportion of the population of

ethnic groups lives in poor neighbourhoods, and what the causative factors are, we hrst

need to examine the distribution of ethnic population in city. This is addressed in

Chapter Three, Neighbourhood: The Ettnic Dimensiott. The cl.rapter begins with a

broad analysis of the recent rise of ethnic sentiments, lollowed by a discussion of the way

these ethnic sentiments have influenced the distribution of eth¡ic groups in canadian

urban neighbourhoods. An empirical study of the distribution of ethnic population in

major Canadian cities, along w'ith some proposed explanations, ends the chapter.

As mentioned earlier, the members of a group that has a high poverty rate are also

likely to experience a high level of neighbottrhood poverty. A study of etlnic groups'

neighhourhood poverf, therefore, requires an examination of their initial p overty levels.

This issue is addressed in chapter Four, Poverry: The Ethnic Dintension. The chapter

begins r.r'ith a descriptive examination of the poverty of ethnic groups in canada. This

descriptive analysis shor,vs that the problem of poverty is more seve¡e for the etlmic

groups with a larse recent irnmigrant population. This raises the possibility that the

poverly of such groups may result from the problems associated with their immigration

status: the inadequacy of language skills. the mismatch of occupational skills and job

market demands, and the possible discriminatory practices against them. The chapter.

therefore, includes the immigration status and its associated variables as an integr.al part

of tlre analysis of poverty of etlmic groups.

Tluee possible explanations of the etlmic groups' povertv are exami:ned: human

cupilel facfors. structlo'ol factors, and ossimil(i.ion/integrãtian facÍors. The first



enconpasses variables such as educationJ age, and migration. The second revolves

around the sector of economv in which one rvorks. and the type of the job one has, in

terms of the full-time/part-tine nature of the job. The third involves variables associated

with immigrants, such as language skills, year of immigration, and age at immigration. A

regression model is then developed to test the validity of the th¡ee alternative

explanations-

The stage is now set for the simultaneous examination of the three issues

discussed in the chapters Two through Four, that is, the examination of ethnic groups'

presence in poor neighbourhoods. Chapter Five, Neighbourhood Poverty: The Ethttic

Dintensiort, tries to examine this issue in an integrated fashion. The chapter begins with

arl accoLÌnt of the recent attention focused on neighbourhood poverty. and suggests that

this interest is partly due to a rekindled interest in the issue of urban 'underclass' (Peterson

1991). Neighbourhood poverty is viewed as providing a favorable ground for growth of

an'underclass' (.Iencks 1991). The chapter then discusses the major h1'potheses suggested

to explain the magnitude of neighbourlrcod pot,erty of ethnic groups. Two h1'potheses are

emphasized: the \¡isnatch hypothesis' and the'segregation hypothesis'. Given the lack of

any previous study on this issue in Canada, it is important to test these hypotheses in the

Canadian context. An effort is also made to improve these hypotheses, and to expand

their corresponding conceptual framervorks. by introducing the notion of 'culture of

poveftyr. In the expanded conceptual fìamervorìi. it is particularly hypothesized that the

over-representation of an ethnic group in extrenely poor neighbourhoods may lead

10
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members of such a group to subscribe to the 'culture of poverty'. A series of multiple

regression models are developed to empirically test these hypotheses

It may be helpful here to add a word about the nature of chapters Two through

Five. chapters Two and rhree provide the descriptive picture of the tlvo major

components of thís study. neighbourhood poverly and ethnic spatial

concentration/segregLttion. chapters Four and Five, on the other hand, involve the

analytic and inferential analysis of the ethnic groups'po verty and neighbourhood poverty.

The theoretical discussions in chapters Two and rh¡ee are meant only to provide the

reader witlr a conceptual backdrop for the issues under study. The theoretical discussions

in the latter two chapters, however, are conceptual frameworks from which the research

hypotheses are derived. The hypotheses, therefore, appear o'ly in chapters Four and Five.

Chapter 6, Conclusion, Implications, antl Limitafions of the Sturty, provides a

srnnmary of the findings, along with their policy implications. Afte¡ a discussion of the

data lirnitations tl.rat a study of this nature encounters, some suggestions for data

generation practices are made. Also, the underlying assumptions of the study are

discussed, and some new directions for further resea¡ch are offered.
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Chaptcr Trvo

NEIGHBOURHOOD POVERTY: THE MAGNITUDE

The recent poverty surge in the Westem industrial nations during the 1990s

levived an interest in poverty research, after a decade of total negligence of the issue

(Bruton 1992). The previous wave ofpoverty research, which produced some very lively

accounts ofpove y in the late'60s and early'70s (see, for instance, Reid 1972; Deìter

1970; Sheffe 1970; Harp and Hofley 1970; Adarns et al. 1970; Mann 1970; Joh¡son

1974: Lederer 1972), came to an abrupt halt, partly as a result of some relative successes

in anti-poverty struggles (Danzìger et. al. 1994), In the beginning of the 1990s, however,

writing on poverty-related issues regained prominence (Bruton 1992).

Wlile this new surge of poverty was common to most of the Western indust¡ial

nations, it was more severe in North America than Western Europe (McFate, Smeeding,

and Rainwater 1995). The similar situations of Canada and the United States in temls of

tl-reil povert-v trends, along with their other historical cornnonalties, made tire Canadial

poverty debate, in rnany lvays. similar to its Arnerical counrerpaft (on Canada. see, e.g..

Chekl<i 1995r Sa¡lo 1992,1994; Canadian Institute of Child Health 1994; Bolaria and

Wotherspoon 1995; and on the US, Burton 1992; Danziger et al. 1994; Wilson 1987,

1996: McFate, Lawson, and Wilson 1995). Neverlheless. neither the diversitl' nor the

inter-rsity of djscussion in Canada has been as great as it is in America. This can partl.v be

the result of a particular inage of Canada in the minds of manv Canadians: a 'classless'

society; for them. povert¡,'has been invisible (Hoiìe¡- 1971), This. in tum. results fiom the

1àct that. according to Hofley (1971:104), "the vast majority ofpersons with whom they
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interact are, just as they themselves are, members of the middle class". The dominance of

such a perception of social reality can seriously hinder any considerable attention to

pcople of the lorver classes as well as the poor. Despite this, horvever. the debate on

por ertl in Cenada is intensilying.

In what follows, a review of the major themes of concem in the recent povedy

debate. both in Canada and the United States, is presented. The debates are mainly

clustered around issues such as dehnition of poverty, its causes. the groups more

vuherable to it, and the related public policies. The literature on neighbotu.hood poverty

is then discussed at length.

2.1. A REVIEW OF POVERTY LITERA.TUI{E

2.1.1. The Definition of Povertv

While nobody seems to disagree with the conullorl sense definition of poverty as the state

of lacking adequate means to satisfj. 'basic needs', the issue of how to decide what

constitutes basic needs has stimulated a great deal ofdisagreement. The primary efforts to

dehne poverty were based on the implicit assumptiolr that basic neecls, by definition.

r'vere impervious to social alid cultural contexts. Drawing upon such an assumption. then,

tlle poverty line was formulated as the t-lnancial resources an individual or a family needs

in order to purchase the basic necessities of life or to surr,ive at a subsistence level. It

soon became evident, however, that povedy is a relative. and not universal, experience:

since there are different staldards of living. tlìere are difïerent standards for poveÍy. too.

This realizatior.r forced researchers and policy-makers to dei'rne poverty in lelation to

particular groups. Despite this modihcation, the initial perceptjon rerrairred stiil

appealing to some. In povert.v literature. this conceptual dualitv has been relèred to rvith

13
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labels such as 'subsistence criteria' vs. 'relative deprivation' (Wryte 1971), 'basic needs'

vs. 'relative' approach (Sarlo 1992.1994), 'economic' vs. 'socio-cultu¡al, (Oster et al.

1978), 'physical' vs. 'social' (Ross et aI. 1994), and more commonly, 'absolute' vs.

'relative' definition.

The implicatìon of the tr.vo concepts and detinitions of poverty, i.e. .absolute,

versus 'relative', are profound. For example. those rvho adhere to the 'absolute'

definition have excitedly repolted that in the early 1990s. Canada's 'real poverty rate'

was less tban 4Vo, and not the \2.1Y" of[tctaI rate (see, for instance. Sàrlo 1994). Others,

according to Chekki (1995:250), have 'chided Canada for lack of progress in rec-lucing

poverty'. This has flourished a few other, less common, neasures of poverty each

adopting a varjation of the two major approaches mentioned earliell.

Despite the multiplicity of poverty neasures suggested, most discussions of

poverty in Canada during the last 25 years have relied on a rìeasure ofpoverty suggested

by Statistics Canada -'Lorv Incorne Cut-Offs (LICO)', According to Kralm 1995:2.18),

the data obtained from the an¡ual Survev of Consumer Finances have indicated tl.rat the

average Canadian fan.rily spends about 36 percent of (pre{ax) income on the basic

necessities (food. shelter, and clothing); to estatrlish the Llco line, statisrics ca¡ada adds

20 percent to this figure. I{ence, any family spending more tl.ìan 56 percent of gloss

income on the basic necessities is considered poor. The lor.v-income lines are then

calculated for comnunities and for families ol valìous sizes r.vithin those

I Some ofthe suggested measures ofpovcrty are: Statistics Canada Lorv lnsome Cutoffì. Canadian Council
on Social Devclopment Incorre Lìnes, Senate Con1miÍee Poverry- Lines, N,lerropolitan Toronto Social
Planning Council Budget Cuides, Nlontreal Diet Dispensary Guidelines. Fraser lnstitute Poverr] Ljnes.
P¡ovi¡rcial Social Assistance Rates. arìd Pu blic-Opinion-based poveft) liues. For a detailed discussion of
these measu¡es. see Ross (199,1: lj-25).
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communities.Table 1 contains the poverty lines for families and communities of different

sizes.

The Statistics Canada's LICOs have recentlv come under fierce attack bv Fraser

Institute researchers. They argue that a relative definition of poverty such as the Statistics

Canada's LICOs gives a false perception of the poverty status in society, because it looks

Table 1:
The Low-income Cut-Offs for Families anci Unatiachecj indiviciuals, igg'i

Size of Area of Residence

500,000 or '100,000 to 30,000 to Small Urban (Farm and

Family SÌze more 499,999 99,999 Areas non-Farm)

1

2
3
4

6

19,187 16,854 16,464 15,008 13,064
24,389 21,662 20,926 19,076 16,605
28,081 24,662 24,094 21,964 19,117
30,680 26,946 26,324 23,997 20,887
33,303 29,248 28,573 26,A47 22,672

7 or more 35,818 31,460 30,734 28,017 24,385
Source: Statislics Canada, Census Data CD-ROIM on Families, 1991

at the bottom end of the income scale as the poveú,v area. and there will ah.vays be a

bottom end in this scale. This means that, no matter rvhat policies are adopted. there will

always remain a ceftain level ofpoverty in Canada, due to the deficiencies ofthe measure

used (Sarlo 1992, 1994). They have also become cynical toward the povefiy researchers,

claiming that the), prefer LICOs, partly because it will keep alive their subject of interest.

Ìroverty. For them. the Fraser Institute researchers contend. poverty research is viewed as

a business rather than a sincere efforl to deal rvith a social problem,

Instead of the 'relative' LICOs, the Fraser lnstitute has suggested an aiternative

rrreasure based on an 'absolute' definition of povert.v. To forllulate this definìtion, thel'

have first listed the 'basic needs' of Canadians in detail and. then. have estimated the
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costs of sadsrying those needs in cities and for families of different sizes. This has

resulted in a different set of poverty lines, far lower than LICOs, based on r.vhich they

have argued that the problem of poverty in Ca¡rada is lar less serious than it is often

thought. Despite this proposal, LICOs are still widely used as poverty indicators (see,

Sarlo 1992, 1994).

While the LICOs are commonly considered to be the poverty line, the irony is that

Statistics Canada has never taken them as such. In a recent article. the chief statistician of

Canada, Ivan P. Fellegi. has commented on poverty line and LICO. His observations are

wonh citirg at length:

" ... dlere is still no intern¿rionally accepted definition ofpoverry ...The lack ot-
an intemationally accepted definition also ¡eflects indecision as to whetl'ler alr
intemâtional standard dehnition should allorv comparisons of well-being across
countries compared to some international norm, or whether poverty lines should
be established by reference to the norms within each counrry. ...Both the
relative income and the absolute income approaches involve judgmentaL and
hence ultimately arbitrary choices. ln the case of the ¡elatjve approach, the
fundamental decision is what fraction of the overall average or median income
constirutes poverty. Is it one half, one thi¡d, or some other proporlion? ln the
case of the absolute approach, the number of individual judgements required to
arrive at a poveúv Iine is far larger. Calculating the mininum income that is
needed to purchase the 'necessities' of life first ¡equires deciding on what
constitutes a 'necessity' in food, in clothìng. in shelte¡ and in a multitudc of
other purchases from transpoftation to reading mate¡ial. ... poverly is
ittttittsically a question ofsocial consensus, at a point in time and in the context
of a given country. .. . lt is through the political process that democ¡atic socieLies
achieve social consensus in domains that intrjnsically judgmental. ... In Canada
the politìcal porvers have not expressed theìr vielvs as yet: neither the provincial
nor rhe federal govemmenls have set official poveny lines. ... Statistics Canada
does not and cannot measure the level of 'poverty' in Canada. ... the Lory
Income Cut-Offs ... identifies those who are substantially worse off dran the
average. Of course. being significantly worse off than ti'ìe average does nor
necessarily mean thar one is poo¡." (Fellegi 1996; il-4)

Even if there was an agreement arnong poverty researchers as \vl'rat measure to

use, there rvould have been a further con.rplication involved. Since both above measures

rel) on income to decide the purchasing porvel of a famil1,. the disagreement arouse.

according to Ruggles (1990), over which income to use: pre-tax or post-iax. \,vith
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government transfers or without it, documented or non-documented income. Also, there

is uncertainty as how to account lor non-cash income, in form ol food. inexpensive

housing, free health services, child-ca¡e, which, otherwise, would have been a financial

burden: and, how to account for wealth, along with income. A radically different vien'

even suggested dropping 'income' as a basìs of comparison and using 'consumption,.

instead. The latter group raised the problem of hor.v to define the pover1]' status of two

families with the sane decent income. one generous in spending, the other conseruative;

should both families be considered non-poor, even if the members of one are starviug?

'Ihe seriousness of such a question has opened the gate for an entirely different approach,

in which the consumption pattern. rather than income level. is considered as the indicator

of a làmil¡,'s well-being (see. Mayer 1995).

No settlement of these disagreements is in prospect. The main reason for this

situation is the fact that the adoptiorl ofeach one ofthe suggested measures involves wlrat

Fellegi called 'judgmental choices'. One of such Judgmental choices' is that there is no

universal definition of 'basic needs'. Another is that a sophisticated measure will be of

little use. jf there is no reliable way to gather data on it. Such Judgrnental choices' have

lcsulted in tl.re ongoing. wide use ofthe relative measures of poverty. both in Canada and

Lhe Uì1ited States.

2.1.2. The Cause(s) of Poverty

Â r'vider disasreement exists over what causes povefiy, The nunerous accounts of

poveÍ.v generation mechauistt-ts cluster arouncl three sets of factors: indjvidual. structural.

and cultural. Emphasis on the individual factor is perl.raps ti.re oldest: jt is also most

appealing in North America. due to the preponderance ol an individualistic orientation
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(Tepperman 1994). The structural and cultural explanations ofpovedy, on the other hand,

deal w'ith larger trends in society. rather than individuals. The two. however, have long

been viewed as opposed to each other (Greenstone 1991).

Despite its longer history, the individualistic explanation of poverty found its

most svstematic exprcssion in the ideas of the American psychologist. David McClelland

(McClelland 1972; McClelland and Winter 1969). ln an effod to understand rhe

backwardness ofthe Third Wo¡ld countries, he raised the point that the factor missing in

these countries is a particular type of personal orientation. or a personality component.

He called this missing component the 'Need of Achieverrent' (fJA): a strong and serious

eagerness towards accomplishment. imovation. risk-taliing, entrepreneurship, and long-

term plarìning. The 'NA viruses', according to McClelland (1972), need to be diffused in

a society before they can step out of the poverty trap. Although in its original

fonlulatiorr, the 'N.4.' theory addressed the poverty of nations, it was later used as an

explanation of individual poverty as well.

Stemming from a Marxist origin. the structural view put more emphasis on socio-

economic structure as the cause of povert.v. The poor exist, according to this vier.l,

trecause of the uneven distribution of wealth and power inherent in class-based societies.

In the capitalist system. for example, rvork is organized so that the economic surplus

produced b1' r'vorkers ends up in the hands of the bourgeois class. As a result, in a

capitalist svstem. trl'o inevitable trends coincide: 'the expansion of existing wealtl-r' rvith

'degradation of the labourer'. and a most straitened exhaustion of his vital por.vers' (lvfarx

1973[1939]:750). The ìnevitable outcome of this process is the widening gap betrveen

capitalists and working class. leaving the lomer lvith enormous wealth and the lattel r.vitll
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devastating poverty. Faced with the inadequacy of tl.re orthodox formulation ofthis view,

the neo-Marxist thinkers expanded it with a 'split labour market theory' (Satzewich

1998). This theor.v holds that the economy is str-uctr:rally divided into two sections, one

rvith a tendency to gro\À,, the other to sinli; those employed in the latter a¡e destined to

poverqv. Despite their slight differences. both versions of strucrural view contend that

poveny has its origin somewhere beyond the personalìty or lifestyle of intlividuals; it is

caused by macroeconomic trends in societ¡'.

The cultural perspective, bv contrast, looks f'or tlle source of poverl¡r in cultural

habits and lifestyles, such as strong belief in i-atalism. helplessness, dependence and

inl'erioritl', w'eak ego. and a strong present-time orientation; the source ofthe problem is.

proponents of thìs vie'"v en]phasize, 'a cullure that irrationally sanctions dysfunctio¡al

condrict' (Greenstone 1991:399). In many r€spects, this view has some resemblance to

the individualistic approach; the diffèrence is in the scale: one attributes poveúy to an

individual litèstyle, the other to a collective culture.

The cultural view has been an extensiolr of the notion of "culture of povert,v-",

suggested by oscar Lewis (1966). The extension. hor.vever, diverged markedly from the

lvay the theory rvas originally formulated, as this theory has been often nisconceived and

misrepresented. conservatives found in Lewis's ideas a rationale for blaming the poor for

their povert-v. Marxists, ol the other hand, criticized Ler.vis for overlooking tþe economic

and class factors. when one compares these interpretatior.rs with q'hat Ler,vis actually

said. one f,rnds them pretty nisleadins, Because the 'culture of poverty' is an esseutial

component of the theoretical framervorli developed and used in this studv. it deserves a

more detailed discussion.
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In a short articie r.vritten in 1966, Lewis (1966) raises a number of interestinq

points that both hjs critics and his supporlers seem to have disregarded. First, he rejects

the notion that 'culture of poverty' is 'just a matter of deprivation or disorganization, a

tenn signif ing the absence of something'; it is, rather. 'a cultu¡e in the traditional

arrtluopological sense iu that it provides human beings rvith a design flor. living, with a

r-eady-made set of solutions for human problems, and so serves a significant adaptive

tunction' (Lewis 1966:222). This point alone invalidates many of the critiques of the

notion of 'culture of poverty' made by Marrìsts. lf a cultr-u.e of povertl, emerges among

ìloor as a strategy to cope r.vith their poverty, it ca¡not be, as Malxists tend to claim, the

cause of poverty. Poverty precedes the cultu|e ol poverty, therefo¡e. the latter camot

have a role in the genesis of the former.

Second, a cultule ofpoverty does not develop among all poor. Lewis stresses that

'[t]here are numerous examples of poor people whose wal' of life I would not

characterize as belonging to this subculture': Jews in Eastem Europe. the poor in post-

levolutionary Cuba, the Algerian poor, and about 80 percelt of American poor (1966:

226). So. although the cultule of povert¡' accompanies povefiy, accordir.rg to Lewis. this

is lar from a universal and inevitable accompaniment.

Third. once the culture of povert-v comes to existence, Lewis (1966:224) argues.

'it tends to pelpetuate itsell. In thìs respect. the culture of poverty is like general cullure:

it tclies a lile ol its oun. resists cltcnge. and reinl'orces tlle socio-ccorronr ic ci¡cumstances

rvith rvl.rich it corresponds in many wavs. including socialization. Lewis points out, 'fbly

the time slun'r children are sjx or seven thev have usualiy absorbed the basic attitudÈs and

values of theìr subcuhure. Thereafter they are ps¡.chologicalll' unread-v to tahe full
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advantages of changing co'ditions or improving opportunities that may develop in

lifetime'. Tlis means that the culture of poverty more heavily afrects the second

generation of poor. For them. it is not a coping strategy anymore; it is, rather. a tvay of

lifer.

Tìre crux of misunderstanding about 'culture of povefiy', I believe, is the

confusion between creation and petperttation of poverty. wrile the fomer can be, as

Marxists argueJ a function of socio-economic structure. the latter arises from the culture

of poverty itseli The change of conditions may remove the poverty, but does not

necessarily eradicate 'culture of poverty, after it has found 'a life of its or,vn'. In similar

conditions. it may take at least one generation for the ner.v culture to colle about. one calÌ

fìnd many examples for this: the perseverance of original culture amons the first

generation of immigrants to a new country. the persistence of cultural habits among the

settled nomads, etc. we can, therefore, safely argue that oscar Lelvis's thesis addresses

the inter-generational peçetuation of poverty throush the culture of poverly, rather than

the initial generation of poverty. The relationship between poven.v and the cultul-e of

poverty does not need to be rigid and one-way. Sin.rpson and Yinger (1972:176). for

: hrterestingly enouglÌ, about a decade ago, Tatyana Zaslavskaya. a Russian Marxist sociolosist who
lleca¡ne the head of the first poll instituie in Russia at the tine of Michael Gorbachev, suggested a very
'Lervisian'type ofanalysis, referring to the major impediments to Golbachev's reforms. She pointed out
that Gorb¡chev rvas facing resistance to refo¡ms among tlìree layers ofsocietv: one, the top leadership in
Communist Part-y and politburo, second. the middle rank managers. and third. the rank-and-file people.
With tegard to the Ias¡ groups. Zaslavskaya mentioned that during the 70 years of a corrupted conmu¡rist
regime. Russians had developed a panicular lilest-.,le and cultu¡e in order to survive. bo¡h economicall.v and
psychologically. The result of this culture is a specific tvpe of personaliw she had callecl 'Ho¡Io-
Sovi.'ricus'. While people support the refom'ls and like to see commurist regime gone. Zaslavskaya argued,
rheir culture docs resist the rcforms.
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example. have admirably linked the two by suggesting that'[]ow opportunity leads to

low-motivation and skill r,vhich, n'hen widely shared. leads to values adapted to poverty

that prevent recognition or pursuit of available opportunities."

The different vier.vs on the causes ofpoverty can be empirically examined against

the distribution of poverty among various segments of popuìation. If the source ol the

problem is an individual lifèstyle, we should normally expect to see no distinguisl.ring

pattems of poverty for different groups; the individual factor creates an all-inclusive

randomness. If the problem is caused by a cultural orientation. rve should see some

patterned variations of poverty along cultural lines. For the structural factor to be valid.

we need to spot different levels of poverty amoltg those in different economic statuses.

Fo¡ these reasons, tl.re discussjon on causes of poverty has led to an examination of the

groups rllore severely affected by poverty. that is, the vulnerable groups.

2.1.3. Vulnerable Groups

A great deal of recent research has concentrated on identifliing the groups u,ùich ale

vulnelable to poverty, and the factors responsible t-or such vulnerability. Some o1'the

groups most severely hit by poverty colrsist of females (with or without children), young

adults of 18-24 years, chìldren, and the elderly. Using 1996 census data, Table 2 provides

the poverty rates of these and many otller categories of people in Canada. The rates

included are arranged in declining order, with the overall poverty rate of Canadian

lanrilies et the top t I6.-ìoot Jbr conrpcrclire putposes.

One of tire most vulnerable groups, in general. is that of youlg adults. rvith a

povefty rate of mole than 1.5 tines the national rate. A sillilar situation exists for young

adults in other iudustriai couìltries such as tlle United States, Britain, Gemran-v, the
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Table 2: The Povertv Rafe bv TvDe oi Fam¡lv. 1996

Male referencA person tarn¡lies wäh never-mânied ehildreß only 23.9

Total - Unatt¿ched iRdividu€ls
Non-husband-wife famil¡es
Male
18 - 24 yeerã
Under 6 years
All other female reference person non-husband-wife famil¡es

Under 15 years
6 - I years
AII other male reference person non-husband-w¡fe fam¡l¡es
10 - 14 years
70 yeaß and over
25 - 34 yea-rs

Total - Population ¡n private households
15 - 17 years
55 - 64 yeers
65 - 69 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
Manied couples with never-manied children only
All other husband-wife families
Husband-w¡fe families

+2.2
39.5
38-7
26.O

25,8
23.I

23.4
23.4
t)1
20.7
20.5
20.3
19.7
19.6
l8.o
16.9
16_6

14.0
12.4
12.5
71 7

Married couplos orùy -_ _ 102
Sweden; the lulnerability ofthis group increased in the 1980s because they tended

to have both -higher ¡ates of unemployment and lower wages (McFate et al., 1995). In the

United States that has been known as the most dynamic economy of all, according to

Rifkin (1995:167), out of 1.8 million workers who lost thei¡ jobs between 1989and 1993,

only a third were able to find new jobs and then at a 20 percent drop in pay. This

corroborates that the poverty of young adults who are about to enter the job market is

directly affected by the larger economic trends.

Women are a¡other lulnerable group; in Canada, their poverty rate has been close

to thee times the national rate (45.3%o as opposed To 16j%). The lerm Jeminizalion of
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poverty is now commonly used to refer to the fact that u'omen, and especially those who

head families with young childreli, are increasingly over-represented among the poor (see,

among otlrers, Duff and Mandell 1996199a1; Duffy et al. 1988; Duffy and pupo 1992;

Goldberg i990). one reason for this is that lone-parent lamilies are predominantly women

and contain only one potential earner rvho must divide her time betr,veen the paid

worlrforce and child-rearing (McFate et al., 1995: 47).

Hardships are conpounded when the lone-parent women are also young adults. ln

such situations, women are triple jeopardized: because oftheir domestic roles. because of

the discrimination they may face in the job rnarket as womell, and. because of their

unstable economic situation as young adults. Lack of adeqr-rate education aggravates the

diffrculty exponentially.

Children have been another target of poverty. The proportion of the children

under 18 u'ho have been living in poverty has risen from 14,9 perceú ilt 1980 to 18.2

peroent in 1992 (Bolaria and Wotherspoon 1995:503). In 1996, children under nine had

poverty raies at least 1.5 times the national rate. This increase has been, at least partly. a

consequence of rbe Jëntinization ofpovefiy. Moreover, high divorce rates iu Canada. ancl

the tàct tl-rat the custodv of children in most cases goes to mothers, also contribute to

child poverl¡,. In this connection. it is kuowr but not accurately docuureuted that many

fathers tàil to honor child support agreements after divorce. The result is serious

problems for children including poor housing conditions. poor clothing and malnutrition.

During the 1990s. the extent of malnutrition among children. in particular. has been the

subject of some reporls, b1' both governmental bodies and the NGOs (see, Canadian

Institute of Clild Health, 1994).
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The disabled as rvell as the elderly are also at high risk ofpoverry. It is undeniable

that in Canada, these groups are, to a large extent, covered by the welfare system. But

considerabie cutbacks in wellare budgets. along with these individuals' limited access to

jobs and even more limited capacit.v to adjust themselves to the job market. keep them at

the b¡ink of poverty. Ari underlying demographic transfomation in Canada aggravates

tl.ris siruation: a large, aged population which has to rely oìl a smaller cohort of young

adults. of whorn many struggle to find a decent job. This puts serious doubts on the

continuatiot.r olthe rvelfare s)¡stem. Without major imovations in public policy, the aged

and disabled are going to be among the groups most severely affected by poverty.

There is. moreover, another likelv vulnerable group that has gone almost entirely

umoticed in Canadian poverty debate: ethric groups of visible minority origin. Tlis

ncgligence is quite surprising, given the recent rise of an ettmic dynamic and the

consequent attention to this issue in almost all industrial nations, and the visibility of

tlrese qroups in the Canadian population (9.3% and II.2Y" of Canadian population in

1 991 and 1996, respectivel¡,).

It seems that povetty researchers in Canada have not yet caught up with the recent

rise in the importance of etlnicity in the poverly debate. This is one, but not the only,

source of discrepancy betrveen the realities of poverty and the public policy in Canada.

Such disparities have stimulated a great deal of discussion about the relevance of public

policies designed to address poverty.

2.1.4. Poverty and Public Policy

The recent rise of poverty in the 1990s coincided r.vith a period of cr.isìs in the r''eifare

system. As a central component of public policl,, the w-elfàre system owed its post-WWII
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expansiorl to the wide acceptance of certain assumptions, which were challenged in the

late 1970s and 1980s (NlcFate 1995). one assun.rption was that the high economic growth

of'50s and '60s q'ould continue. A¡other was that the ongoing economic growth would

provide a surplus that would be redistnbuled. Also. it was believed that the economy

r.vould create enough jobs to make full-employrnent possible. Steady growth, constant

income redistribution and full-employment, however, all came to an eud by the early

1970s. Welfare systems became incleasingl¡' unsustainable because of globalization of

economies and the political swing to the rigl-rt in manv Westem industrial nations.

That. however, u'as not the only source of Irouble for the welfare systen-r; it also

sulïered because of an under'lying demo_rraphic change. Like nauv other developed

countries, Canada had to recognize that an increasing percentase of its population live

long beyond their eamìng years, and that would leave more eldelly citizens dependent on

golernment support for lor.rger periods- For this supporl they have to rely on a non-

elderly population that has not been increasing as rapidly as the¡, have (McFate 1.995:2).

This demographic developn-rent posed serious cl.iallenges to the nornral functioning of the

r.velfare system because tire welfare states were dependent on the income they would

lnalie from the non-elderly population (in the forr.r.r ol tax, pension plans, etc.) to support

the elderly; as a result, resources available to the welfare system sltank dramatically.

Despite many adjustments. the rvelfare state programs proved incapatrle olcoping

rvith the multitude of problems tlìat sufaced in the '70s and '80s. With regard to poverty.

the policies were so inadequate that. in rrrany cases, they pushed more people into povert.v

than the.v lilied out of it. Heav.v incor.ne taxes for those r.vho 'uvere marginally beyond the

tax exemption tlueshold, for instance. added to the numbe¡ of poor in some industrial
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coultries (McFate et al. 1995). The heavy taxes have pushed many lower middle class

families belo'"v the poverty line. This mismatch between the policies and the

corresponding realities made the 1990s a time for wholesale re-examìnation of social

policies (Kieranes 1996:vii). In the case of poverty, the main questions have revolved

around the role of r.velfare systems iÌl arneliorating or decreasing the poverty levels and

the kind of solutions available.

one interpretatio' of the relationship betw'een povefiy and public policy revolved

a¡ound the idea that the increasing support provided by the welfar.e state, in the form of

cash assistance. disabilit¡r insurance, food stamps, medical insurance, and housing

subsidies. changed the situation for tl.re poor so that they no Ionger have to w.ork in order

to survive (Peterson 1991). This line of reasoning is more or less aclopted by Murray

(1984), Mead (1986), Glazer (1988), Lenkowsky (1986), and Anderson (1978). They

believe that, after falling victim to povedy once, the poor tend to remain so because of

the generosity of tl.re welfare svstern, For them, the remedy involves a reform in public

polìcy.

An opposing vielv, more inf'ormed by the structural explanation of por.ety, holds

that poverty is generated by the negative impacts of macro economic trends. A reforrn in

public policy, therefore, is needed in order to cor.npensate fo¡ the undesirable irnpacts of

these trends on the lives ofvulnerable groups. Such a relorm needs to be directed to'"vards

providing beflel employn.rent. either in the form of availability of .iobs (Rifkin 1995) or

earning (Blank 199'1).

The public policies designed to deal r.viti.r poverty were fui-rher challenged b-,- the

emergcnce of some ner.v fo¡rls of povety during the 1980s. Overall povert.v \\. as no
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longer the only concem. The severit.rr and persistence of poverty began en-rerging as some

additional concems. Also. very recently, the study of neighbourhood poveryt or S¡:atial

concentration oJ Powrry (SCoP) has attracted some attention. unlike the previous

studies that focused on the poverty of individuals and families, the SCop research

concems itself with the povefiy of neighborhoods. In other rvords, wl.rile the poverty

analysts have focused on human entitìes, the SCOP analysts have adopted the

geographical units as their units of analysis.

2.1.5. Neighbourlnod Poverty: The Neglected Dimension

In the SCOP literature. poverty is defined rather unconventionally. conventional poverty

analvsts have dehned as poor an individual or a tamily that cannot af-ford tl-re basic

necessities of life, or the one that spends more than a certain propoltion of its income on

such necessities. The SCOP researchers, however, l.rave dehned as poor a neighborhood

r.vitlr more fban 20"/o of its population being poor (Wilson 1987:46).

The neighborhood poverty rate has the same conceptual properties as the national

poveÉy rate. Like the national poveúy rate. which states the number of poor individuals

and/or families as a proportion of the total population of a corurtrv, the neighbor.hood

poverty rate reveals what proportion of the population of a neighbor.irood is poor. The

national rates allow for intemational courparison. the neighborhood rates for iffer-

leighborhood comparison. Both measures, indeed, tell us about the overall well-being of

a cornmunity, be it a r.ration or a neighborhood.

The SCOP researchels have not been primarill, concerned r.vith the definition of

povert-v per se. Rather. they' have been more interesled in the comparative study of the

neigirborhoods with diffe¡ent povertv levels. The¡' are pafiicularly interested in
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exalnining tl.re social fabric of the neighborhoods with hìgh poveÉy rates. However, thev

can¡ot be quite indilferent to, aDd their studies camrot be independent from. the wav

povefty is defined. were some other income tluesl.rolcls chosen to deterlline the povefiy

line. the povertv rates of a certain societ¡,- rvould be over- or under-estimated- and so

u'ould the poverty rates of neighborhoods. Nevefiheless. the choice of thresholds would

not seriously affect the cot.nparative accounts of diflerent neighborhoocls. Moreover, the

SCOP analysts tàce a practical limitation in their studies; the neighborhoods, pover[y

rates are available tluough census data, which a¡e based on the official definition of,

povelty. SCOP researchers. therefore. have to rely on the otrcial poverty definitions and

tlùesllolds.

Despite soure scattered previous works, tl.re s,vstematic stLrd¡, of SCOp began in

the united States r'vith publication of wilson's (1987) The Tntly Disadt,antagecl.

Studying chicago's neighborhoods, wilson argued that since the ear.l.v 1970s there has

been a vìsibie increase in the number of extremely poor neighborhoods - those with 40%

and hisher poverty rates. He called such areas. n-rostÌy located in inl er cit¡r Chicago.

-ghetto neighborhoods', or later. 'ghetto povertv tracrs' (Wilson 1996:6).

The sharp rise of poverty, wilson argues, 
'oticeably 

cleteriorated the social and

econornic conditions of'ghetto neighborhoods'. This deterioration is well reflected in the

statement o1'one observer of such neighborl.roods in chicago: "when I walked dor.vn

Sixty+hird Street r.vl.ien I r.vas young, evervthìng that you wanted \\,as ther.e. But now..

coming bacli as an adult rvith 'rv child. those resources are just gone. complctelv"

(wilson 1996:5). Another elderll' 
'r'oman 

rvho lived in a simiiar neighborhood for more

tl.ran fort_v'. 1'ears rnakes similar comments:
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"I've been he¡e since March 2l- 1953. When I moved in, the neighborhood was intact. It
rlas intact with homes. beautitil homes, mini mansiors, with stores. laund¡omats. rvith
cleaners, ... . We had drugstores. We had docto¡s' offices in the neighbor.hood. We had
the middle class and upper middle class. lt has sone Íìom afiluent ro where it is roday.
And I rvould like to see it come back, that we can l'ìave some of thinss we had. ... I rvould
Iike to see some of the things come back so I can enjoy them lìke rve did when tve fìrst
came in." (Wilson 1996:3)

Resulting from the exodus ol middle- and working-class families, the high

poveñy of such 'glìetto povefty tracts' led to extreme 'social isolation' of the dwellers,

mostly Black:

"Lorvcr-class. u'orking-cìass, and mjddle-class black farnilies all lived more or less in tl'ìe
same communities...,, sent rheir children lo the same schools, availed dlemselves oi the
same rec¡eational iacilities, and shopped at the same stores. Wtereas today's black
niddle-class prolÈssionals no ìonger tend to live in ghetto neighbourhoods and have
moved incleasingly into mainstream occupations outside the black community, the black
middle-class professionals of the 1940s and 1950s (doctors. teachers, la',v,r,ers. social
rvorkers, ministers) lived in higher-income neighbourhoods of tlre ghetto and serviced the
black conrnunity. Accompanying the blâck middle-class exodus has been a grorving
rnovenìent of stable rvorking-class blacks liom ghetto neighbourhoods to higher-income
neiehbouthoods in other pafts otthe ciry and to suburbs. In the earlier years. the ìrlack
mìddle and rvorking classes were confined by restrictive covenants to communitics also
inhabited by fhe lower class; tlleir very preselìce p¡ovided stabilitv to inner-cit_v
neighbourhoods and reinlbrced and perpetuâted mainstream patterrs of nonns and
behaviour." (Wilson I 987:76)

The outcome of this developrnent for Blacl(s ìn ghettos was, \ /ilson argued. the

Ienoval of a 'sociai buffer' that had kept them attached to the mainstream population.

With the removal of this social buffer, which 'provided stability to imer city

reighborhoods and reinforced and perpetuated nainstream pattems of nonl]s and

belravior' (Wilson f987:76), the drvellers begarr developing their own distinct paferns of

Ìto1'111s and behavior:

"This argument is based on the assunlption that even if the trul), disadvantaged segmellts
ol'an inncr-cit.v area experience a signiîìcant increase in long-tenn spelis of.joblessness,
the l¡asic insriturions in that area (churches. schools, stores. recreational lacilities, etc.)
ryould ¡emain viable if much of ¡he base of their support comes liom thc more
economicall¡' stable and secure families. lv{oreove¡. the ven'presence ofthesc tàmilies
during such perìods provides mainstream ¡ole models that help keep alive the perception
that education is meairingful, that stead.v enplo.vment is a vial¡le altemative to ivelfìre,
and the family stability is dre nonr. not the exception." (Wilson 1987:56)
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The immediate factors behind this whole development, according to Wilson

(1987), are the outmigration of non-poor w-hites and the rise in the number of residents in

concentrated poverry areas who have become poor. in a later work, he added a third: the

movement of poor people into poor neighborhoods (Wilson 1996). Despite the over-

representation of Amerìcan Blacks in 'ghefto poveny tracts', Wilson found the whole

process stemming from a race-neutral trend in the economy, i.e., the decline of the

manufacturing sector in favor of a fast growing service sector. In his Il/hen l|tork

Disappertrs, Wilson (1996) more strongly related the problem to structural changes in the

economy and the job market, which resulted in higher unemployment rates for Blacks in

large manufacture-based Amerìcan cities such as Chicago and Detroit. The solution,

therefore, needs to be a race-neutral. rather than a race-specihc, public policy, Wilson

argued.

The SCOP ¡esearch in the United States was furthered by Massey et al. (1987),

Massey and Eggers (1990), and most signihcantly, by Massey and Denton (1993). The

last concentrated on the variables that Wilson had regarded as unimportant. For example,

they argued tl,at the experience of SCOP by racial minorities was directly related to race-

specific factors such as their residential segregation. In their ln¿ rican Apartheid. Massey

and Denton (1993) shorv that the same national poverty rate will lead to different levels

of neighborhood povert¡' for racial groups witìr different degrees of resìdentìal

segregation. They also raised the point that. as a result ofthe Blacks' extreme segrecation

and high rates of poverty concentration. the culture of poveily has developed among

them. a point Wìlson had tried to reject in his rvorks.
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The works of Wilson and Massey and Denton triggered a range of studies of

SCOP in American cities. A number of studies showecl the reiationship betrveen the

poverty of neighborhoods and the qualit-v of civil services or crime rates in them (Massey

et al. 1991; Massey et al. 1987). Grane (1991), assessing the neighborhood effecrs on

leenage childbearing and school dropout. showed that living in a community or attending

a school with disproportionate nunbers olpoor people or minorities increases the chance

that an adolescent will drop out or have a child out ofwedlock. Mayer (1991) illustrated

that such a fìnding holds, even after the person's farnily background is taken into accoùnr.

A¡rother series of studies examined the causes, rather than the effects, of the high

rates of neighborhood poverty. The factors highlighted constituted a r.vide range of

variables such as migration (Fitchen 1995; Luloff and Jensen 1995). housìng (wilson

1995), public housing projects (Massey and Kanaiapuni 1993), the urban housing market

(Massey et al. 1994), and employment (Iceland 1995). In general, horvever, these factors

were more or less reflections of tlie broader econonric reorganization that wilson had

previously underscored.

The rise of reseach on SCoP in the united States has sparked a similar interest

among European researchers. The findings of European studies are mixed: no European

cìty has experienced the level of concentrated poverty and racial and eth¡ic segregation

rypical of American metropolises, horvever. the process ofsocial polarization in the cities

seems to have begun (Lawson and wilson 1995). Li terms of the over-representation of

cedain groups il ghetto neighborhoods, immigrants and certain ethnic gtoups seem to be

the European counterparts of the Ame¡ican Blacks (silver 1993; Roelandt and veerulan

1992: Van Kenpen 1994).
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The research on SCOP in canada, surprisingly enough, came very little very late.

The reasons for this negligence are not quite known. one possibility is that it is due to the

gratification resulting from the united Nation's ranking of canada as the most desirable

countrv ín which to live, in terms of the Human Development Index. The recent

evaluations by the Lll'J, however, ¡anked canada 101h, after poverry was taken inlo

account. Moreover, those few concemed with poverty were more interested in poverty of

rvomen and children. Lack of a spatial vision among poverty researchers mav have

seriously hampered the research on spatial concentration of poverty in canada. Indeed.

rnost of the studies of SCOP in canada have been done by geographers, rather than

sociologists or economists who are traditionally lrore concemed with poverty. Alother

reason may be the fact that, compared to the United states, there a¡e fewer and smaller

canadian cities. This limitation nomally hinders a lively comparative picture of scop at

a societal scale. Also. the fi'dings of conventional poverty research (o,t

individuals/families) could be more easily and quickly translated into public policies

th¡ough monetary measures. This might have led to a lesser degree of enthusiasr.n for

SCoP research among the policy-makers, hence, the possibility of less fina'cial support.

Lastly, in the united states. the SCop research was strongly boosted al.ter the Los

Angeles riots of 1992 (Burlon 1992:14). 1-hose riots highlighted some of the potential

dangers associated with extremely poor neighborhoods. Lack of such violent and radical

incidents in Canada has definitely contributed towards the neglect of SCOp b¡r

researchers.

The first artenpt rowards studyi'g SCoP i'canada was made in the rnid-1990s

by Hajnal (1995). which was basicall¡' a comparison of Canada and the Uuited States.
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The major finding of this study was that. despite the fewer number of people living in

ghetto neighborhoods in Canada. they constitute a higher proportion of population

compared to the United States. Beside its descriptive nature. this study was also limited

because of the use of 1986 data that do not cover the period in il'l-rich the most visible

increase in poverly occurred. It also fell short by inadequately illustrating the impodant

dimension of SCOP, that is. its ethnic/racial feature.

In a more comprehensive study. Maclachlar.r and Sawada (1997) examined

income inequality and social polarization in Canadian metropolitan areas. While this

study had a better coverage ofthe Canadian cities and a better methodology, it was more

concerned 'r.r-ith inequality than poverty. The study, holvever. r.vas a big step forwar.d in

linling the spatial trends in cities with larger structural changes in the economy and

society.

In more focused efflorts. Ley and Smith (1997) and Murdie (1998) have examined

the spatial concentration of povefiy in tl.rree Canadian CMAs. Examining the palterns of

SCOP in Montreal, Vancouver, and Toronto. Ley and Smìth found the greatest incidence

of deep poverty in the first city, a more conveutional Arnerican model of imer city

ghettos in the second. and a suburbanization of SCOP in the third. Studying Toronto,

Murdie has broadened the perspective by introducing the notions of inner suba"Ì: and

otúer suburh; the fomrer comprise the constituent municipalities of ìvletlopolitan Tolonto

outside the city of Toronto built betr.veen the end of the WWII and the early 1970s, aud

the latter the rapidly gro'"ving suburban municipalities be)/ond Niletropolitan Toronto but

within the Toronto ClvlA. He illustrates that it is fhe inner suburhs that have experienced

the increased incidence of lorr-income households. lorv educational achievement. lower
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levels of occupational status and higher unemployment. Despite their limitated scope.

these studies have been very helpful in shorving the difference between canada and the

United States.

Most recently, Kazemipur and Halli ( I 997) made an effort to investigate the

representation of immigralts in high SCOP areas. They found a high positive correlation

betvv'een the poverty level of a neighborhood and the proportion of its population *'ho ar-e

immigrants. The magnitude of correlations rvas the highest for visible rninority

irnmigrants. such as Vietnamese, Spanish, Chinese. and Black; the only other groups with

equally high correlation coefhcients were Aboriginal and Polish. Interestingly, the

correlations for those of European etlnic or.igins, such as German, British, Dutch.

Swedish, Fin¡ish, and Jer.vish r'"'ere not lor.v but negative.

Of all the above studies, none has inter-urban perspective. Nor have they

adequately addlessed the ethnic/racial dimension of spatially concentrated poverty. Also.

missing was a comprehensive conceptual frameworli within which one can situate and

undelstand the significance of spatial concentration of poverty. It is to this tllat we turn

t]0w-.

2.2. \,VHY SPATIAL CONCENTRA.TION OF POVERTY?

A CONCEPTUAL BACKDROP

Since the foundation of sociology during the latter half of the 1911' century.

sociologists have been searciring for the robust variables that sl.rape life chances as r.vell as

social l¡elraviour. Social c/as.s r.r'as one of those as were /-¿rc¿ a¡td erhnicitt, Laler. the

1'enrinist movement of the 1960s singled out gcntler. TI-tis means tllat k.nowilg oue's

social class. gender. and the racial/ethric origin provides sociologists with valuable clues
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as to one's past, present, and future station in life. ofcou¡se, the relative signihcance of

each ofthe th¡ee variables may vary from societv to society; but. in any case, they remain

as tlle most influential ones.

The SCOP resea¡ch points out tllat a tburth variable, neighbourhoocl, can be

added to the list of the variables wirh long-lasting effects on liiè chances. This is to sav

that the choice ofneighbourhood strongly conditions the social progress of its inhabitants.

T¡ne that such a choice is ìtself influenced by otìrer factors such as income. race, and

etlmicity; but, regardless of its source. neighbourhood begins shaping the liiè chances in

rvays different from income, race and etlmicity. Tlie spatial concentration of poverty in a

leighbourhood, therefore, can further limit or expand the life chances of individuals and

groups.

There are three w'ays tluough which the spatial concentration of poverty may

contribute to shapíng life-chances. Social isolation and culture of poverty, mentioned

earlier, are two of these ways, transirion f'orn nthjectitte pol)erty to ohjective poverty is a

third. In what follo*'s, alÌer briefl¡r touching on the first trvo, 1he third will be discussed in

more detail.

2.2.1. Social Isolation

The fact that a poor family lives in a neighborhood rvirh a high level of povertv means

that they lìve in the proxirnity of other poor far.nilies. In extreme cases of higl.r

concentration of povertv. the possibility ofcontact betrveen poor and non-poor famiiies is

rllinillal. Also. such concent¡ation rrav undermine the type of public lacilities available

in the t.reighborhood. such as schools, hospitals, recreational facilities. and churches. The

inhabitarfs of poor nei-ehborhoods, thus. begin to build up rheir orvn irnpoverished
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institutional rvorld, separate from the rest of society and its limitations. Geographical

isolation, as a result, leads to social isolation.

As mentioned earlier, wilson (1987) was the first to highlight the seriousness of

social isolation. He noted that the socia.l isolation of Black Ame¡icans has deprived them

of contact with the larger society, Lack of such contacts has later beeu translated inLo the

loss of positive role models. the declining clesirability of education, the preference of

rvelfare over employment, and detaclment from the notion of stable family (wilson

1987). In other words, in the high SCoP neighboriroods, the fundamental componenrs of

the general culture are most likely missing.

2.2.2. Culture of Poverty

Culture, in general, may be defined as the sharing of nodes of behavior and outlook

rvithin a community. The study of cuiture involves 'an analysis of how culture is

transmitted from generatìon to generation and tl.re rvay in which it is sustained tluough

social interaction jn the community' (wilson 1996:66).In other rvords. culture has both a

spatial and a temporal dimension: ít is shared by menbers of a certain community, ancl it

is carried over through generations. Some have suggested that culture is a'common stock

of k'owledge', which provides solutions, already made and tested by others, for the

routine problerns and issues in the lives of the individuals involved. Tlrough this

liuctiou, culture saves individuals from falling into the hands of the 'tvranlv of freedom'

(I{inielfarb ald Richardson 1991 ).

Culture nediates our adaptarion tô the environment in rvhich we live. be it

ph;'sical or social. That explains the diversit-v- ofcultures: ditïerent envirorule¡ts require

diffèrent coping strategies. It also explains the emergence of sub-cultules among those
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who share a similar status in one or another aspect oftheir social lives. Cultu¡e. therefore,

involves rational decisions, made over a period of time and in response to some persisting

conditions.

The culture of poverty is a clear exanple of a sub-culture. As Oscar Lewis

(1966:222) argued, it serves "a significant adaptive function", allowing poor people to

cope with feelings of hopelessness and despair that arose because their chances for

socioeconomic success were remote (Massey and Denton 1993). Because ofthe interplay

betrveen the culture of poverty and the high chance of failure among certain groups,

according to Simpson and Yinger (1972:175), " [a] cornplex value system has developed

as a way of dealing. ...with ... tl.re realistic chances for failure and frustration". Such a

culture persists. as long as the corresponding poverly conditions exist, and remains

distinct from the general culture, as long as the corresponding cor.rditions remain distir.ict.

The distance between the general culture and the subculture, developed among those

isolated socially and/or physically. is succinctly caprured in a quotation citect b¡, Sirnpson

and Yinger (1972:173):

" In the customs governing sex behavior, the jsolation oi. Negroes from the general
culture is easily observable. It is one thing to know what the accepted standards are and
then to violate them ... but it is quite anotlter tlting to have no conceptìon of such
standa¡ds. In a group of ten boys in Chicago, ... the in\,€stigato¡ lound an almost
complete absence of inhibition in their reporting of sex relations. .. . They reported their
sex behavior, lvhich a middle-class schoolteacher lvould condemn as immoral, as freely
and unemotionally as they did their emplo¡,ment records o¡ their love of slvirnmiug. .. .

tireir sex behavior rvould jndicate that thev were thoroughl¡r isolated fiom acccpted
middle-class stândards."

Relf ing on the notion of culture of povert)¡, Masse¡' and Denton (1993) use the

inner citl' Black ghettos in American cities as an example of hor,v SCOP leads to the

lbmration of a dillerent lifest-vle. By concentrating poverty, tlie.v argued. 'segregatior.r

simultaneously conccntrates male joblessness- teenage motl.ìerlìood. single parenthood.
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alcoholism. and drug abuse. thus creating an entirely black social world ...'. Through

gradual distancing from tlie middle class culture. the ghetto culture represents some

fèatures quite at odds with the normative culture of wider society;

"Ghetto blacks ... face very different neighborhood condirions . . . . A large share live in a
geographically isolated and racially homogeneous neighborhoods where poverty is
endemic, joblessness is rife, schools a¡e poor, and even higlr school graàuates are
unlikely to speak standard English with an¡' faciliry. Employment opportunities are
limited, and given the social isolation enforced by segresation, blacli mcn are not well
connected to employers in the larger economy, As a result, young men coming of age in
ghetlo areas are reiarively unlikely to ñndjobs capabie of supporring ¿ rvif'e and chilà¡en.
and black rvomen, facìng a dearth of potential husbands and an absence of educational
institutions capable ofpreparing them for rainful employment, cannot realistically hope
to conform to socieral ideals and childbea¡ing.,, (Massey and Denton 1993:166)

How-ever, a culture ofpoverty is not merely developed as a reaotion to the distinct

lìving conditions in ghetto neighborhoods; it can also develop though a process called

lrtutsntission by percept, whereby a person's exposure to certair.r attitudes a¡d actions is

so frequent that they become part of his or her own outlook. In this manner, the skills.

habits, and styles are often shaped by the frequency at r,vl.rich they are found in their or,vn

communitv. A jobless family living in a neighborhood rvith a relatively high r.ate of

employment. for exanple, is different from a simila¡ one living in a ghetto neighborhood

rvith its high rate ol unemployment; the latter is aflected not only by tl.re same coustraints

ls those of the former, but also by the behavior and outlook of other jobless families in

the neighborhood (Wilson 1996). Through tl.ris mechanism, the culture of pover!,,

therefore, 1'rnds a more favorable ground to germinate in ghetto neighborhoods.

2.2.3. Objectivc vs. Subjective Povert"v

A cotlltltott theure in both 'social isolàtion' and 'culture of povenv' theses is that tirose

experiencing these situatior.ls do not sho*' a great desire for changing their living

conditions. A relevart question is horv these exrernal conditions a¡e intemalized: what
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ps)¡chological process people in ghetto neighborhoods go through so their living

conditions mirror into their mental make-up? This is a question none of the proponents of

both the above theses wele concerned with.

In addressing lhese questio.rs. we fbu'd de Tocqueville,s approach, as preseÌrted

ín The old Reginte and the French Revolutton (1955[1856]), useful. The book - an efforl

to understand the 'background and nature oi'tire revolution' - was most unconventional

in its ar-ral¡'sis of the relationship between socio-economic conditions ancl people's desire

lbr change. speciñcally, de Tocqueville confuted the prevailing perception that when

socio-economic conditions deteriorate and becolne unbearable, tl.re masses revolt. This

r-ielv, de Tocqueville lleld, did not appl¡r'to the French Revolution.

In opposition, de Tocqueville (1955[1856]) argues, the economic siluation of

France had drastically improved in the last two decades before the revolution; there was a

'spectacular increase in the u'ealtl.r of individuals' (p:173); also, .living conditions

irnproved tl.rroughout the land' in the sarne period (p:174). Along with these changes in

econorn]'. there also was a change in the nentalitv of tl.re rulers; they began showing .a

genuine respect for civic flcedorn and the rights ofindividuals', as w'ell as 'a real concern

.lòr the hardship of the poor' (p: 172). The irolry was that 'the chief centers of the

levolutionary movement' r.vere 'those parts of France in which the improvements in the

standard of living was most pronounced' (p:175). Llorv can tl.ris paradox be explained?

For Tocqueville. the answer la¡, in the 'changed perception' ofpeople. He argued

that the reforms ofthe last trvo decades did not only inplove the actual living conditions

of people, but it also had an ir.r.rprint on peopie's mircls. All ihe severe conditions that

people had tolerated for long slmply because they were ibund inevitable and
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uDchangeable. \\¡ere now gone. The seemingly inevitable now proved to have been quite

avoidable. This brought about a change in people's perception and their tole¡ance for

suffering:

"Patiently endu¡ed so long as il seemed beyond redress, a grievance comes lo appear
il1tolerable once the possibility of removing it crosses nlen's rninds" (Tocqueville 1955
ll856l:177).

The 'altered perception' awakened a desire for change, now that some sufferings

are eradicated, why not remove all of thern? The revolution, as a result, unfolded. The

source of changed perceptions was in the subjective arena, ratller tha¡ in the material or

objective conditions. Anv factor that hinders the emetgence of such a subjective ele¡re¡t

rvill. therefole, hamper the motivation f'or change.

Tocqr"reville's theory ol revolution has some far-reaching implications for the

issues of change. social or individual, Building upon this theory. one carl argue that it is

the change in rnentality, ratl.rer than the \¡aterial conditions, that triggers the process of

change. The objecti'e conditions, no matter hor.v seve¡e they nay be. do not arouse a

desile to change in the absence ofthe subjective element. Tl.ris scheme strongly applies to

povert¡r as well.

In r'"'hat may looh like a reflection of Tocquevill's theorv on poverty. W1tyte

(1971) intloduces two definitions ofpovert¡r: objectit,e pot,ert¡t and subjective poterty. He

suggests that the individual unable to satisly minimal needs oflood. clothing, ancl shelter,

and unable to tulf,rll a normal occupational role to provide lor these needs, is said to

exper-ience objective pol,errJ'. those r.vho sense their deprivation manitèst subjective

pÒ\terÍ1). While the fotmer tesults fi'oln the economic status of individual. the latter gro',vs

out of "a con.rparison of 
"vhat 

an individual has rvith what he rvould like to have" (p:79).
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The two have distinct lives of their o."vn, and due to this distinction. "objective poverry

can exist tvithout being experienced subjectively', (p:80).

This possibility provides a ground to ri'k whyte's co'ceptualization of poverty

r'vith rocqueville's theorv of revolution. one can say that a poor individual rlay make an

effort to break out of the povefy trap, onl.v if he or she experiences poverty subjectively.

It is such an expedence that provides the necessarv contrast betrveen what 'is' and. what

'ought to be'. The discrepancy betr.veen the two triggers the elTort to overcome poverty.

How can the above theoretical orientation help us understand the spatial

concentration of povert-v, social isolation, and the culture ofpoverty outlined earlier? Tl1e

concentration ofthe poor in certain neighborhoods means that their contacts are co¡fined

mostly to other poor, hence, lack of awarcness of the lifestyles and lilè approaches ofthe

lloI]-poor, and lack of arvareness of their own existential situation in contrast to the non-

poor. Lack of knowledge of other possible alternatives leads them to believe that their

situation is the only one they can have, and that it is inevitable and unavoidable. In othe¡

rvords- they do not shift from their ol:jectit,e rÕ suhjective poverty. The poor who are

spatially concent¡ated are rì1ore liliely to consider tl.reir situation as, using Tocqueville's

rvords, something'beyond redress',

A hypothetical exarnple may help at this point. As ah.vays, tlte extreme cases are

lnore telling. A comparison can be made betrveen two poor farnilies. one living in a r.ich

neighborhood, the otl.re¡ in a poor one. Not only bas t.he f'rrst tàmily a chance to use the

more or less similar facilities and enjoy similar social aclvantages such as more securit-v.

but it aiso is in a constant contact \\'ith non-poor fan.rilies and. therefo¡e, arvare of their

lifesty'le. Tl.ris contrast makes them ar.vare of tìreil poverty and can potentially mobilize
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them to do something about it. Such motivating experience is missing for the seconcl

làmily living in a poor neighborhood. While povertl' can easily seem as something

pathological and problematic for the first family, it will most likely remail as something

nonlal and unavoidable for the second. The transition from objective to subjective

poverly is more likely to take place for the forme¡, than the latter. As wh¡e (1971:g1.1

points out, 'poverty r.vill be phenomenologically different, a.d hence it will have a

different meaning in a cornmunity in which everyone is poor as contrasted to one ir.r

r.vhich there is a wide range of economic difference'.

ln sum, the spatial concentration of poverty is noi merely about the geographical

distribution of a group of people in urban space. It can also Ìead to sor¡e social ar.rd

psychological processes with far-reaching consequences for the living conditions of poor.

If identified and measured properll', then, the spatial concentration of poverly and its

consequences can be dealt with more effectively. The measurement of SCop, therefore.

merits some discussion.

2.3. MEASI-]RENIENT OF THE SPATIAL CONCENTRATION OF POVERTY:
A NIETHODOLOGICAL ACCOUNT

The spatial concenrrqtion ofpoverty (or neighbourhootl poverty) can be examined in a

number of ways. while referring to one phenomenon in general. each of these ways

irighlights a certain aspect of SCOP. In this section, two measures ale introduced. The first

loolis at the dìstribution of census tracts iÍì each cit¡r, by their poverty rates. The second

ibcuses on the dislribution ofpopulation in census tracts r.vith dii-ferent poverty ratesl,

'' TechDjc¿lllv speakins, 'census trac¡'and'neishbourhood'are dilfelentl the fo¡mer is a seogtaolrical unit
defined by census authorities rvith some degree of arbitrariness. the latter is a relativel¡ h-onrãgËn"o6
geoglaphìcai unil with a llistory of its orvn and sonc narural bounda¡ies. WhiÌe 'neiehbourhood' n,ut .""n,
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2.3.1. Census Tracts and SCOP

To further the definition ol ghetto neighborhood suggested by wilson (19g71 1996) as

'census tracts with a poverty rate of at least 40 percent', the SCop researchers have

proposed some detaìled categorìzation: 'poverty areas' for the census tracts with 20-30

percent poverty rate, and'high to extreme povefiy areas' i'or those with 3l-40 percent,

The use of this categorization reveals the general structure ofeach city in terms of spatial

concentration of poverty. It also shows the extent of inequality or homogeneity in each

city, as far as neighborl.rood poverty is concemed.

2.3.2. Pe ople and SCOP

The main purpose of studying tlie spatial concertration of poveny is, of co,,se, Lo

exami'e how manv people or what proportio's ol population live in high scop

neighborhoods. To address this, we can calculate the number of people who live in

census tracts rvith different levels of poverty, botl-r in absolute te ls and relative to citv

population.

There is. l.rolvever. a potential source of confìsion here. Knowing that the census

authorities have defined ceÍìsus tracts in a way that each contain a population of about

four thousands. one rnay ask, is not the second measure simply an extension of the first

one? In other rvords. can we not calculate the population of those in high sCop areas

sirnply by rlultiplying the number of census tracts by 4000? The answe¡ is r.ro; and the

reason is the different sizes ofcensus tracts' populations rvithin and among cities. Table 3

shorvs that the average population of census tracts varies from 573g in vancouver to

a more appropriate unit olanalvsjs to gauge social dr,¡ramics, most spatial research have used ,census

rract'. due to tl'ìe Iict its data is accessible fo researchers at no or n.ìinirìlunì cost.
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2906 in Saint Joh¡. This wide range indicates that a city mav have rnore census tracts

r.vith a high SCOP, but it does not necessarily follow that it contains rnore

ïab e 3: The Average pooula on o¡ CersJs Tracrs bv Clly. .99.

C ITY
ol census
Tracts C ITY

of Census
Tracts

Calgary
Oshawa
To ro nto
l\¡ o ncton
Guelph
Brantford
C h íco utÌm i-Jonquiere
Edm onton
S herbrooke
Windsor
V icto ria
Ottawa-Hull
Kitchener

Saskaioon
London
Kelowna
St. John's
H a lifax

5J/E
4928
4900
4835
4631
4629
4624
4598
4515
4 494
4442
4429
4427
4 400

P e re.o o ro r. g ñ-----------
Sudbury
Quebec
l\¡ o ntrea I

W inn¡peg
Thunder Bay
T ro is-R iv ie res
Ki¡gston
Matsqui
Regina
Sault Ste À4arie
Ham ifto n

Red Deer
N orth Bay
Kam loops
Lethbr¡dge
Prince George
Saint John

Sarnia - Clearwater 3661

4264
4249
4246

4148
400s
3992
3916

3701

St Catherines - Niagara 4392

4335
4342
4256

3164
3084
3447
3028
2906

people living in high SCOP zones. Due to this difference. it seems norlhy to report the

population index of SCOP, in addition to census tract structure.

2.4, SOURCES OF DATA

In the present study. the 1986 a'd 1991 census-t¡act data llave been used. These

data sets inclnde information on a wide range of variables but onl¡, in aggregate foru, due

to the confidentiality principle. The aggregate nature of data superimposes soûre

limitations. ol' course. The most serious limitatior.r is the impossibilitl, of acquiring a

profile ol the socjo-economic specifications of the families and indivicluals who live in

each neighbourhood. Tlis sirorlcoming becor¡es more problematic in the infe¡enrial
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analyses concerned lvith the relationships between the individual and residential

characteristics.

some researchers in the united states have managed to avoid this probrem

through some custom data, including both the i'dividual and census-tract va¡iables. Bv

deliberate insertion of some "random noises" in the data, it becomes ano'ymous, hence,

the problen.r of contidentiality is taken ca¡e of. Such a database is r.rot yet available in

canada. due to the lesser dema'd for it, as w.ell as the more stringent restrictio's set by

Statistics Canada

2.5. SPATIAL CONCENTRATION OF POVERTY IN CANADIAN CITIES:
FINDINGS

2.5.1. Canadian Cities, SCOP, Census Tracts

one 
'r'ay 

to explore the overall magnitude of the SCop problem in canacla is to look at

the distribution of neighboulhoods in dìfferent levels of poverty on a national scale. To

acqui'e a general pìcture of the whole countrv. the proportio's of census tracts i' each

povedy category and for all Canadian cities have been averaged and illustratecì ir.r Figr-ue

l The ltgure shor'vs the overall changes in the distributiorr of census tracts durins the

period betrveen ttvo census years 1986 and 1991.
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Figure 1:
The Average Proportion of Census Tracts in Different poverty Areas,

1986-1991
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As Þ-igure 1 illustrates, the proportions ofcensus tlacts in two extrerrre categories,

less than 10 and more than 40 percent poverty rates, have increased between 1986 and

1991. on the other hand, the proporlions of all the middle categolies, that is the census

tracts with a povefty rate ol l0 to 40 percent, llave decreased, This combination suggests

that, in terms of the geograpliical appearance, Canadian cities are ruoving towards some

solt of polarization. If this trend is going to be present in every cily, and continues in the

titure, we should expect to see rnore and more very rich and very poor neighborhoods

side by side.

Tl.re trend obsewed above, however, is based on the aggregate data and, thelefore.

cloes not reflect each city's urique appearance in this regard. A partial set of information

*u"*^^"rn*o^*g"oto r"*rT,*3:Ï" .",
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on the distribution of census tracts of canadian major cities in 19g6 and 1991 are

represented in Figure 2-1 and 2-2.

A cursory look at these two figures sl.rows that the spatial concentration ofpoveny

is far from being a universal problem. I' general. the problem seems to be mostly

associated r.l'ith larger cities such as lvfontreal, euebec city, wimripeg. Regina.

Saskatoon. vancouver, and to a lesser degree, calgary and Edmonton. out of tl.rese.

Montreal and winnipeg have the most severe sìtuations- as fàr as the proportion of census

tracts in the '40Yo and more' category is concerned. A striking feature is that the t\À,.o are

the only cities for whicl.r the percentage of census tracts iD this category has increased in

the intercensal period. They are also mole or less over-representecl in the second w.orse

category. the proportion of census tracts with 30-40% poveÍty rate.

One last observation is the rising percentage of census tracts tllat fall into the first

category, that is, those wìth 0-10% povedy rate, from 1986 to 1991. Howevel, it shouìd

also be noticed that this proportion varies drastically from city to city: while for some

cities it has l¡een as low as 3.1 ald 11.8 in 1986 and 1991, respectively. for others it has

beeu es hi-llr cs 72.7 and 69.-{.

2.5.2. Canadian Cities, SCOP, Population

The distribution of census tracts in different povefiy areas tells us aboùt the

rnorphological features of a city rather than the experience of its people. Eventualll,.

however. we ale concemed rvitir knowing l.rorv people a¡e distributed in diflerent

r.reighborhoods. Table 4 shor.vs the proportional distribution of cities' populations in

r.reighborhoods of dilTerent poverl¡' levels. fo¡ both 1 986 and 1991 . The graphical
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Ìepresentation of this data as well as some more details are contained in Appendices 1

tluough 4.

one striking feature in Table 4 is the situation of euebec as well as that of the

Prairie cities. winnipeg and Montreal, for example, have the highest proportions of their

population living in ghetto neighborhoods. that is, census tracts wìth at least 40% poverty

rate (10.3 and 10.2 percent, respectively). This is far higher than tl.re national average for

this category of census tracts, that is, 1.8 percent. In ontario. except for ottawa-Hull and

Hamilton, all the other cities have either no or a low percentage of their population living

in such neighborhoods. Such a trend exists for both census years. Another interesting

obselvation is the situation of some cities in ontario which have a high propol1ion of

their population living in very low poverty neighborhoods, that is, those
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with less than a 10 percent poverty rate. At least 50 percent ofpopulation in cities such as

Ottawa-Hull, Kingston, Peterborough, Oshawa, and Toronto live in such neighborhoods.

Not only do the cities differ in terms of these proportions, they also vary in terms

of the pattern of change they have experienced between 1986 and 1991. A careful

examination of the magnitude of changes in the proportional population of

neighborhoods with different levels of poverty reveals at least four distinct pattems of

change among the Canadian cities. In the absence of better words, we call these four

pattems, bettermenÍ, worsening, polarization, and homogenization., graphically

represented in Figures 3-1 Lhrough 3-4.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the cities which have experienced betterntent, that is,

Krngston. St.Catherines-Niagara, Kitchener, Vancouver, and Victoria. In almost all of

these cities, the proportions of city population living in high poverty neighborhoods have

declined and those of richer neighborhoods have increased. This development may have

to do with the declining poverty in the city as r.vell as the possibility of building up new

neighborhoods, which may facilitate a more even redistribution of population.

Figure 3-2, the worsening pattem, contains cities such as Montreal, Winnipeg,

Edmonton, Regina, Calgary, and Toronto. In these cities the proportion ofcity population

living in low poverty areas has declined and those of high poverty neighborhoods have

risen. Montreal and Winnìpeg are the two worst cases in this category. A¡other

observation in this regard is the presence of almost all Prairie CMAs in this category.

They vary, however, with regard to the severity of the problern-
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Figure 3-3 illustrates a third pattern, p olafization, which can be seen in cities such

as Quebec, Halifax, Guelph, and Saskatoon. Cities in this category, fo¡ which Halifax

provides a perfect example, have experienced declining population in the middle

categories and an increase in the two extreme ones. This means that if the l9g6-91 trend

continues, these cities will have more and more of their population living in fwo types of

neighborhoods, drastically different from one another.

Finally, Figure 3-4 shows the fourth pattem, homogenization, which appties to

London, Hamilton, and, to a lesser extent, Windsor. These cities have experienced a

'ising 
proportional population of the neighborhoods in the middle categories ofpoverty at

the expense ofthose in the extreme categories. This indicates that, if the trend continues,

more and more people will be living in more or less similar types of neighborhoods as far

as neighborhood poverty is concemed.

There are some cities such as Oshawa, and smaller cities that are not included in

the graphs, which do not comply with any of the mentioned patterns. They do not reveal

any specific trend, at least in the period under examination.
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Chapter Three

NEIGHBORHOOD: TTIE ETHNIC DIMENSION

The discussion presented in Chapter Two revealed the magnitude of

neighbourhood poverty in certain Canadian cities, though not as high as those in some

American cities. was noticeably high. It did not, however, provide any insight into the

type of people who are most likely to live in extremely poor neighbourhoods. The

American as well as European studies had already shown that a racial or ethnic colour

was associated with this phenomenon. This was, partly, due to a simultaneous awakening

of racial and ethnic alignments all across the world; an unexpected phenomenon that has

¡:rovoked many new studies of ethnicìty, internationally. This provides enough

justification to study the new rise of etluic sentiments as a whole, before exploring the

ethnic dimension of neighbourhood poverty in Canada. The present chapter examines this

global phenomenon and, in particular, the way it is reflected in Canadian urban space.

Sociology: Ill-prepared for the Ethnic Resurgence?

To rnany socìal scientists, the rise of ethnic conflicts in different parts ofthe world during

the 1980s and 1990s carrre as a sutprise. The severe ethnic clashes in Eastem Europe

rvere primarily considered a don-restic problem. limited in scope. and closely tied to the

oollapse of the Soviet bloc. The eruption of ethnic clashes in many parts of Africa and

Asia, however, revealed that the rise of ethnic sentiments is not unique to Eastem Europe.

Later developments showed that the issue is serious also in North American countries.

These developments were the alignments in public opinion along ethnic lines during the

Quebec referendun in Canada, and along racìal lines during the O.J. Simpson trial and

CI]A¡T¡R TIIREE
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One-Million-Men-March in the Unites States. The ethnic and racial problems appear to

be as much alive in the First World as thev were in the Second and the Third.

The rise of ethnic problems came at a time when the social sciences, and in

particular Sociology, were ill-prepared for it. It was both unexpected theoretically and

r-mprecedented socio-polìtically. On a theoretical level, the inadequate altention to race

and ethnicity was visible in both modem and classic sociology, but more pronounced in

the latter. Mainly concemed with the transition f¡om a traditional-agricultural-feudal

society to a modern-industrial-capitalist one in Europe, and despite their different views

on what constituted the essence of such a transition - with Marx focusing on the emerging

wolking class, Weber on the emerging rational society, and Durkheim on the rising

organic type of solidarity (Aron 1980 [1967]) - the founders of Sociology seem to share a

more or less similar position on ethnicity. For them, ethnicity was something of the past,

the demise of which was marked by the newly emerging industrial society.

This 'being-something-of+he-past' nature of ethnicity for the 19th century

sociologists found its clearest expression in the historical perspective set forward by the

German sociologist Max Scheler. Like Weber, Scheler was trying to invalidate what he

called the "exaggeration and enoneous generalization" of Marxism in reducing con'rplex

social dynamics into a'predominantly economic' explanation (Scheler 1980[1926]: 62).

Towards this end. Scheler suggested that there have been three distinct historical periods,

in each one of which one factor was the main cause of events: the period of blood ties.

the period ofthe political factor, and finally, the era of the economic factor:

"... there are the follorving phases for the course of events conditioned only b.v inner
causes: L A phase in which blood relatjonships of every kind and the institutions
rationally regulating l¿er? (rights offathers and mothers, forms ofmarriage, exogamy and
endogam¡,, clan groups, integration and segregation ofraces, together with the 'lìmits' set
for tlìem by law and custom) form the independent yeriables of events and determine at
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least prima¡ily the form of groupings, i.e. determine the ldtitude for that which cøn
happen through other causes of a real sort, such as politicaL or economic ones; 2. a phase
in which this effective primacy ... passes over to the palitical power factors, primarily to
the workings of the state; and 3. a phase in which economics holds the effective primacy
and in rvhich the 'economic faclors' a¡e the first to determine the conditions for real
events, openings and closing the sluices' for the history of mind. In this way the old
dispute among various conceptions and explanations of history would itself become
his t or ical ly reløtiv ized " (Scheler I 980[ 1 962] :58).

According to this classification, racial and ethnic dynamics are most important and

determining only in the first phase. If there is going to be any residue of ethnicityâace in

the succeeding stages, Scheler argued, it will be of lesser influence and will be shaped by

either political or economic factors.

A similar view of ethnicity can be found among sotne modem sociologists.

Analyzing Canadian society, I{imelfarb and Richardson (1991:384), for example, point

out that 'ethnicity may not any longer be a very good determinant of what will happen to

most people'. For thern, social class explains most ofthe social variations one can find in

Canadian society. Sutprisingly, such a statement was made at a time when an intense

discussion of ethnic discrimination in the job market and its resultant Employment Equity

programs were undeÍ way in Canada.

Therê were a number of developments during the period since the lgtl' century

that contributed to undemining etluric identities and strengthening the etlnic-b1ind nature

of Sociology; nation-building projects and post-WWII economic achievements were two

such developments. Nation-building -which began as early as the 16th century in Europe,

the 18tl' and 19tl' centuries in North America. and the post-WWII period for many nations

in Africa, Asia, and Latin America- was a process that transfomred numerous 'etlmìcally-

homogenous/politically-dispersed' local communities into fewer 'politically-

unìfied/ethnically-heterogeneous' nations (Hettne 1995), Through this process, ethnic
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identities became undermined, and sometimes suppressed, in favou¡ ofnationar identities.

Mo¡eover' the economic deveropment poricies adopted afterwards were designed to

address these artifrciarly and rorcibly shaped nations. The suppression ofethnic identitics.

indeed. became a pre-requisite for building nationhootl.

conspicuous posrw*l growth in the economy and improvement in the living

conditions, especially in trre industrial nations, was the second development that caused

etb¡ic identities to appear less significant. The economic growth rates achieved in this

period, a record high, provided an enormous economic surplus for the industrial

countries; this surplus was later redistributed among the popuration via trre werfare

system. Such a development trend pushed people to leave their ethnic linl<s behind in

favou¡ of jornlng naÍions to enjoy the associated benefits. The Arnerican economic

success, in parlicular, set an example fo¡ the other nations. Fukayama, for example, went

so far as to claim the 'end of history' as, according to him, trre whole world was

converging toward what trre USA had achieved; for him, there was no other imagi'able

stage beyo'd this point (Marsh 1996). Like any otrrer successful experience, trre

American experience came as a package, a part of which was the suppression of

etluic/racial identities in favour ofa new national one: the shaping ofa ,melting pot,.

Etlnic identity was suppressed, not onry at the socio-economic level. but arso at

tlre cultural-epistemological level. Lfnit,ersallsl ratio'alism, as the dominant mode of

thouglrt since tlre Renaissance and as the spirit ofthe modem age, rargeïeð, aI partict ar

forms of k'owledge, e g, rerigion and ethnic curture. Trre post-Renaissance science-

religion conflict was, indeed. a conflict between unive¡sal thinking and particularis¡r. The

sig'ificant progress of science in the 19th and 20th centuries. and its effective li'kase
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with technology, marked an unquestionable triumph for universalisn Ethnic identities

were to be sacrificed on the altar ofunive¡sal reason, and so they were.

Despite all the suppressions it endured, ethnicity re-emerged as a powerful social

and political force towards the end of the 20tl' century. The different dimensions of

ethnicity, such as language, religion, place of birth and so on, began to gain more

impoilance than the national symbols such as the national flag and official language.

Eth¡ic and cultural solidarity quickly transcended national borders. Some news-breaking

events of the 1990s. such as people marching in Los Angeles under the Mexican flag,

those rallying in Sarajevo while waving the Saudi Arabian and rurkish flags, the bloody

clashes of different ethnic groups in the former Soviet republics, and the ethnic cleansing

in former Yugoslavia and Africa, were certainly not arficipated a decade before. All

these events were indicating that people in different comers of the world were, according

to Huntington (1996:20),'discovering new but often old identities and marching under

new but often old flags, which lead to wars with new but often old enemies,. This

development was, and still is, quite puzzling; why such a powerful re-emergence of

ethnic assertiveness? Why an ethnic resurgence?

3.1. \ryHY AN ETHNIC RESURGENCE?

3.1.1. Proposed Explanations

For many, this rising ethnic assertiveness still appears as a problem directly related to

domestic conditions in each case. Lack of global vision has led many to focus on the

immediate conditions that mav have led to tlis etluic resurgence. The problem, however,
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is too widespread in the world to be adequately explained in terms of domestic factors. lt

calls for an altemative explanation, more comprehensive and global in nature.

In the following section, I discuss two such explanations. The hrst, which has its

own variations, points to the erosion of the nation-state as the main cause of rising ethnic

assertiveness. The second, however, stesses the beginning ofa new era in world politics,

because of which political, ideological, and economic distinctions have given way to

cultural distinctions. Some other possible expìanations are proposed. in the Appendix 2-1.

3.1.1.1. The Erosion of the Nation-state: Mcl[torld vs. Jihad

The globalization of the world economy had serious consequences for the nation-states.

The rapid expansion of transportation and communicatio' technologies in the last two to

three decades made it easier for capital and labor to move across national borders. lt

brought about radical changes in pattems of ínternational migration and capital

investment. Geographic distance. along with the institutions closely associated witli

geographical units, became trivial. The nation-state was one such institution. As a

consequence! the nation-state began losing its status as a major player in tl.re internatio¡ai

scene.

As a result of the gradual erosion of the nation-state two other agents of social

action emerged, one above the nation-state, the other below it (Mahon 1991):

transnational corporations, ir.rternational organizations, and special interest groups were

among the first (Morss 1991). local and regional units among the second. Barber (1996

[1992]) called these two rising players Mclvorltl and, Jihact forces. with the former

demanding 'integration and uniformity', and the latter 'retribalization of large s,,vaths of

humankind'.
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The empowerment of local communities did inevitably lead to the emergence of a

stronger ethnic element. because, in many pal1s of the world, the small communities still

have a strong ethnic or racial character. Put differentl¡r, 'the ethnic groups are most

commonly locally based' (Hettne 1995:202). This is a krown fact in the developing

world, but it also applies, although to a lesser degree, to the industrial countries. The

recent resurgence of ethnicity in the world, the¡efore, can be linked to the risinq

significance of small-scale communities.

3.1.1.2. Ethno-undevelopment

unlike the hrst explanation, which relates the etluic rise to the recent developments of

the world economy, Hettne (1995) links ethrìc resurgence to the way economic

development policies have been designed and practised since wwII. Those aspects of

development policy that may have had some bearing on ethnic life are, according to

Hettne (1995:195), struggles for scarce resources, regional imbalances, infrastructural

investments, labour market conflicts, and dist¡ibutional conflicts.

Scarcity of natural resources, for example, may create oonflicts when resources

shared by several groups are diminished, or when these resources are claimed by an

external power. Sometimes the growing competition can lead to ethnocide or exodus of

marginalized groups. Regional imbalances, on the other hand, mean that certaìn regions

are placed in more advantageous positions than others and, consequently, attract more

investment and skills. Excluded people become reluctant citizens and often express their

protests in etlnic tems, which is typically the only mode of social organization known to

them. Infrastructural and industrial projects, in many cases. adversely affect the local

ecosystems- In such cases, the local inhabitants have to adapt to a reduced quality of life
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and may even be forced to abandon the traditional habitat; ecocide, in such cases, leads to

ethnocide. A two-tier labour market can also lead to the concentration of certain etlnic

groups in disadvantaged jobs; through this. the economic structure hnds an eth¡ic color.

Finally, governments sometimes directly contribute to the rise of ethnic assertiveness by

the way they distribute public jobs, education, employment and patronage. The allocation

of education and public employment opportunities by quotas. for example, makes it

necessary to belong to a certain community and remain a loyal member of it (Hettne

1995). It is in this context that Hettne suggests the notion of ethnoclevelopment-

'development wíthin a framework of cultural pluralism'- as an altemative to 'national

development', in order to avoid or ameliorate such a situation.

3.1.1.3. Clash of Civilizations

'Clash of civilizations' thesis, a second explanation of the recent ¡esurgence of etluricity,

r'vas introduced in the early 1990s, simultaneously with the end of the cold war

(Fassihian 1998). The main tenet of this thesis is that in the post-cold war era, ideology,

politics. and economy are no longer the sources of distinction among different people;

instead, culture has become more important. Globat polilics. Huntington (1996:125)

contends, 'is being reconfigured along cultural lines'. The identity crisis stemming from

the demise of the cold war is being responded to with a return to traditional cultural

identities:

"Peoples and nations are attempting to answer tlìe most basic question llumans can face:
Who are we? And they are answering tltat question in the t¡aditional way human beings
have a¡lswered it, by ¡eference to the things that mean most to them. people dehne
tbemselves in tefms of ancestry, religion, language, history, values, customs, and
institutions." (Huntington 1996;21)
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The cultural line people are increasingly clustering around, and identify

themselves with, is twofold: 'civilizations' at the intemational level, and .ethnic groups'

at the domestic level. Huntington (1996:43) defines civilization by common objective

elements, such as 'language, history, religion, customs, institutions', and by subjective

'self-identification ofpeople'. Fo¡ him. civilization marks 'the highest cultural grouping

ofpeople and the broadest level of cultural identity'. Ethnicity, on the other hand, is the

same entity, but on a local scale. According to Huntington (1996:2g), 'local politics is the

politics of ethnicity; global politics is the politics of civilizations'. This thesis suggests

that most of today's inter- and intra-national events can be understood as realignment

efforts along these new cultural linesl.

Huntington (1996) suggests that there are seven contemporary civilízations: (1)

sizlc. which describes the common culture of china and chinese communities in

Soutlreast Asia as well as the related cultures of vietnam and Korea; (2) Japanese- which

w-as an offspring of the chinese civilization but grew into a distinct one; (3) IJirulu,

refering to the most recent civilization that emerged in the Indian subcontinent; (4)

Isktnic, which extends from the Middle East to North Africa and the Iberian peninsula as

well as into central Asia, the Indian Subcontinent. and Southeast Asia; (5) orthotlox,

wlrich is centered in Russia; (6) llestern, which has some major components: European,

North American. Australian l'Jew Zealander, and Latin American, with the last being

I' Tod¡v. the majority of the world's scholars and intellectuals, who consciously seek to deñ¡se ¡arher tlìan
incite_ tensions behveen porverful global players, rejects Huntìngton's tlìesis. But the¡e are manv poliricians
lvho have subsc¡ibed to Huntington's divisive ideas. mosrly for domestic consumption bv their national
constituencv lt is important to note that âu of these arquments are almost alrvayi presented by
sovemmenls. their oppositions. and Ieading inteliectuals in majãr capirals around the *orlá. un¿ rarell does
the oPportunity exist for ordinary citizens of these socìeties to express their yiervs about their orvn cul¡rre
in relation to foreign cultures (Fassihj 1998).
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separable as a distinct civilization; (7) African, which is not yet a disrinct civ ization, bul

can cohere into one, consisting mainly ofsub-saharan Afrrca.

The boundaries of different civilizations do not match the political boundaries.

This is to say that the dividing line between two civilizations may sometimes pass ac'oss

a nation, like the former Yugosravia, Arbania, an<i many African countries. This has

resulted in some intemal conflicts that, due to the civilizational affiliation of confrontins

parties, have easily tumed into global crises. Trre ethnic cleansing in former yugoslavia

and the bloody confrontations in the former Soviet union Republics are just some acute

examples of this.

civilizational distinction, however, does not necessarily rnean civilizational

confliot. while the different civilizations will always have some frictions, especially in

the boundary areas, the severity of such frictions varies f¡om one civilization to another.

In other words, differences exist, but it is only in certai'cases that they become seriously

conflictual. Fluntington suggests Figure 4 as a representation of the emerging alignments

and the severity of conflicts among them.
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one obvious implication of the model above is that the rerativery simple, antl

bipolar structure of the world in the cold war era is giving way to a much rnore complex,

multipolar, and multicivilizational one. It should also be noted that the inter-cìvilizational

conflicts are not the only ones that may occur; conflicts also exist within civilizations.

The developments described above eitrrer have arready strengthened ethnicity or

will somehow contribute to this process. As a cultural phenomenon, the ethnic dynamics

has the pote'tial to manifest itself in a wide range of social domains, e.g., intennariage.

job market, a'd political conflicts. Another domain, closely related to our discussion

here, is the residential pattems in urban space. Research in canada and the united States

has established that race and ethnicity have strong beari'gs on the distribution of

popuìation among different neighborhoods in North Ame¡ican cities.
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3.2, ETHNICITY IN ACTION:

THE CASE OF SPATIAL SEGREGATION

The Chicago School researchers should be given credit for laying the ground for

studying the distribution of ethnic/racial groups in cities. They were rhe first to approach

and study urban space as units of analysis. The Chicago School researchers initiated this

by their in-depth studies of Chicago, and by suggesting some ìdeas, which later served as

basic conceptual tools for spatial analysis. This gave birth to a rich host of studies on the

spatial structure of cities. In the followìng. a survey of lite¡ature on spatial analysis is

presented, reviewing both Ar¡erican and Canadian literature. Beside the historical

similarities of the two countries, the close affinity of American and Canadian spatial

analysis literature is another factor justifying the inclusion of both countries in the

section.

3.2.I. Spatial Analysis in the United States

The research on urban space began with the study ofChicago by Park and Burgess in the

early 1920s. Still under the influence of the l9tl-r century classical sociologists, Park and

Burgess were trying to establish a foundation lor sociology modeled after the physical

sciences- This tendenc¡' is well represented in the following quotâtion lrom Robert Park:

"Reduce all social relations to relâtions of space and it ,"vould be possible to apply ro
hunìan relations the fundamental logic ofthe physical sciences. Socìal phenomena would
be reduced to the elementary movements of individuals, just as physical phenomena.
chemical action, and the qualities of matte¡, hea¿, sound and eìectricity are reduced to the
elenrentary movements of molecules and atoms" (quoted in Peach and Smith 1981:i 7).

Park believed that even cultural changes could be cor¡elated with changes in tl.re

territorial organization of a city (Driedger 1991). Therefore, as Thornlinson says. at the

foundation of the Chicago Schooi's studies there lies a belief in 'an intimate congruity
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between the social order and physical space, between social and physical distance,

between social equality a'd residential proximity' (quoted in Driedger 1991:g0).

concemed with the spatial trends, and looking at the structure of chicago,

Burgess constructed a concentric zone model for cities and applied to this model such

concepts as segregation, competition, invasion, succession, and nãturql areas (GlIlts

1995:13.15). segregation refers to the tendency of certain activity patterns, such as

commercial or residential activities or certain groups of people. different etlr¡ic or

income groups, to cluster and try to segregate themselves by excluding other activities or

groups from their territory. To the extent that they are successful, they form a nalural

area, a neighborhood that is relatively homogeneous (Gillis 1995:13.15). conpetition

occurs when one activity or group encroaches on the territory of another. To tlìe extent

that such an invasion is successful and the incumbent activity or group is eliminated or

driven out. szrccession has occurred (Gillis 1995:13.16). The main point in the above

conceptualization effort was to consider urban space as the scene for spatial trends and

Íàctors. That was a departure from the previous studies that liad traditionallv focused on

human entities such as individuals, groups, and fàrnilies, as their units of analysis.

In now a classic work on urbanism. wirth (1938) pointed out that community

bonds such as kinship, neighborliness, and sentiments arising out of living together for

generations tend to disappear as the size, density, and heterogeneity of the cìty increase.

This was a sìgnificant step towards linking the overall characteristics of urban space with

those of the neighborhoods.

The study of u¡ban space fou'd its definitive shape through Shevky a'd williams

(1949), Bell (1953) and Shevky a'd Bell (1955); tlre firsr two were i.-depth srudies of
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Los Angeles and San Francisco, respectively: the third was a theoretical-methodological

summary of the two, with some modifications, The common aim of these studies was to

provide an 'ID tag' lor different census tracts in terms of variables such as the extent of

urbanization, social rank, tàmily composition. racial segregation level. age structure and

so on. The major contribution they made to the research on urban space was the use of

ceDsus tracts as relatively stable and comparable units, as well as the computation of

composite socio-economic indices for census tracts. This initiative proved to be very

he.lpful in subsequent research.

One interesting finding of social area analyses was that the social and residential

differentiation in a cìty is a function of the city's level of societal development. As

societies grow economicallv, their inhabitants become increasingly heterogeneous with

respect to tlrree fundamental dimensions: socioeconomic status, family structure, and

ethnic background; and these social developments are, in turn, reflected spatially (Masse¡,

1984:316). Shevky and Bell suggested three factors the intersection of which defines the

residential space within the urban environnent (Massey 1984): 1) social rank or socio-

economic status based on occupation and education; 2) family status based on size of

fàmily, number of gainfully employed women, and type of residence; 3) segregation of

etlnic and racial groups into clusters (Driedger 1 991).

A number of subsequent studies conducted ín Canada and the United States

fui1her revealed the immense impact of racial and etlnic factors or.r the spatial

dist¡ibution of urban population. while in the united States racial groups such as writes,

Blacks, Hispanics and Asians have been at lhe focal point, in Canada there has been more

stress oÌ't ethnic groups such as Jews. Chinese, South Asians, French, and so on. The
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typical research questions these studies have dealt with are simila¡: to what extent has

coÍunon ethnic origin contributed to the concentration of people in certain

neighborhoods? whether or not all ethnic groups show a similar tendency to concentrate

and/or segregate? how much of the spatial behavior of a certain ethnic group is due to its

ethnic characteristics as an ascriptive status, and how much is due to achieved factors

such as class, education, occupation? when the ethnic origin influences the spatial trends

1'or a certain group, is it because of their genuine preference lor concentration, or is it

adopted as a defensive measure against the prejudice and discrimination they may have

experienced?

The studies conducted in the United States have consistently indicated that Blacks

are the highly segregated racial group. lollowed by Hispanic and Asians. It is also shown

that the most segregation of Blacks has resulted, to a large extent, from the discriminatio¡

they face in American society, ranging from govemment policies and real estate agencies

to the neighborhoods' inhabitants. Not only do the Blacks have to concentrate in certain

neighborhoods, they have to confine themselves to the poor and deteriorated ones. The

studies have indicated that, over time, the segregation of Blacks has declined, though not

proportional to the improvement in their socioeconomic statuses.

During the period 1940-70, the face of American cities altered drastically. due to

suburbanization, that is, the loss of the growing middle and upper-middle class to the

suburban zone (choldin and Hanson 1982:129). This development imprinted the r.vay the

urban research was conducted. while in the earlier studies the f'ocus was traditionally on

the core urban areas, it r.vas gradually acknowledged that, according to choldin and

Hanson (1982:130), "[s]tud]ring city areas in isolation from suburbs has been a
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rnethodological deficiency in the literature." The declining starrÌs of city areas in the

period 1940-70, they argued, could be only poorly understood and explained if one did

not take into conside¡ation the enormous growth of the suburbs, "which were attracting

most of the highly educated, affluent households. both newly formed ones and others"

(Choldin and Hanson 1982:134). Neq' suburbs were, indeed, fon¡ing and entering the

metropolitan system at the upper end of the status scale, and this affected the structure

and composition of the whole scale.

The growth of suburbs sparked a new host of research studies by the American

spatial researchers. The main concerns in this new surge of studies were the impact of

suburbanization on the spatial distribution of ethnic/racial groups, whether

suburbanization has occurred equally for all racial/ethnic groups, and when it has

occurred. whether it created a less segregated environment, or did it simply perpetuate the

already existing pattems of ethnic concentration and segregation, and finally, whether or

rot there has been any noticeable differences among the different ethnic and racial groups

in terms of their spatial distribution in the suburbs. The research in this area has been

firore concemed with Blacks, but recently, the Hispanics and Asians have also ¡eceived

some attention.

The theoretical debates to explain the suburban spatial pattems are not

qualitatively different from the oles used for the urban core. According to Logan et al.

(1996:854), these tl.reoretical debates can be organized around two broad approaches. One

is tlrc spatial assimilation model, which suggests that "segregation mostly reflects group

differences in resources and preferences". According to this model, minorities and

especially the immigrants of certain ethnic origins stafi from the margins of societ-v, and
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as they become more assimilated and participate more actively in the dominant culture, as

well as advance in education and class status. they are expected to move out oftraditional

enclaves and ghettos. The second perspective, the place/racial strdtiJìcation model,

suggests that ethnic and racial inequality is "an integral part of the social structure and is

reflected in the unequal spatial distribution of groups". The unique experience of Asians

in tlre unìted States, however. sùggests the possibility of a third alternative, the enclaye

moelel: people of certain ethnic groups may remain segregated, not because of systematic

discrimination against them, but because they prefer a segregated lifè due to its economic

and cultural advantages. In other words, as Logan et. al. (1996:855) put it. .,there is a high

degree of volunta¡ism -and success- associated with the econornic and ¡esidential

boundaries that separate them from mainstream society".

The rise of subu¡bs provided a new environ¡rent to put the above perspectives to

the test. while most of the previous studies had indicated that the Blacks' segregation

level had remained higìr in cities. the question arouse as to whether the process had been

any different in suburbs. The vast suburbanization of Blacks in the tluee decades alier

WWII raised the possibility that the era of Blacks'high segregation may have come to ân

end. Logan and Schneider (1984:875) formulated the main questions regarding the

Blacks' segregation and suburbanization in the following way:

"Where it fsubulbanizationl has occured. has increased black access to suburl¡ia beerr
accompanied by a lveakening of the baniels to enfry into all-white subu¡bs. or has l¡lack
suburbanization been channeled into the familiar pattern of segregation? Has the recent
renewed grorvth of suburban black population in several southern metropolitan regions
reversed the phenomenon of displacement of blacks by whites described for the period
through i970, thât is, does the South now more closelv resemble the North and West iu
this respect?" (Logan and Schneider 1984:878)

Addressing these questions. Massey and Denton (1988a:593) found that Blacks.

suburbanization does not seem to have markedly affected tlle extent of black-white
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segregation. In 1970. they argued, racial segregation in suburbs remained quite high and

could not be attributed to socioeconomic factors. other than having an initial higher

proportion Black, the suburbs that attract Black residents tend to be older areas, with

relatively low socioeconomìc statuses, high population densities, typically adjacent to or

near the central city. relatively unattractive to white renters and home buyers, and often,

they are older, manufacturing suburbs characterized by weak tax bases, poor municipal

services and high degrees of debt (Massey and Denton 19gga; Logan and Schneider

1984). This pattem indicates that, although in a less extreme fashion, "Black suburbs

replicate the conditions ofinler cities (Massey and Denton i988a: 593-594)',.

The particular pattem of Blacks' segregation in suburbs is generated. or

perpetuated. through a variety of individual and iÌrstitutional mechanisms. Small

homogeneous suburbs and eth¡ic blue-collar aÌeas are more likely to resist integration

through collective action, while the high-status suburbs rely on higl.r rents or restrictive

zoning to keep Blacks out (Massey and Denton 1988a). Also, the local govemments have

contributed to this process, through propedy tax regulations (Logan and Schneider l9g4).

Compared to the relatively heavy research or.r Blacks, segregation in the United

States, less research has focused on pattems of Hispanic suburbanization. and virtually no

rvork has been done on trends in Asian suburbanization in the uS (Massey and Denton

i988a:594). The few studies have consisterfly revealed thar Hispanics are significantly

rnore suburbanized and less segregated than Blacks; also. their segregation is "highly

related to socioeconornic status (Massey and Denton 1988a:594)". In contrast to

Hispanics, Asian suburbanization has increased significantl], in nearly all metropolitar.r

areas. This cornbination ofthe high level of suburbanization and the fact that most of the
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Asians are relatively new immigrants to the united states, indicates that Asians,

according to Massey and Denton (1988a:601), appear to deviate from the traditional

American immigrant pattem b1' bypassing inner-city enclaves as a first step in the process

of spatial assimílation. In general, they conclude, "there ìs httle evidence of extensive

Asian segregation in either cities or suburbs (.p:607)".

The spatial research in the United States, however, has not evolved only

conceptually; it l.ras also improved methodologically. The availability of aggregate data

on neighborhoods was a great catalyst in this respect; it was in 1970 that the us census

made computerized data on American neighborhoods widely available for the first timc,

and the continuation of this practice in 1980 corrected several weaknesses of prior

researclr (Massey and Denton 1993:61). This ignited a whole battery of quantitative

studies, with sharper policy implications.

Recently, however, the validity of the inferences based on aggregate data bas been

questioned. Logan et al. (1996), lor example. raised the possibility of ecological fallacy.

that is, what is true of group averages may not be true for individuals." They also

rlentioned that "even where tbe theoretical question is posed at the group level, cross-

regional comparisons can be misleading if they do not control for individual processes".

'lo address this potential problem, they believed that two different types of studies need

to be conducted in this area. one based on individuallevel data, the other, tract-level datâ

(Logan et al. 1996:414). The¡r also suggested thar studies ofthe spatial trends need to be

conducted. controlling lor individual variables.

Logan et al. (1996) took the first step toq'ard the simultaneous study of the

aggregate and individual data on spatial segregation. Taking the dwelling neighborhood
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âs the dependent variable, they try to see the effects and relative significance of

independent variables such as one's income, eth¡ic background. education, occupation,

and so forth. They found that, despite some minor differences. the hndings of these

individual-level studies, ìn general, coroborated the findings of the aggregate-level

studies (Logan et a1.1996; Alba et. al. 1996; Alba et. aL 1994; Alba and Logan 1993;

Logan, Alba, and Leung 1996).

Notwithstanding their merits, these individual-tract studies are currently facing a

major challenge: lack ofenough data; the census authorities do not ¡elease such joint data

due to their commitment to the conhdentiality principle. Some researchers have used an

unusual data set at the individual level, prepared f-or Douglas and Massey and Nancy

Denton, which contains a 1% sample of l.rouseholds and individuals in the 50 largest

American metropolitan areas (Alba and Logan 1993). The problem with this data set.

hos'ever, is that, for the sake of anonymit¡r, metropolitan areas are not identifiable in it.

also, producing such data is not yet part of routine data generation policies. which hinders

the possibility of longitudinal studies. In the case of canada, the major limitation is that

such unusual data is not available at all.

However, this is not the only thing that differentiates the Canadian spatial

research from the American. Despite their resemblance, rnostly in theoretical and

methodological arenas, they vary due to dilferences in the population size of cities and

ethnic groups, the ¡acial/eth¡ic composition, and different historical backgrounds of

ethnic groups. The diflerences justifu a more detailed review of canadian literature on

ethnic/racial segregation.
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3.2.2. Spatial Analysis in Canada

stanley Lieberson was one of the fi¡st sociologists to shrdy residential segregation in

canadian cities (Driedger l99l 137). In a study focused on language and comparing

thirteen metropolitan centres in canada, he found that there was a strong corelation

between resìdential segregation and retention of the French language; he then concluded

that French retention ratios vary inversely with the degree to wl.rich French canadians

encounter people who speak only English. while the f,irst step along this line of research.

his study fell short of embracing all ethnic groups.

The most extensive work on the pattems of spatial segregation of ethnic groups in

canadian cities has been done by Balakishnan. In an initial effort to test the

generalizability of the chicago School models o1' urban space, Balakrislnan and Jarvis

(1976) tried to apply these models to the 1961 data on canadian cities. Their study was

also heavily i'fluenced by Shevky and Bell's social area analysis. They specified tluee

dimensions against which the pattems of spatial differentiation can be compared: socio-

economic status, family size, and ethnic diversity. Balak¡ishnan and Jarvìs (1976) found

in most canadian cities some distinct pattems with regard to the first two dimensions but

none for etlnic diversity. The on.ly weak pattern they could identify was that'in some

rnetropolitan areas there is a tendency for ethnic diversity to decrease with distance from

1he centre'. Balak¡ishnan and Jarvis (1979) repeated this study using 1971 data and found

no significant change over the 10-year period.

While it was an original step toward study of urban space along an etlnic

dinrension, Balakishnan and Jarvis (1976; 1979) used only a very narrow aspect of

etluicity, that is, etlmic diversity. The index of Ethic Diversitv, origilally proposed by
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Lieberson (1969), examined the overall composition of population in census tract and

city in terms ofthe proportion ofpopulation that belong to the blanket category of,ethnic

population'. As a result. the study could not go far enough to establish the possible

distinct pattems among different ethlic groups.

In a study of Mont¡eal, Toronto, and Vancouver, Balakrìsh¡an and Kralt (19g7)

lbund high levels of segregation for visible minority groups. They proposed two

altemative explanations for tiris: voluntary segregation, also known as the cultural

proximity model or social distance model, and involuntary segregation, knowr as the

social class hypothesis. The ethnic segregation, accordir.rg to the latter model, may be no

more than one facet of social class segregation, attributable to fäctors such as educational

background, language facility, and recency of immigration. It can also result from the

preference of certain ethnic groups to reside in neighborhoods populated by their

compatdots.

Despite their innovative methodology and interesting findings, Balakrislnan and

Iftalt's (1987) str-rdy suffered f¡om its somewhat blurred conceptual framework. As the

earlier studies in the united States showed, there also exists a third potential cause of

segregation, 'discrimination', along lvith social class and cultural distance. Balakrishnan

and K¡alt (1987) had implicitly sub-classified discrimination as cultural distance. One can

argue, however. that the existence of social distance may lead to residential seglegation

simply because the eth¡ic groups may leel more comfortable that way; this does not

necessarily indicate that they suffer from discrimination. Discrimination needs to be

ir,troduced as an independent explanation. In short, the source of conceptual trouble in

this study ¡,vas the mismatch between a bi-dimensional theory and a ûi-dimensional
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reality. In otller words, one can consider segregation as the result of socio-economic

status, cultural preference, and discrimination. (see Bobo and Zubrinsky 1996).

In a later study on the pattems of spatial distribution among immigrants in

canada's cities, Balakrishnan and selvanathan (1990), improved the relevant conceptual

framework. takìng into consideration the number and size of ethnic groups. They argued

lhat the size of a particular ethnic group may have some bearing on its segregation and

concentration tendencies, because it may create a critical mass necessary for formation of

ethnic neighborhoods. Also, in this study, they covered all canadian metropolitan areas.

Their findings, however, did not support the hypothesis that there might be an association

between the size of ethnic population ancl level of segregation, indicating that the

'[ethnically] diverse cities do not tell us much about the residential segregation prevalent

in tlrose cities' (Balakrishnan and Selvanathan 1990:403). Among the ethnic groups, the

study revealed, Natives and Italians had the highest segregation indices and the British

and Germans the lowest. Also, the indices of segregation among ethnic groups appeared

to be consistent with the order of social distance among them, a confirmation of the social

distance hypothesis2.

one of the in'ovative fèatures of this study was that they developed a composite

index of socioeconomic status (SES) for census tracts, using income, education, and

occupation. They found that, except for the Natives who are highly segregated regardless

I According to the 'social distance hypothesis', the magnitude of residentiar segregation of hvo groups
tesults not onJy 1Ìom economic factors but also from their diffe¡enr levels of sociãl p-restige. Balakiìshnån
and Selvanathan (1990:406-'t07) have suggested a ranking ofethnic groups in Canadà basè-d on thei¡ sociai
distance from the British, as foliows: Nonhern and westem Europe (French. German, Dutch.
Scandinavian), Eastern Europe (Polish. ukrainian). sourhern Europe (ltalian), and Natives. The ,socìai
distance hypothesis' suggests that the residential segregatioo of theie groups f¡om the British increases as
rve move along this order.
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of the level of SES, those of higher social classes are less likely to be segregated. This is

to say that the segregation indices tend to decrease, as the SES of census tracts increase.

Despite the inclusion of eth¡ic population size, however, Balak¡ishnan and

Selvanathan (1990) did not address it adequately. The focus of their study was, indeed,

on the contributions of social distance and social class to residential behavior of eth¡ic

groups. Their finding that there was no significant association between the size of group

and level of segregation may well have been affected by their choice of indices. To see

the relationship between ethnic population size and segregation, they looked at each

city's segregation index and the percentage of non-English/French population as a whole.

This approach has an r-rnderlying deficiency: it overlooks the fact that the critical mass for

one group may well be different from that of another. In other words, the particular

critical mass of a group is more likely to affect tl.re residential behavior of that padicular

group and not the others. Tlie hypothesis, therefore, needed to be separately for¡nulated

fbr different groups.

Most recently, Hou and Balakrishnan (1996) addressed the same issue with a far

rnore transparent conceptual framework. They focused on two alternative h¡rpotheses:

'spatial concentration and segregation are the result of disc¡imination', or, segregation

'results from what the minorities perceìve as its advantage'. They have also addecl a third

hypothesis, which could be considered a variation of the second one: 'new a¡rivals will

go to etlmic enclaves first before moving to other areas as their socioecononic conditions

and ability to adjust to their new country improves'. Despite the greater clarity of the neu,

hlpotheses. the studv poorl¡' addressees them. Also, despite the fact the first two

l.rypotheses are considered as the main ones. it is the third corollarl' one that is addressed
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more adequately. In short, despite a clea¡er theoretical framework, FIou and Balakrìshnan

(1996) fall shoÍ in thei¡ analysis and interpretation ofthe findings.

Despite some inadequacies, the Hou and Balakishnan (1996) study has some

inlpofiant implications for future research. First, they question the classification of eth¡ic

groups into large blanket categories, as they contain a wide range of heterogeneous

groups. Blacks, for example, contain British caribbean, French caribbean, and Africans

with enormous diffe¡ences in terms of language, educational level, occupational ski s

and cultural background. The south Asian category is another example; within this

category, one can find Muslims from Pakistan and Bangladesh as well as Hindus and

Sikhs from India and ramils from S¡i Lanl<a. The same is true about the west Asia¡r

category, which includes Arabic-speaking people (Muslim and Cluistian) from A¡ab

countries and Persian-speaking individuals lrom Iran. Further research in this area

definitely needs to take this diversity into account.

Another aspect of the Hou and Balak¡ishnan (1996) study deals with

subulbanization, which has received little attention in canada. They hold tl,at one major

argumenl of chicago School researchers, that new immigrants move to the center of the

city and into poor housing. may not be applicable to the highl¡r regulated immigrant

population of Canada. This is to say that certain groups of new immigrants to Cauada

may bypass the inner city neighborhoods and settle in suburban areas. It will be

interesting to see whether or not the pattems of immigrants' spatial segregation will be

any different. if the core-urban/sub-urban distinctions are taken into consideration. As

r'vas mentioned earlier, this has been a faslgrowing area ofresearch in the united states.
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The debate on the segregation or concentration trends of ethnic groups in both

Canada and the United States is heavil¡r indebted to a number of sophisticated indices

developed by researchers in the field. The increasing availability of computerized data on

neighborhoods as well as more detailed ethnic categories has added to the validity ofthe

quantitative studies of spatial trends. A review of methodological literature on this issue

reveals this progressive trend. The most recently suggested indices, for example,

represent more of the multi-dimensional nature of spatial trends. These indices are

quickly reviewed in the next section.

3.3. HOW TO MEASURE RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION:

A METHODOLOGICAL ACCOUNT

The literature on the measurement of spatial segregation, according to Blalock

and Wìlken (1979), contains a discussion of two questions: what is the appropriate

numerical index of segregation, and what are the appropriate units or subunits to which

these measures can be applied. The settlement of these two issues will in tum determine

the kind of data needed. In this chapter. we will briefly review the indices used ìn the

segregation literature, lollowed by a short discussion of the units of measurement, along

rvith a comment on the kind of data to be used.

3.3.1. Indices of Segregation

Since the very beginning, spatial research was marked by an ongoing debate over the

proper indices of segregation. The introduction of the Dissimilarit-v Index (DI) by Duncan

and Duncan (1 955) put an end to what Peach and Smith ( 1981 : 12) have called 'the index

rvar'. For more than 20 years afterwards, the dissimilarity index served as the standard

segregation measure, routinely employed to quantify spatial segregation between social

CTIAPTER THRET
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groups (Massey and Denton 1988b). The main reason for the popularity of DI: it was

sinple to compute and easy to understand (Lieberson 1981).

However, this pctr Duncan¿z came to an abrupt end in 1976 (Massey and Deúon

1988b:281), as a number of altemative indices began to emerge. The wide availability of

computerized data on Amerìcan neighborhoods since 1970 (Massey and Denton 1993:61)

allowed for more complicated indices to be used. The application of these indices

resulted in different {indings, and led the held of segregation studies to, in the words of

Massey and Denton (1988b:282), 'a state of theoretical and methodological disarray, witl-r

different researchers advocating different dehnitions and measures of segregation'.

The increasing number of indices of segregation, however, is not merely due to

the availability ofdata; it also has to do with the fact that residential segregation itself is a

nulti-dimensional phenomenon. In general, residential segregation may be considered as

the degree to r.vhich two or more groups live separately from one another, in different

parts of the urban environment (Massey and Denton 1988b). However, there are many

difnèrent ways in which tl.re separateness can materialize. Massey and Denton (l9ggb)

have suggested hve dimensions of etluic segregation with which the suggested indices

correspond: milority menbers may be distributed so that they are overrepresented in

some areas and underrepresented in orhers (evenness); they l1ray be distributed so that

fheir exposttre to the majority is limited by virtue of rarely sharing a neighborhood with

them: they may be spatially concentrated withìn a very small area, occupying less

physical space than majority menbers; they may be spatially centralized. congregating

around the urban core, ar.rd occupying a more central location than the majorityl and

1-lnallv, areas of rninority settlement may be tightly clustered to fonn one large contiguous
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enclave, or be scattered widely around the urban area. what further complicates the

picture is that for each one of these dimensions more than one index has been suggested.

Since the Dissimilarity Index has been most frequently used in the literature, in what

i'ollows, we introduce this index in some more detail. A discussion of the other indices is

presented in Appendix 2-2.

3.3.1.1. Dissimilarifv Index IDI):

The most widely used measure of residential even¡ess is the Dissimilaritv Index. with tl.re

f-ollowing formula:

' .tDr=LV.lp - pl zrc(t- e)l
/=l

whe¡e z is the total population of city and P the population of a cerlain ethnic group as a

proporlion of total city population, and t; and p¡ are the same measures, only for a

particular neighbourhood (unit i).The Dl measures departure lrom evenness by taking the

weighted mean absolute deviation of every unit's minority proportion (pi) from the city's

minority proportion (P), and

expressing this quantity as a

proportion of its theoretical

maximum (Massel' and Denton

1988b:28,+) To illustrate the

rneaning of DI graphicaìly, James

and Taeuber (1985:6-7) have

suggested Figure 5, in which the

cumulative proportion of

0 Crnt lotir. Pro¡ortion of Mrrcr.ity 1

Figure 5: The Cfåphical lè¡rcsentatiur of
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minority group x is plotted against the cumulative proportion of the majoritv group y

across areal units, ordered from smallest to largest minority proportion. The condition of

zero segregation is indicated by the diagonal line. The line lor a completely segregated

population would lie along the x-axis from 0 to 1 and then rise along the y-axis (James

and Taeuber 1985:6). For the cases between the t\¡/o extremes, ,.[the] D Index is the

maximum distance between the segregation curve and diagonal (James and raeuber

1985:6)" (i.e. D¡ and D).

Using the following hypothetical data set, Lieberson (1981) shows a step-by-step

way to calculate DL

Table 5:
A Hypothetical Data Set for Computation of Segregation lnd¡ces

( Source: Lieberson l9B1ì 62)

I' Table 5, columns 2 and 3 express the number of Blacks a'd Whites in each

subarea, and columns 5 and 6 the percentage of Black and white population who live in

each subarea. By converting to percentage distributions, the Dl intentionally ignores the

absolute nunbers involved in each group. and simply compares the two percentage

distributions to determine how- similar they are to each other. This is done by summìng

differences betrveen the Black and white percentages in each subarea (ignoring sig's).

U)o o g oF¡-z z G ¡ ¡ ã€¡æE t= 5 o _o iú f -orf i= --l qo >ri --.1 õFã o -_. cr a ñ!D jõ o'¡ o)(r)subare á9 B9 é +ã õ.-: úq1
B 20 290 310 10 29 0.065
c 0 300 300 0 30 0.000
D 120 4Q 160 60 4 0.75A
suM 200 1000 1200 100 1oo
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The DI is one-half the sum ofthese differences. In the example at hand the index is (30-

371 + 110-29) + 10-30 + )60-41)12:56 on a scale of 0 ro 100. The DI ranges from zero (in

which case there is no segregation because the percentage distribution is identical for

each group) to 100 (which would occur in case of maximum segregation such that blacks

would be found only in subareas where whires were absent and vice versa) (Lieberson

1981). DI has been also called the 'displacement index', as it may be interpreted as the

proportion of the minority population who would have to change their tract of residence

10 rrrake the minority/maj ority ratio in each tract equal to the overall ratio (Duncan and

Duncan 1955:211).

DI has its own shortcomings, too. Regarding the interpretation ol DI as the

proportion of the majority population which needs to be transfered in order to reach

evenness, for example, Massey and Denton (1988b) point out that these transfers of

rninority members need to be only from areas where they are overrepresented to areas

where they are underrepresented, to affect DI. This means that the transfers from

underrpresented areas to other underrpresented areas, or transfers lrom overrpresented

aleas to other overrpresented areas would not make much dilference.

The other weakness of DI is what was ollce considered its advantage, that is, its

immunity from 'compositional' influences. Relening to the preceding table, one can

easily see that the Dissimilarity Index will rerrain intact, if the white population. for

example, was one-tenth of its original size, but had the same distributionl in other words,

if the number of whites in each subarea was divided by ten, that would not cause ân)¡

change in Dl, This feature is not always desirable, especially if one needs to measure the

level of interaction between different groups (Lieberson 1981). It follows that when the
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number of minority members is small. the DI is not very reliable (Massey and Denton

1988b). These weaknesses have led to the int¡oduction of some other indices which

account for the compositional effects, namely, the P* indices, which we have discussed in

Appendix 6. ln the following, we discuss the Gini coeff,rcient, an index closelv related tô

the DI.

3.3.1.2. Gini coefficient:

Another measure of segregation, closely related to DI, and lacking some of its

weaknesses, is Gini Coefhcient. Thís index is computed using the following formula:

nt n1 -
o =f ¡l,tl r, - n,l zr, eÍ- el]

t-t i=t
where l; and l; are tl,e populations of minority and majority groups in areal unit i, nt and

/?t the number of areal units. f the total population of city, and p the population of

minority in city as a proportion of total city population. Likewise, the G Index can be

represented graphically in

the following figure; as

the area between the

segregation curve and the

diagonal, G Index is

expressed as the

proportion ol the total

area under the diagonal

(Massey and DeÌLton

1988b).

Figure 6: The Graphical Representation of Gini Index

I,ô

I
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Tluough the comparison of the graphical illustrations of the two indices, Dissimilarity

alrd Gini, one can see that they should be highly correlated as the area between the curve

and the diagonal is a functio' of the maximum distance betu.een the curve and the

diagonal.

3.3.2. Unit of Analysis

The analyses of spatial segregation tend to use census tracts as their uirit of analysis.

Despite its popularity, the use of census tracts is not without its problems. The heart of

the problems is that 'the choice of unit boundaries will aflect the nagnitude of the index

of dissìmilarity or any other measure of segregatio'' (Blaclock and wilken 1979:52g).

This factor has led so¡re researchers to use other units of analysis such as block, or

building. The use of smaller areal units, although more accurate, violates the principle of

anonymity, hence, non-availability of data. For lhese reasons, in this study, the census

tract has been used as the unit of analysis. This, ìrowever, does not undermine the lact

that the findings should be approached cautiously. co'ducting ethnographic and

antluopological studies is also a valuable practice to crosscheck the findings based on

census data.

3.3.3. SOURCE OF DATA

The main source ofdata in the present study is canada's 1991 census. The census uact

data contains aggregate data on census tract level. unfortunately, this special data set is

not as corlprehensive as it should be in terms ofthe nunber of variables included and the

Dumber of catego¡ies of each variable mentioned. This limitation has sometimes limited

the extent to which we could explore our conceptual hypotheses.
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3.4. RESIDENTIAL SEGRGATION OF ETHNIC GROUPS IN CANADA

Spatial segregation research in canada has mainly used the Dissimilarity Index to

examine the extent of residential proximity of ethnic groups in urban space. In almost all

of these studies, the different ethnic groups have been studied in terms of their residential

patterns with regard to the majority groups, British or French (in cities with a

predominantly Franchophone population). In the most receú study of the segregation

patterns in canadian cities, Balakrisbnan and Hou (1996: 24-25) summarize their major

tindings as follows:

"The European groups, especially those from Westenì Europe who catre to Canada
mostly before l96i had much lower indices of dissimilaliry fiom the British. Fo¡
instalce, Germans, the earliest and the larsest European group had very low indices of
dissimilarity f¡om the British, around .150 a'nd did nót shoiv much changl during the five
year period. Dutch indices were onl¡, slightly hjgher than those fòr the Gemrans.
Ukrainians, who are aiso earl¡, settlers, showed higher indices of dissimilaritv in the
Eastem cilies, but had lower indices in Western cities rvhere they were over-represented.
Italians and Poles had higher indices than western Europeans, but Iess than those for
BIack o¡ Asian groups. Aboriginal populatìon, though all narive bom, had dissimiiarity
indices as high as those for ¡ecent visible minority immigrants, an indiÇation of their
continued subordinate position in the C¡nadirn social struchrre.

The French-British segregation is also worth special mention. The two groups
are the Charter groups in Canada. The indices are high in three CMAs, MontreàI.
Ottawa,/Hull and Winnipeg. In Montreal, the English are concentrated in a few areas
producing a high index of segregation. Hull part of Ottawa/Hull CMA is located in
Quebec rvith a predominantly French populatiotì resulting in a segregation index as high
as 6 ln Winnipeg, the suburb of St. Boniface has been a French settlement fo¡ a lons
time. But in ¡ll the other CMAs in English Canada. rhe segregrtion inde¡, of Brirish ¡nã
French is lorv. Outside of euebec province, the French seem lo have been well
assimilâted into the Aüglo culture as is evident in thet residential choices. ht contrast, the
Jewìsh population, ìn spite of their early settlement in Canada and high socio-economic
status are not only highly segregated but arso shorved no sign of decrine in the period
1986-199t.

Il is worth noting that in Montreal, the segregatiorl indices are unifomrly high
fo¡ all the ethnic groups. French language is a powerfui factor in Montreal. Many ethnic
groups are reluctart to adopt F¡ench rathir tiran English as thei¡ official languate and this
apparenrly affects dìe parts of ciry in which they are residing."

'wlrile comparing different groups with the British/F¡ench sub-populations has its

own merits, it does not tell us mucl.r about ethnic d-v*namics as a whole in canada. that is.

the relationship and interactions of all eth¡ic groups with one another. It is possible that
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the segregation of different ethnic groups fiom the British and French remain the same,

but the structure of relationships among these groups themselves undergoes change. To

acquire this complete picture, we need to examine the segregation pattems of all ethnic

groups, each time using one only as the basis of comparison. In this way, the overall

segregation index computed for each citl' will be based on all possible segregation

indices, rather than segregation from only the British and French. The results ofusing this

somewhat different approach are discussed below.

3..1.1. Descriptive Remarks

It would be helpful to first compare the major Canadian cities i¡ terms of their overall

segregation levels. Table 6 contains such intbrmation, using the Dissimilarity Index. one

observation about this table is that among the major cities with a visible ethnic

population. Montreal has the highest level of segregation. The other two centers of ethnic

population, tl.rat is, Toronto and Vancouver, have a medium and low segregation level,

respectively. A sirnilar pattem was found in previous research, except that it involved the

segregation of etl.rnio groups from the British and French. It is interesting to see that the

same holds true with the segregation ofall ethnic groups from each other.
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Table 6:
The Average Segregation lndex of

Major Canadían CMAs, 1991

Cjty

Average
Segregation

lndex
r1arrTax 0Jt0-
Montreal
St. Catherines - N¡agara
Hamilton
Oitawa-Hull
Oshawa
Kitchener
Toronio
Winnipeg
Saskatoon
Regina

London

Windsor
Edmonton
Victoria
Calgary
Vancouve¡

0.7 40
0.670
0.660
0.6 50
0.040
0.640
0.640
0.630
0.630
0.620
0.61 0

0.61 0

0.590
0.590
0.540
0.530

Another interesting patterr.r in Table 6 is that the segregation level tends to decli'e

as we move westward, with Quebec and ontario cities representing the topmost ranl{s

(except lor Halifax), Prairie cities are more or ress in the niiddle, a'd BC cities are at the

lower end of the segregation scale. This east-west distinction has been identified with

'egard 
to many other social trends, clearly related to different historical paths of the two

regions; eastern Canada shows more resemblance to Europe and, in many respects. has

been influenced by European social t¡aditions. while westem ca'ada has shaped a semi-

independent identity for itselfbecause of its later development.

Due to their aggregate nature, the overall city indices do not reveal aDl,thir.rg about

the possibly diverse experiences of different ethnic groups i' each city. To grasp this
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diversity, however, we face a problem, namely, the uneven distribution of the canadian

etlmic population ín canada; rnany ofthe non-European ethnic groups have traditionally

resided in the three cities of roronto, Vancouver, and Montreal. These th¡ee have beel

the preemìnent cities of attraction for the newcomers, especially those ofvisible minorily

origins. A complete comparative picture of ethnic composition. therefore, can be acquired

more clearly only for these three cities. Since the focus of our analysis here is to show

that the ethnic groups are distributed in the canadian urban space along certain

identifiable and meaningful patterns. rather than following a randor¡ pattern, the

inclusion of these three cities does not hu¡t the validity of our findings. However, it

should be noticed that the pattems observed in these three cities do not necessarily reflect

lhose pertinent in other urban centers. Indeed, among these tluee cities, there is a variety

of noticeable differences in the patterns of spatial distribution and clustering of ethnic

groups.

Table 7 illustrates the segregation patterns for all eth¡ic groups in Toronto. The

average index of segregation show tl.rat Norwegians are the most highly segregated ethnic

group in Toronto, followed by the Jewish. This is in contrast to findings of Balakishlan

and others who specified Jewisl.r as the most liighly segregated eth¡ic group. one reason

for this difference is that in previous studies, including those of Balakrishnan and others,

the Fimish, Danish, Swedish. and Norwegians have been collapsed into one blanket

category: 'Scandinavian'. This practice had masked the real segregation of each one of
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these groups. Another reason may be the fact that the previous studies have based thei¡

fìndings upon the segregation of each group merely from the charter groups, that is the

British and French. In the present study. the segregation ìndex for each group is the

average of its segregation from all other ethnic groups. The inclusion of all other groups

il calculating the DI leads to an increase of DI values for the groups who a¡e close to

charter groups (e.g. Norwegians). and a decrease for those highly segregated fiom them3.

The least segregated g¡oups are canadian and British, folowed by British and

Gerrnan, and eventually, British and French. Those from Eastem Europe (i.e., Hungarian,

Yugoslav, and ukrainìan a'd Polish) are relatively clustered together coming

imnediately after the first cluster of British, German, French and canadian. Another

visible pattern is that of swedish, Danish, and Fin¡ish. All these groups show high

degrees of segregation. Instead, the visible mi.ority groups such as Black, chinese,

Ko¡ean, Indian, Filipino as *'ell as Aboriginal all are ranked moderately. The only visible

minority groups with high levels of segregation are vietnamese and Lebanese. The

peculiar status of these two groups calls for special attention in future research.

Table 8 provides the information on segregation trends of ethnio groups i'
vancouver. Some of the trends obseryed in Toronto are more clearlv present in

Va'couver. The Lebanese and viet'amese are the most highly segregated ones,

immediately f'ollowed by the Jewish. In contrast to Toronto, the Scandinavian eth¡ric

groups are less segregated than others in vancouver. The visible minority groups as well

r The visible minorily groups, except for Vietnamese and Labanese, have a lower level of residential
segregation amongst themselves, compard to their segregation fiom the charter groups. This means that if
an average segregation index for them is computed using only their segregarion witir Charter groups, the
value ofthis ave¡age will be higher. compared to when ir iakes into u".ornt th"i. ,.g."gation iÌoin ail other
groups' including othe¡ visible mino¡ities. Because of thei¡ lower levei of segregãtion with the non-
European groups, the overall average tends to be lorver. An opposite trend applies å E"uropean groups.
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as tllose from Eastern and Southem Europe are among the highly segregated ones. Also,

it is noticeable that regardless of their ranking, almost a ethnic groups in vancouver

have lower levels of segregation, than in Toronto. This is ¡eflected in vancouver,s rower

average Dissimilarity Index, which is 0.53 (compared to .64 for Toronto),

The indices of segregation in Montreal, Table 9, shows similarly high levels of

segregation among those of Scandinavian origin. The visible minority groups.

intenningled with South Europeans, are located in medium ra¡ks. The East European

groups, along with the British. German. and polish. show relatively low segregation. The

French are ranked medium in terms of their segregation in Montreal.

o'e striking feature of segregation in Montreal is the high revel of segregation

among French and almost all other ethnic groups. A¡other is the fact that that the group

witli the lowest level of segregation from the Fre'ch majority is the Aboriginal. This is in

contrast to the high level of segregation between Aboriginal and the cliarter groups in

almost all other canadian cities. one could speculate that the reason for this unusual

proximity between the Aboriginal and the F¡ench might be a common feeling of being

marginalized: both groups might srrare the feering of being suppressed and excruded by

British Canada and, therefore, feel more sympathetic totvards one another.

As the examination of the above tables show, it wourd be difficult to captue the

corlplete picture of ethnic relations in a city through an examination of all segregation

indices. A procedure is needed to combine all thìs infomration and illustrate it in a

summarized format. In older to achieve such a picture. tr.vo statistical procedures have

been used, 'factor anal¡rsis' and 'cluster analysis'. To use factor analysis for this purpose,

the different etlxric groups have been treated as different variables with their dissimilaritv
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indices being their correlation coefficients. However, since the lower values of DI

indicate more proximity (contrary to what a low conelation coefficient means), all the DI

values are transformed, using the formula. corr.coeff = 1- DL The variables (here, ethnic

groups) are then protted in a h1'pothetical two-factor scenario. The output is a graph.

which shor.vs the cluster of etlmic groups in a given ci!v. This procedure has bee'applied

to the cities of Toronto. Vancouver, and Montreal.

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of etlmic groups in Toronto urba' space. one

observation about the illustrated patterns is the strikingly high level of segregation among

Scandi'avian groups both from the other groups and among themserves. Norwegians.

Swedish, Danish, and Finnish are all located far from the other groups. Their segregation

levels are close to the Jewisli. traditionally the most segregated group in canada. This

clearll' questions a conuroll practice in census procedure as well as previous research,

that is, to pr"rt all these groups under the blanket category of .Scandinaviat,.

A similar situatìon exists for the Vietnamese. They are highly isolated 
'ot only

from the European groups but arso from those who have come from the same region as

theirs. tl.rat is, the ethnic groups from East and southeast Asia. Tliis is clearly seen

tluough the high segregation of the vietnamese, Japanese, chinese, and Koreans. The

chir.rese. in turn, reside more closely to Fìlipino and Greek rather than Southeast Asian

groups.

As far as other groups are co'cerned, Indian. Black. Spanish, portuguese, and

Italian make a cluster oftheir own, and so do the British. German, canadian. and French,

imn-rediatel.v follorved by a' orbit of East European groups. Hungarian, uk¡ainian.

Yugoslav, and Polish.
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Figure 7: Small Space Analysis of Ethnic Groups, Toronto, 19g1
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Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of eth¡ic groups in vancouver urban space. In

côntrast to their situation in Toronto, the scandinavian ethnic groups reside in close

proximity to each other in vancouver; they live also very close to the Brìtish. German,

canadia', and French. Like Toronto, this cluster of groups is immediately followed by

another. consisting of East European groups such as the polish, Hungarian, and

uk¡ainian. The Vietnamese and the Jewish, as well as Lebanese, are the most highly

segregated groups in vaDcouver, In contrast to Toronto. the chinese in Vancouver show

a higher level of segregation, related to their larger population that allows for an enclave

ethr.ric economy to grow. Except for a cluster of Indian, Italian and spanisli. no other

chrster is distinguishable in Vancouver.

The dist¡ib,tion of etluric gror"rps in Montreal, shown in Figure 9, reveals some

ver¡' distinct pattems. unlike Toronto. the Scandinavian groups live very closely to one

another. However, unlike vancouver, they make their owr cluster rather than residino

close to the cluster of British, German, and canadian. Another interesting observation is

that the French have distanced themselves from the other rvestem European groups and

have become close to the Aboriginal group. This closeness ma¡r have to do with the

specific political atrnosphere of Quebec. making both groups feel unprivileged and

marginalized by British canada. It is also noticeable that in Montreal. man¡r groups that

constituted one cluster in other cities have separated and rnade their own clusters; this l.ras

resulted in the formation of separate Filipino, Indian, Japanese, yugoslav, Korean, and

Black enclaves. This situation has contributed in the comparatively significant level of

segregation in Montreal. the highest among the Canadian CMAs.
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Figure 8: Small Space Analysis of Ethnic Groups, Vancouver, 1gg1
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Figure g: small space Analysis af Ethnic Groups, Montreal,lggl
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Despite the valuable information the above fìgures convey, they are primarily

static pictures of a highly dynamic situation, as far as ethnic relations a¡e concemed. A

more dynamic picture can be achieved through the use of another statistical procedure,

'cluster analysis'. The underlying logic ofcluster analysis is to decide which cases andlo¡

variables can be linked together. based on a given index of distance. Such indices can be

any indicator as long as it is expressed for all cases/valiables in a standartlized wa¡r. The

Dissimilarity Index used in this study is indeed a perfect example of such a standardized

indicator. we, therefore, used the DI of all ethnic groups to capture the dynamic picture

of ethlic make-up ofthree Canadian cities ofToronto, Vancouver, and Mont¡eal.

The logic of the cluster analysis is to determine which variables or cases, out of a

given number of variables or cases, can be clustered into relatively homogeneous units.

This is decided by the values of a distance indicator which shows how close to, or far

from. one another a certain number ofvariables are; the variables or cases with the lowest

distances are collapsed into one large cluster. The cluster graphs provided in the

following pages need to be read from the bottonl up. Each graph starts fronr one

hypothetical extreme situation (at the boltom of the graph), in which each group makes

its own cluster, to another (at the top of the graph), in which all groups share the same

cluster. A cluster graph includes all possible scenarios between these two extremes, but

only one of which is the acceptable one. The acceptable number of clusters is decided by

the values ofcluster coefficients; a sharp increase in the coeff,rcient values shows that the

average distance within each cluster is rising sharply, indicating that the cluster is losing

its homogeneity.
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A brief note on how to read a cluster graph may be helpful at this point. The first

column on the left indicates the number of clusters formed at each phase. The first row at

the top lists the variables or cases that are to be clustered. The X sign in the column

straight undemeath each variable/case is merely to nìark that variable/case. The two

colum¡rs at the left and right hand side of these columns indicate whether or not this

variable is joined by the adjacent variables, that is, whether or not they belong to the

same cluster; the presence of an X sign in the right and/or left columns indicates the

existence of a shared cluster, the absence of it lack thereof.

Figure 10 provides the clustering information of ethnic groups in Toronto. The

visìble increase of the cluste¡ coefficient from the 15 to 16 cluster scenarios suggests that

we should stay with fifteen clusters. The first and the largest cluster is one that consists of

the British, Canadian, Gennan, French, Dutch, and Hungarians; the second, the polish

arid Ukrainians; the third. the Black, East Indians and Filipino; the fourth, the Chinese,

Greek, and to a lesser degree, Japanese; the fìfth, Italian and Spanish. All the other ethnic

groups are too distant f¡om each other to share a cluster, hence. each shapes its or.vn

cluster, these groups are the Norwegian, Jewish. Porluguese, Korean, Swedish, Lebanese,

Croatian, Finnish, and Aboriginal. Among all these groups, the Jewish and Norwegians

are the ones that join the other clusters only in the final phase; that is, they are the most

segregated groups of all.

Figure 11 illustrates the clustering results for Vancouver. The increase of the

cluster coefhcient aÍÌer the 14tl'cluster suggests that it is more reasonable to consider the

presence of foudeen visible clusters in this cit1,. The composition of each cluster,

hou ever, is not the same as in Toronto. The first cluster. like Toronto. includes the

C¡¡A¡TER THREE
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Britìsh' German, French. canadia¡. but also, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish.

Hu.garian and Polish. The Portuguese and Italian make their own cluster, as do the

chi'ese and Filipino. These three clusters show an interesting panern of grouping,

mainly centered around geographical origins such as Europe antÌ East Asia. The

remaining ethnic groups make their own individual clusters, that is. Aboriginal, Japanese,

Black, Spanish, Indian, croatian, Korean, Fimish. Greek, Jewish, and Lebanese. The last

two groups remain the most highly segregated ones, joining i' only in the rast stage.

The clustering of ethnic groups for Montrea.l is illustrated in Figure 12. The

changes of the cluster coefficient suggest more reliability for a 12-cluster scenario. The

first cluster contains a rather unusual combination of the British, Gernan, ukrainian.

Black, Polish, spanish, Hungarian, chinese and Indian. The second group includes the

Aboriginal, French, canadian, and, to a lesser extent, Italian and portuguese. out of the

remaining groups, the only ones tliat make joint clusters are the Lebanese and Greek, and

the Finnish and Norwegian. The rest are one-group clusters of the Japanese, Jewish,

Filipirio, Korea., Swedish, Danish. croatian and Dutch. This is a rather unusual

gror-rping, also reflected in the fact that Montreal is the only city in which the French do

not share a cluster with the British, but they do with the Aboriginal. one may speculate

that these rather unusual groupings have to do with the parlicular social and political

conllicts in Quebec: this is to say that the political problems ìn euebec may have

contributed to the formation of some unusual ethnic alignments in this province. This

speculation, however, needs to be empirically examined in future ¡esearch.
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3.,1.2. Explanatory Remarks

spatial pafterns of ethnic segregation in canada demonstrate some unique features.

distinct from those observed in, say, the united states. First. the pattems do not foilow

racial lines. unlike the united states, for instance, Blacks are not the highly segregated

group in canada. This may have to do with the different history of Blacks in canada, as

there has been no strong record of Black slavery in the early stages of formation of

Canada. 'ù/inks (1971: 476-477) suggests that this historical leature originates in the way

the White Canadians have viewed the Blacks, resulting forn the wa1' they have viewed

themselves, ì.e., as'transplanted Europeans' :

' "While the Americans had consìstently asked Crevecoeur,s question _ ,Wltat
then is the American, thìs new man?, assumil.ìg that tl.ìe Anerican had
become, in fact, a new man..., many Canadians continued to assert with equal
vìgor that they were representatives of European man and of European
civilization. ... To white Canadians the Negro tvas and is an Atiican, even more
to the degree than they are Europeans: and as such l.ìe is a sport, an exotic in a
commonly shared and mutually alien environment. In short, although in the
United States the Negro became an object of enslavement, discrimination, and
even hat¡ed, he came to be viewed ... as a natural part of the new American
ìaudscape; while jn Canada the Negro who achieved a measufe of equality
nonetlteless was deemed foreign to the Iandscape, equal but alien.,,

A second feature of the canadian pattem of etluic segregation is that the German

etlnic group is one of the closest to the charter groups, and in particular, to the British.

This has led some 1o consider the Ge¡mans as actual me'rbers of the charter groups

(Mclaughlin 1985). This proximity resulted from two major historical developments: the

role of Geman during the formative years of canada. and the situation of Germans in

post wwl canada. The earlv Germans who came to canada lrom A[rerica fought

beside the British royal forces and against the revolutionaries (Mclaughlin 1985). This

gave the Germaus the same historical status as Canadial British. as tl.rey mainly consisted

of the counter-revolutionary forces u'ho remained loyal to the British govemment while
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fleeing America. In the post wwII era. when anti-German sentiments were at their peak,

the Germans living outside Germany had to keep a row profile in order not to provoke

any hostile reaction (Mclaughlin 19g5), This resulted in the crosure of German press,

clubs, and schools, as we as the geograprrical dispersion of Germans, as an effort to

reduce their visibility.

A third unique feature of canadian ethnic dynamics is that the Jewish is the onÌy

eth'ic group with a consistently high revel of segregation. regardless of the city in whicrr

the¡' live This tendency is partialry rooted in the unique history of Jewish communities in

different countries, as'rinorities faced with mostly host e majorities. In order to survive

in such unfavorable conditio's, trrey rrad to practise more caution, more disciprine, and

more in-group solidarity. This unique historical experience has imprinted many sociar

behaviors of Jews, incruding their high view of education, the reratively lower rates of

social anomalies like divorce and suicide (see, Durkheim 1951[1g57]) and., of course,

their residential tendencies.

I'the particular case of canada, the inward orientation of Jews is compounded by

their high sense of belonging toward Israer. Reporting the results of a survey, Brodbar-

Nemzer and cohen (1993), for exampre, point out trrat comparecl to tlieir A'rerican

cou'terparts, the canadian Jews have a more positive view of Israel, have visited there

more freque'tly. and have a stronger desire to visit or rive in Israel. Alr trrese nray be an

indication that canadian Jews seek their prefe'ed identity not withi' the cultural

bou'daries of canada, but outside it. This may have resulted in a lnore conscious efroÍ

by canadian .Iews to retain their ethnic a'd r.eligious identity as well as tl.reir comrnunar

existence. The high residential segregation sfrongly fac itates these tendencies.
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A fourth featu¡e of ca¡adian ethnic dynamics concems the Scandi'avians. It has

been a common practice in earlier researcrr to treat scandinavians as a homogeneous

group. our findings, however, indicate that there is no adequate justihcation for this

practice. The levels of segregation anong Norwegian. Swedish. Fimish, and Danish

groups in Toronto, for instance, is much higher than their segregation from other groups

such as British, French, German, and uk¡ainían. Any furlher research on etlr¡ic groups in

canada. therefore, needs to treat Scandinavian groups separately. The historv ofpolitical

conllicts among the scandinavian nations lends support for this suggestion. Finland, for

exarlple, has been constantly under pressure from two more powerful neighbors, namely,

Russia and Sweden (Lindstrom-Best 1985). Naturally, the flourishing of a national state

in Finland was accompanied by a social movement among Fimrs to seek an identity

distinct from the Russian and Swedish. This trend has most likely affected the way the

Fimrs have felt about the Swedes, and it is well reflected in their high segregation index,

that is. 0.73,

A fifth unique feature in canada i'volves a rather complicated ethnic category:

'ca'adian'. This category does not refer to a group of people with similar ancestry,

language. religion, culture, or place of birth. Viewed this way, one may argue that it can

hardly be an etlxic category. But. the lact of the matter is that 'canadian, is one of the

options in the census questìon on ethnicit¡r, and the number of people choosing this

option is soaring; while in past censuses there have been some 50,000 or 100,000

individuals insisting on reporting themselves as'canadians', by 1996 over 5 million have

reported themselves as single-origin canadians; this is apart from 3.5 rnillion reporting

'canadian' as one of their multiethnicities. In terms of the distribution of 'canadians'.
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surprisingly enough, they are highty concentrated in the East; also, the highest occurrence

of'Canadian' is found in Quebec (Krotki 1997).

The key to understand 'canadian' as an ethnic category ries in the fact that, rike

other ethnic categories, it reflects subjective (or perceived), rather than objective,

ethlicity. An ambiguous category such as 'canadian' provides the respondents with an

opportunity to inject their perceptions into the laber. There will be rittle surprise,

therefore' to notice that the majority of 'canadians' are Anglophone in one city and

Frar.rcophone in another (as in cities in euebec, compared to those in westem canada),

and some ofthem are even immigrants (about 2.6 percent of all 'canadians' in I991).

An interesting observation about 'canadians' is that in Toronto and Vancouver,

the overwhelming najority of them are Anglophone and have a very low lever of

segregation with the British. In Montreal, they are mostly Francophone, but have kept a

noticeable physical distance from those ofFrench ethdc origin (with a dissimilarity index

of 0 52). one possible explar.ration of this unique situation is that the .canadians' in

Montreal are the Francophone people who do not share the separatist sentinents with

other French, he'ce, their spatial segregation. At the same time, this group is dista'ced

fro'r the British, too, due to having a different mother tongue. French. This is reflected in

the relatively identical DI of 'canadian's with both French and British living in Montreal.

The issue. however, is an interesting topic, open fo¡ further research.
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Chapter Four

POVERTY: THE ETHNIC DIMENSION

In the previous chapters, two main issues were discussed. Fi¡st, it was noted that

the socioeconomic developments in the industrial world since the early 1970s had led to a

strong and 'new' surge of poverty. The 'newness' was not only in its magnitude; it was

also in its facets and victims. 'Neighborhood poverty' was one such new facet, which was

added to the conventional dimensions such as individual, household, and family poverry.

chapter 2 was, indeed, an exploration of the magnitude of this facet of ,new poverty' in

canada. Second, it was argued that the 'new poverty' was contemporaneous with an

ethnic resurgence along with sharpening racial and ethnic cleavages. This could affect the

way the racial and ethnic population is distributed in urban space; it could also make

some ethnic groups more severely hit by poverty. The forme¡ was extensively discussed

in chapter three. The present chapter explores the latter. that is, the poverty of ethnic

groups.

4.1. THE POVERTY OF ETHNIC GROUPS IN CANADA

The pattem of poverty distribution in canada indicates that members of different

etlnic groups have considerably different poverty experiences. Table 10, the poverty

rates of ethnic groups, shows the extent of these differences. using as a yardstick the

natìonal poverty rate of canada in 1991, 15.6yo, fhe table is divided into three areas: the

shaded area at the top contains the groups with poverty rates lower than the national rate.

the one at the middle those with poverty rates up to tw-ice the national rate, and the

shaded one at the bottorn identihes those with poverty rates more twice the national rate.

The diiïerence between the group with the highest poverty rate and the one
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witlr the lowest is 30.7%o, about lwice the national rate. This wide range corroborates the

facet that the different etlmic groups
Table l0: poverty Rate of Ethnic Groups, l99l

in Canada live in radically different

worlds, as far as their poverty is

concemed.

Table 10 reveals a lew

consistent pattems with regard to the

poverly of ethnic groups. First, the

groups located in the top area are

exclusively European, except for the
French origins

Jewish. Although the Jewish group sourh Asian

ca*ot be specifically associated 
Hunsarían (¡,'asvar)

wirll a panìcular geogrephical Frlip;no
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location, the examination of their chinese
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can be safely grouped with Europeans. Second, the groups who experience the most

severe type of poverty, i.e.. those in the bottom area of ral¡le 10. are exclusivelv Non-

European, except for the Spanish. But, the examination of place of birth lor the spanish

slrorvs that only 13.5% ofthem were bom in Europe. AbouT 62%o ofthem had decla¡ed a

Latin American country as their place of birth. As a result, the Spanish are more closely
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associated with non-Europeans than Europeans. Also. except for the Aboriginal group, all

the others in the bottom area of the table are visible minorities. Third, except for the

Fre'ch, which have a poverty level close to the other European groups, those in the

middle area constitute a mixture of Asian and Eastem/Southem European; the Asians,

however, are located closer to the bottom area of the table and Easter/Southern Europeans

to the top one.

Nor do all members of a certain eth_nic group. however, experience poverty

similarl¡u. This is because the poverty rates vary drastically from one city to another,

depending on the size, economic status, and demographic composition of the city. The

considerable variation in the experience of poverty by various ethnic groups in different

cities, shou.n in Table 1 1, conoborates this argument.

Table 11 contains tlìe percentage of eacl.r etrmic group in each city living berow

the poverty line. The last row and column signify the overall poverty rate lor eth¡rc

groups and cities, which are rank-ordered from the lowest to the highest. The national

poverry rate in 1991 (15.6 percent) is used to distinguish the cities a'd ethnic groups

below and above the national rate. The horizontal and vertical lines in the table divide the

two sets These lines create four distinguishable areas in Table 1 1 . The areas are labeled I

through 4 clockwise, starling from the shaded area in the top left. Also. the poverty rates

that are higher than the city rate are highlighted. This shows the groups that are worse off

than the average poverty level of the city in which they live. The rationale for this

practice is that the severity of poverty is bette¡ unde¡stood, only in comparison to the

immediate sunounding environme't. This is to say that. for example, a group with a 40%o

povefiv rate, which is high compared to the national average, is considered better off. if
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its members are living in a cir,v wifh a 60%o poverry rate. Given these variations. Table l1

¡eveals some interesting pattems.

First, let us have a general look at tl.re observable trends in Table 11. The British

living in westem canada and Quebec have poverry rates consistenlly higher than theìr

overall poverty rate in country. Despite this, however, they are still better off compared to

the rest of the population living in those cities, as their poverty rates are lower than the

city rates (with only two exceptions). The British in Hamilton and oshawa deviate from

this trend, as their poverty rates are higher than both their national rate and the city rafes.

Except for these two cases, the British are better off ìn all other ontario cities, such as

Toronto, St.Catherine-Niagara, Kitchener, London, and Ottawa-Hull.

A similar pattem prevails for the French i' euebec and western canada. The

onlv exceptions are Regina, Saskatoon, and Vancouver, in which their povedy rates are

higÌrer tlian both their national and city rates. In ontario, the poverty of the French is in

clear contrast to that of the British.

The poverty rates of Germans show two distinct patterns. First, they have t.he

lowest poverty rates in ontario, that is, their poveûy levels are lower than both their

national rates and the city rates. Second, in almost all euebec and western canadian

cities, they have poverty levels lower than their national average. Another observation

about the Germans is that. except for two cases, their poverly rates are never higher than

the city rates. The same observation holds for the Dutch, too.

The poverty rates for other etl.mic groups reveal a variety of patterns. The

Hungarian and Polish show some similar pattems. In each case, except for three cities.

the poverty rates are higher than their national rates, the city rates, or both. The Spanìsh
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constitute a unique case, as their poverty rates are either higher than the city rate or their

national rate, or both. Tlie people of Latin, central, and South Ar¡erican as well as those

of Black/caribbean origins have situations the same as the Spanish. with the exception of

one city, the same holds true lor those of Arab. west Asian. chinese, and vietnamese

oligins as uell as Aboriginal.

Now, let us examine the pattems in the four areas of rabte 1 1 . consider the

vertical line, which divides the cities with poverty rates lower than the national average

from those with higher rates. Except for Vancouver, the cities on the right side ofthe line

are located eithe¡ in Quebec or the P¡airies. while the other half contains cities mostly in

Ontario. Using the horizontal line, we can distinguish the groups with pover¡. rates lower

or higher than the national average. At the top half of the table, are located nostly

westem European groups, with the exception of those with Balkan and ukrainian

origins. The bottom half includes those of Southem and Eastern Europe as well as the

ones from developing countries, not to mention the Aboriginal. The visible mino¡ities are

nostly in this set. As can be easily roticed, the highlighted cases are more frequent at the

bottom halfofthe table. indicating that the latter groups struggle with poverly higher than

that ofthe city in which they live. Except for a few cases, the pattern is quite consistent.

One striking aspect of the poveúy of ethnic groups in Canada, however. comes

fi'om a comparison between the two shaded areas of 1 and 3. These areas represent tlle

povertv patterns of the westem European groups in cities with lower poverly rates and

those of developing regions il the cities with poverty rates higher than the national rate.

The two areas illustrate tu'o distinct patterns: while the highlighted cases can rarely be

found in the area 1, they make the overwhelming majoriry of the cases in area 3. In other
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words. the westem European groups have poverfy rates lower than the city rate, even if

the city rate itself is lower than the national rate. The non-westem European groups,

however, have povedy levels higher than the city rate, even if the city rate is already

higher than the national rate, not only do they tend to live in the cities with high poverty

rates, but also they are worse off than the average population of those cities. This

indicates that the gap between the living conditions of the two groups is eno.,,'ous.

other than their higher poverty levels, and the continents they have come from,

the poorer ethnic groups in canada have at least tw'o other things in common. Fi¡st, all

these groups are recent immigrants. Table 12 clearly shows that the overwhelming

majority of these groups arrived in canada since the 1970s. This is in shar? contrast to

those of European origin, which settled in canatla long before the 1970s. Second, these

groups are heavily concentrated in Mont¡eal, vancouver, and roronto which have

traditionally been the most favorite places of residence for immigrants as well as being

among the cities with high poverty rates. This raises the possibility that the poverty of

these eth¡ic groups may be related to their status as immigrants. In other.words, their

povedy may result, at least parlly, from the lact that they are immigrants, and that they

ar¡ived in Canada at a certain period.

But the relationship between immigration status and poverly is 
'ot 

w-ell known.

The literature on the economic performance of immigrants has produced mixed results;

while some have indicated a better economic perlormance by irmigrants as compared

witlr native Canadians ( Basavarajappa and Halli 1997;Li 1998), others have pointed

out the diminishing economic retums for immigrants (DeVoretz 1995). The issue.

therefore. deserves cioser examination.
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Table l2:
lmmiqrants by Ethn¡c Oriqin and Period of lmmioration l% of Ethnic Orio¡nì, 1991

Ethn¡c Origin Period of lmmiorat¡on
Before 1961 l96l-1970 1971-1980 1981-1991

British

French

Dutch (Netherlands)

German

Other Western European Origin

Hungar¡an (Magyar)

Pof ish

Ukrain¡an

Balkan origins

Greek

Italian

Portuguese

Span ish

Jewish

Other European origins

Arab origrns

West Asian origrns

South Asian origins

Chinese

Filipino

Vietnamese

Other East and South East Asian

Latin, Central and South America

Blacldcaribbean origins

Canadian

24 20.5 10.7

25 25.6 19.6

10.8 8.6 6.1

16.6 9.2 8.3

1 8.9 13.2 1 0

15.4 1 0.1 't2.8

9.7 7.7 49.4

6.9 4 5 8.1

36.7 23.9 10.4

44 23.2 7.4

37.3 I 2.7

30.3 40.2 20.7

12.1 31.6 51.8

16.3 22.6 24.7

19 1 1.3 17.1

12.9 26 58.3

12.4 21.5 63.8

11.3 43.6 44.2

9.4 32.4 53.3

8.2 40 51 .5

0.9 36.8 62.3

8.3 40.8 47 .9

'),¿ JJ_ I OJ.¿

16.6 43.2 38.6

24.4 27 .6 13

44.8

29.8

74.5

65.8

57.9

61.6

80.5

29

25.4

51

8.7

4.5

0.9

5

0.3

0.1

3

0.5

1.5

35
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4.2. POVERTY OF IMMIGRANTS

In general, immigrants have a poverty rate higher than the national poverty rate

(19.2% and 15 .2%o, respectively). Non-immigrants, on the other hand, experience a

poverty level of 14.8%, slightly lower than the national average. Although somewhat

revealing, this highly aggregate number conceals the fact that the immigrants,

experiences in different Canadian cities are far from universal. Those who live in cities

with a high irmnigrant population, for instance, tend to have a higher po'erty rate. Such a

Ìelationship between immigrants' poverty experiences and the city populations is further

exanined in Table 13.

Table l3 shows the povefty rates of immigrants and non-immigrants in canada,s

major cMAs. The cities are ranked on a descending order by the values in the last

colunr¡. rhat is. tlle dil'lerence between inrmigrant and non-ìnrrnigranÌ povefl) rates.

Thel'e are a nurnber of interesting observations one can make based on this table. Firsl.

except for six cities, which have negative values in the last column, immigrants tend to

have higher poveftv rates, compared to non-immigrants. Second, even in those six cities.

the values ofthe last column are very small (with all values being less than half a point),

indicating that immigrants have almost the same poverty level as the non-immigrants.

Third. the six cities at the bottom of the table are small to middle size cities (with their

populatio's ranging from 120,000 to 353.000). In such cities, there are nor large

populatior.rs of immigrants. This indìcates that the poverty of immigrants is a more

serious problem in the cities with larger immigrant populations. The reasons for this are

not quite known. one may speculate tl.rat in sn.rall cities, the range ofjob opportunities is

not so wide as to allorv lor concentration of imnigrants in low-paying jobs. The pattem

126
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Tabte 13:
Povertv Rates. bv lmmiorânt Slãrrrs ân.l CMÂ lqc{

Povorty Rate

JO

- i =6 
g

(o ã ¡ô l;¡ó¡ ã õ"o
'- 2à{, oó

Montréal

Québec

Ottawa-Hull

Edmonton

Sherbrooke ancl Trois- Riv¡ères

Calgary

Wjnn¡peg

Toronto

London

K¡tchener

Hamilton

Regina and Saskatoon

Windsor

SL Cethâr¡nes - Niagârâ

Oshewa

Hal¡fax

Victor¡a

Sudbury and Thunder Bey

31,4

29.4

21,1

24.6

27,4

25.2

20.9

16.6

'14.7

17.5

18.9

16.1

12.5

8.6

12.6

13.1

12.,1

19.1 12.3

18.0 11.4

16.8 7,8

19.8 7.6

16.0 7.2

18.1 7,1

11.2 6.3

14.7 6.2

12.4 1.2

10.5 4.2

13.5 4

16.8 2.1

14.1 2

12,6 -0.1

4.7 {,1
12,8 Ã.2

13.5 4.4
't2.6 -0.5
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of intemal migration of inmigrants may also have a bearing. The geographically mobile

immigrants tend to move from small cities to large ones in search of better job

opportunities and living conditions. As a result, the poor immigrants move to larger

cities, leaving behind those who already have reasonably successful careers and living

conditions.

In making sense ofthe trends shown i. Table r3, region prays a key rore. The top

seven cities, that is. those with the highest immigrant poverty rates, are located

exclusively in either Quebec or the prairie provinces. This implies that immigrants are

highly over-represented among the poor in these two regions. what rnakes matte¡s worse

is that the total populatioris of these cities (that is, immigrants and non-immigrants

combined) do already experience a higher{han-average poverty level. compared to other

cMAs. In other words, immigrant poverly levels are worse than for non-immigrants,

even if those non-immigrants are extremely poor themselves.

In addition to the regionar aspect, there is also a strong linguistic dimension

evident in Table 13. The three cities in wliich immigrants have the highest poverty rates

are either located in Quebec (i.e.. Montreal and euebec), or have a big Francophone

population (ottawa-Hull). This suggests that lar.rguage conflict may pose a serious hurdle

to immigrarf economic success, given that the language of choice for big proportions of

imn.riglants, even in French-speaking cities, is still English (e.g., about 40% in Montreal).

Therefore, in such environments. immigrants are worse off not only because of tìreir

generally higher poverty levels, but also because of the fur1her limitations posed by the

mismatch betrveen their language skills and their environments' language requireurents.
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The relevance of language for understanding the immigrant poverty experience

points to another related. but larger, factor: ethnicity. It was mentioned earlier that in the

neÞ' surge of poverty in industrial nations, racial and ethnic factors have been a part of

the picture, too (hence, racialization ofpoverry). one potential argument here is that one

should attribute the higher poveÍy rates, not to all immigrants universally, but onl¡r to

those of certain racial and ethnic origins. In tllat case. it is the ethnic origin that proves to

be more important, rather than immigration status per se. Table 14, representing the

poverty rates of immigrants/non-immigrants by their ethnic origin. allows us to examine

the validity of such an argument.

The last column of Table 14 shows the difference between povefty rates of

immigrants and non-immigrants of each ethnic origin. one striking fact in this table is

that irnmigrants of certain ethnic origins, such as west Asian, Arabs, vietnamese,

Latin¡central/South Anericans and spanish, have poverty rates over twice the natíonal

rate. The other groups' poverty leveìs, while not as high as those of the first group, are

still higher than the overall poverty rate in canada. The only exceptions to this general

pattem are the five ethnic groups at tl.re bottom of the table. one, however, should not be

too excited even about these few cases, because for tluee out of these five groups

(Latin/central/South American, Spanish. Blacvcaribbean), the poverty rates of the non-

inmigrants are so unusually high (39.5%, 38.6%o and 36.1%, respectively) that being an

immigranL can¡ot add mucll to it.

If nothing else, the discussion so far, strongly suggests that immigration status,

etlmìc origin. and citv of residence have significant irnplications for poverly pattems in

canada. There remail, however, a number ofunanswered questions. The poverty rate of
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Tabte l4:
Poverty Rates, By lmmigrant Ståtus and Ethnicity, .199.1

30.8 14.2 16.6

40.5 2Ê.1 14.4

26.1 '13,3 12.A

40.9 28.9 12.O

20.3 10.1 10.2

23,9 13.9 10.0

20.4 14.4 6.4

21.2 1s.0 6.2

17.A 12.2 5.6

15.0 10.4 4.6

18.0 14.4 3.6

16.8 13.9 2.9

13.2 10.6 2.6

11.7 r0.0 1.7

35.4 33.9 1.5

'13.6 12,1 1.5

21.6 20.4 1.2

15.2 14.2 t.0

12.0 11.6 0.4

16.9 16.6 0.3
Lat¡n, Centraland South American 38.1 39.S _1.1

Other East ând South East As¡ân

West As¡an

Pol¡sh

Arab

Jew¡sh

Chinese

Ukrå¡n¡ân

Hungar¡en (Magya¡)

Other European

Balkan

South As¡an

F¡l¡pino

¡ta¡¡an

Other Western Eutopean

Vietnamese

German

c.eek

Portuguese

Canad¡an

Poverty Rate

2 iYr 9 r,3Ë
Ethn¡c or¡sin 

= 
i i{E

-(a 3 ,0_-6 3

=" e' iEq6 3 ûrü
o ao

Dutch {Netherlânds)

Spanish

Br¡t¡sh

Black/Câribbean

9.2 10.9 -1.7

35,8 38,6 -1.8

11.9 14.0 -2.1

29.4 36.1 S 7
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immigrants in a city (i.e., Table 13), for example, does not say if the rate is the same or

different for immigrants of different ethric origins. Similarly, the poverty pattem of

immigrants of a certain ethnic origin (i.e., Table 14) does not provide any insight as to

whether they have similar experiences in different cities. The only way to check these

possibilities is to examine the poverty rates by irmnigration status, ethnic origin, and city,

simultaireously. Table 15 illustrates these aspects ofpoverty.

Table 15 reports the poverty levels of all etlmic groups by city. Also. for each

ethnic group. the poverty rates of immigrant and non-imnrigrant members are

distinguished. This allows a comparison of poverty levels of various etluric groups in

various cities, as well as those of immigrants/non-immigrants. The last column of the

table indicates the national poverty rate of each ethnic group. By comparing individual

nurnbers with the values in the last column. one can get a sense of which groups (ethnic,

immigrarf. non-immigrant) are privileged/under-privileged in which cities. The last row

of the table, on the other hand, contains the average poverty rates for each city. This

provides an interesting and important basis for conparison. By comparing the poverty of

each ethnic group and its irnmigranlnon-inmigrant sub-populations with the general

poverly level of the city, one can find out how better or worse off a certain group is,

compared to the average city residents. This is, perhaps. the most concrete and easily

obselvable aspect ofpoverty, for both those who experience it and those who study it.

Tl.rere is still another piece of information one can extract from the above table.

The reader needs to be reminded here of the rationale in developrnent of this table: the

overall povertv levels of etlrnic groups, imrnigrant and non-immigrant. could not be

assumed to be equally applicable to all the members of these groups countrywide. We

C}IAITER FOIIIì
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fable 15: Poverty Rates by C¡ty, lmmigrant Status, and Ethntcity, 1991

Br¡t¡sh "

French

Dutch (Netherlands) '
German

Other l/llestern European Or¡gin

Hungarian (Magyar)

Pol¡sh

Ukra¡n¡an

Balkan origlns

Greêk

Italian

Portuguese

Span¡sh *

Jowish

Other Ëuropeãn or¡gins

Arab or¡gins

West Asian or¡gins

South As¡a¡ orlg¡ns

Chinese

Flllplno

Vletnamess

Othe¡ East and South East Asian

Lalin, Central and South Amer¡can'

so

¡o
ño'

.E
o

13.9 9W
0.0

I ¡.3

sá i
-s-i--ú_

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0-0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

34.6

't4.6

15,5 26.7

17.9 18.1

20.0 33.3

0.0 25_0wt
0.0 33.3

12.5 25,0æ¡w
16.7 33.3

20.0 64.3

11.1 3s.3

Povertv Rate

-!i I

=: 
ãI'

BlacUCar¡bbean'
Ganad¡ân

18.7 19,2

ll
lãõ'gã q
a? ñ

I rz.¡ rs.z I
19,7 25.0

0.0

13.3

42-9

100.0

20.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.8

ñffffiw¡g
ffi

0.0MMI
12.5 33.3

0.0

0.0

0.0 20.0

0.0

0,0 44.4

0.0 83.3

't5-2 16,6

o
É

E

Page 1 of 3

18.'Í 32.3

18.8 31.7

22.1 35.0

24.4 31.2

l¡r.0 l9-4

2't.o 24.A

3

50.0 t00,0

0.0 7s.0

3
3
(ã

¿

'13,2 22.6

17,4 30.3

31.4 48.8

24,2 38.9

24.5 32.1

26.5 12.1

21.2 32.5wwt
28.0 38.0

0.0 i14.0

20,o 20.0

6.7 11.1 0.0

l0.7 17.s lã -ì-rl
Æ I e.s z¡.2 IWwmI l¡.s ra.ol

Mffiffiffi

5.0 17.'lww
10.'Í 11.3

't5.2 15.1

I so¡ 4i'., I
5.0 I f.6
13.2 11.1

23.7 39.6

'10.0 39.4

9.1

ffiffiwweffit
0.0

l-ã-]ffi
ti"*--'ì71
I r¡.a zo.¿ |

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

27,1 33.3

l8-3 22.2

0.0 14.9

0.0 22.1

27.3 47.8
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Table 15: (continued)

-o

É

Olher Western Europeân Or¡gin

Hungar¡an (Magyar)

Pol¡sh

Ukrain¡an

Bâlkan or¡gins

Greek

Italian

Portuguese

Spanish '
Jew¡sh

Olher European or¡gins

Arab or¡g¡ns

West Aslan or¡gins

South Aslan or¡gins

Chlnese

Filip¡no

V¡elnamese

Other East and South East Asian
Latin, Central and South American .

BlacUCar¡bbean'

ê

E'

z

6.9 10.1

10.8 21.4

12.5 25.3

8.5 1A.7

8.5 13.1

15.7 16.8

9.0 11.5

12.6 14.0

fîs i?-i I
8.4 18.9

8-4 17.9

26.5 27.5

27.2 39.5
.13_9 .17,1

10.2 20.1

11.7 13.4M
f1.9 25,4

20.0

'14.3 21.2

't1.4 2Ê.4

't9.2 20.O

5.7 .Í 1.5

22.9 21.6

9.3 t6.0ffiffitW
6.4 t6.0
'11.9 l9.l
37,5 44.8

0.0 40.0

15.5 27,7KM
7,1 16.0

33.3 lf ,2

1¡1.6 50.0

't 8.8

15.2

10.3

8_6
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tä$lwffit
tEiwffit

6.9 33.1

3.8 11,1

5.3 8.6

20,0 21,3w
13.8 15.1W
0.0

10.9 23.2

20,o 43.8

14.3 52.6

8.0 .11.6

0.0 15.3

0.0

24.6 30,2

20.0 22.8

0.0 7.1

'I

0.0

100.0 77.A

¡10.0

11 1

I zo.o gs.¡ |
I o.o ¡r.s I
I o.o rs.¿ I
I rr.r zscl
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26,3 21,4

15.6

8.3 20,0

6,5 10.0

11.5 28.A

7.1 16.7MI
20,8 24.1

9.9 9.9
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French

Dutch (Netherlands) '
German

Olher Western European Orig¡n

Hungar¡an (F¿lagyar)

Polish

Ukra¡n¡an

Balkan origins

Greek

Itãl¡an

Portuguese

Span¡sh '
Jew¡sh

Other European or¡gins
Arab o¡¡gins

West Asian or¡gins

South As¡en or¡g¡ns

Chinesè

Filip¡no

V¡etnamese

Other East and South East Asian
Lat¡n. Central and South Amer¡cãn'
Black/Car¡bbean '
Canad¡an
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E
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17.3 24.4
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15.3 18.3ÆM
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21.4 19.0
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15.0 33.3
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needed to integrate the city dimension with different groups. using Table 15, we can

examine the extent to which there is a consistent pattern across the cities, hence,

identiffing the outlier cases. Tables 13 and 14 are used as criteria to spot outliers. The

outlined cells are those cases which deviate from the city's poverty pattem, as shown in

Table 13. The shaded celìs represent cases asynchronous with the etirnic group's poverty

pattern, as shown in Table 14. The cells both outlined and shaded are those which

deviated from both patterns.

As far as the poveÍy experiences of immigrants and non_immigrants are

concemed, the trends observed for different cities are fair.ly consistent with the general

trend described earlier. This trend is more pronounced for major centers of immigrant

concentration. As mentioned earlier, Table 15 also provides some valuable information

revealing the deviated cases, which supplies a sound basis for fur1her research. Thc

examination ofthese cases, however, goes beyo'd the focus ofthe present study.

The poverty of immigrants does also have a temporal. in addition to its spatial.

dimension. The immigrants r.vho arived in canada before 1961 and during 1961-70. for

example. have poverty rates closer to the national rate (14%o and l1%o, respectively). The

inrmigrants of the 1970s and 1980s, hor.vever, were not as fortunate, witli 15% and 3ro/o

poverty rates. wrile this may refer to the differerÍ degrees of adjustment and integration

into the nerv home country, it also has to do lvith the fact that man¡, of economic trends in

canada that had attracted immigrants began to reverse since the early 1970s. Economic

gro$'th slowed down. Recessions occurred more frequerfly. The welfare state began to

disintegrate. Recent immigrants were, therefore. more represented among the poor. due to

the tinirg of their arrival.
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The period of immigration and the lower level of integration, however, are not the

only culprits, because a simìlar problem is faced by those immigrants who had a higher

chance of integration into Canadian society by virhre of their arrival at a very early age.

Table 16 shows the poverty levels of immigrants by their age at the time of arrival in

Canada. Comparing the poverty rates for the age groups 0-4

and 5-9 years (172% and 18.7%, respectively) with those

of tbe 20-24 and 25-29 years (15.6% and 16.7To,

respectively) indicates that the second generation of

immigrants are more likely to be poor. The higher poverty

rate of the second generation of immigrants can be

attributed to factors such as their lower employment rates

(45o/o aú,500%, compared to employment rates in tlre range

of 50% and 60%o for their parents), lower level of full-time

job enrployment (40.5%" and 56.9%, compared to 65.60/0

Table 't 6: The Poverty
Rates of lmmigrants by

u-4 years
5-9 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20-24 yeats
25-29 years
30-34 years
35-39 years
4Q-44 yeaß
45-49 years
50-54 years
55-59 years
60-64 years

1t.2

19.8
18.2
'1 5.6
16.7
19.1

25.6
¿ó.o
27 .8

29.8
30.4

65 years and ove 31.4

and 62.7T"), and lower education. The reason for this lower performance, especially in

education, may be that it does not produce the same output as it does for the non-

irmrigrants. According 10 Gordon (1995:530), ' [against] a background of environmental

disadvantages. institutional racism, and doubts about the likely rewards for qualifications,

educational attai rents have been uneven'.

The more severe situation of younger generations of immigrants in terms of

poverty runs against the expectations of those who subscribe to the

assimilatioû/integration model. Based on this perspective, better prolÌcienc¡' in language.

more compatible educational background. easily recognizable c¡edentials. and less
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cultrrral barriers should lacilitate better performance by children of immigrants in

econoüric and social realms. This ciear conflict calls for a more comprehensive

understanding of the factors and mechanisms that have resulted in the status quo. There

are sorre other factors that may have had a contribution in this regard, i.e., human capital

variables and labor market segmentation. Even if all ofthese factors prove to be relevant,

the relative importance of each needs to be illustrated. as it is a crucial issue for

der cloping antjpoveny po licies.

4.3. CAUSES OF POVERTY: THE HypOTHESES

Poverty is too diverse and complicated a phenomenon to be adequately explained

by a uni-dimensional theoly. It varies, for example, from one city to another; it varies

from one etluic group to another; it varies lrom one segment of population (e.g.,

immigrants) to another; even within each segment, it varies from one generation to

another. some studies have suggested that there are also different types ofpoor: 'working

poor', 'new poor', 'disadvantaged poor', 'truly needy', and so on (Jenkins and Miller

1987). The persistent differences in variations and types of poverty indicate that the

corresponding causes may also be different. The explanation of poverty, therefore, calls

for a rlore comprehensive approach, consisting ofall the major relevant factors.

The factors relevant to poverty can be associated with three approaches:

assirnilation/integration, human capital, and structural. The hrst approach is mainly

concemed r.vith the poverty of irnmigrants, as compared to non-immigrants. According to

this approach. immigrants face a harsher poverty situation, due to being newcomers, and

the disadvantages associated with their imn.rigration adventure. e.g., language baüiers.

inconpatibiJity of educational c¡edentìals. limited transferability of job skills,
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unfamiliarity with the market demands in the new home, and lack of access to job-

hunting informal networks. one logical derivation of this view is that the problem is

ameliorated as lime passes by. The second approach tries to explain poverty, based on

individual qualifications such as education. According to this approach, the occurrence of

poverty is an individual event, and needs to be dealt with as such. The third approach

holds the economic structure responsible: macro changes in the tech¡ological ald

economic make-up of society have the potential to unleash the poverty generating forces.

The problem. therefore. is social rather than individual. and so is the remedy. These th¡ee

sets of factors are explained below; then, an experimental logistic regression model is

developed to examine the relative importance ofeach.

4.3.1. Assimilation/Integration Factors Hypothesis

Assimilation and integration refer to t\¡/o, but not the only, scenarios when people of

different cultures come into contact with each other. The fomer refers to the extent that

an individual or a group is ready to maintain/lose its cultural identity, the latter to the

deg.ee that one values relationship with membcrs of other groups. A group of newly

ani'ed imnigrants. lor example, may choose to keep themselves culturally and socially

intact. or choose to expose themselves to influences of the surrounding population. In the

fon.ner scenario, the end result is 'separation' or 'marginalization', in the latter.

'assimilation' or' integration' (Berry 1 987).

While all the above four are possible. the latter two are more likely scenarios,

when it comes to immigrants. Over time. irnmigrants become more familiar with their

nerv environment and surrourLding population. develop better communicational skills, and

becone more realistic in their expectations. All these facilitate more intesration or

CHA¡TER IOTIR
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assirnilation into the new society. This, of course, does not mean a full assimilation or a

complete integration. The cultural orientations of involved groups have a big influence on

the extent to which assimilation and integration mateúalize.

Although they begin as cultural processes, assimilation and integration do also

have some social and economic consequences. The more assimilated,/integ¡ated a certain

group of irnmigrants is, fo¡ instance, the higher its members' access to more secure and

lucrative positions in the economy. using this rationale, one cal h¡'pothesize that, in their

fìrst years of arrival, immigrants face the harshest situatior.r: but this harshness goes away

as the passing of time allows for more assimilation and integration. For the second

generation of immigrants, the assimilation/integration processes start froni childhood, and

even from birth. Therefbre, the degree of assimilation/integration of immigrants is

directly related to, and can be measured by, their duration of stay, their age at migralion,

and theír language skills. As far as poverty is concemed, the most severely hit immigrants

shou.ld be found among those in their first years of arrival. Those with no klowledge of

the ofïrcial languages as well as those who ar¡ived at an older age are expected to be

more vulnerable to povefiy.

We should note, however, that imligrarrts do not arrive with absolutely no

conmonality with the host culture. Many of them have been exposed to 'modem' values

by virtue of their education, for example. Through education. they may manage to secure

their positions in the host society, even with a lor.v level of assimilation and integration.

This suggests that the effect of assirnilation and integration can sometines be affected by

other factors such as human capital factors.
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4.3.2. Human Capital Factors Hypothesis

Human capital refers to factors such as education, age, work experience, health, and

migration, which directly affect one's status in the economic hierarchy. when it comes to

improving their socioeconomic status and the rnarketability of their skills, people

coDsider human capital as areas of investment (schultz 1993). A poor socioeconomic

status can result from a low level of human capital, e.g., poor education, low job skilìs,

age. poor health. and low geographical rnobilitv. A poor education can suppress one's

chance of admission into well-paid jobs that dernand a highly skilled labor force.

Ad'anced age can be detrimental, when the successful performance in a job requires

mastery of modem technology. Migration tends to be an effort to take advantage of the

job opportunities available elsewhere. This is true of both intemal and international

migration (Massey et. al. 1994).

These human capital factors are not quite independent of eacl.r other. A younger

age. for instance, is strongly associated with higher education, better health conditions.

a¡d rnore geographical mobility. An older age, on the other ha'd. is likely to produce a

better work experience. Among all these. age, education a'd rnigration provide better

expÌanatory power. This is due to tl.reir impacts on other variables as well as the reliability

of the data available for them. The model developed in the present study includes these

th¡ee as the human capital factors to explain poverly status.

Immigrants' higher poverty may be attributed to their i'itial lower level of human

capital. The fàct that the worst off immigrants in this respect are those coming from

countries already struggling to provide clecent education and health services for their

citizeruy provides basic support lor such an argutrrert. This, howeve¡. is valid more for
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refugee and family-class than for independent irnmigrants, which are painstakingly

selected through a rigorous point system that attaches considerable weight to human

capital factors such as age, education, and work experience. The selection process, as a

result, has put this group of immigrants ahead of the native population, as lar as human

capital is concemed. These seemingly opposing trends call for a closer examination.

The issue is furtl.rer complicated by some earlier findings that the hu'ran capital

factors are not as rewardìng for immigrants as they are for non-immigrants. This problem

seems to be so established that some have even attributed to it the lower educational

achievements of the second generarion immigrants (Gordon 1995:530). Big proportions

of immigrants in canada have occupations i'ferior, both in terms of prestige a.d

financial gains, to those thev are trained for (Basran and Li 199g). This is far from

accidental. It has partly to do with the dual structure of tlie labor market in industrial

countries and the fact that immigrant workers are systematically directed into the segment

witlr 'unstable, poorly paid jobs and few mobility prospects' (Massey et. al., 1994:716).

This points to the importance of structural fàctors in explaini'g the poverl¡r of

inrlligrants.

4.3.3. Structural tr'actors llypothesis

A dual structure has always been associated with economies erperiencing a rapid and

radical change. Such bifurcated economies typically have two main segments. requiring

two different levels of skills. providing diflerent wages, and offering diflerent rnobility

prospects. Often. one sector rises as tlle other declines.

The contemporary industrial economies have experienced such a bifurcatio'. at

least twice over the last centuy or so: durin-q industrìalization. and ìn the post-wW'Il era.

CIIAPTER FOUIì
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In the first, the 'manufacturing' sector replaced the 'agriculture' sector as the engine of

economy; in the second. the 'service' industry grew out of 'manufacturing,. The first

shifted a big portion oflabor force offthe farms and into the factories. The second moved

them into ofhces.

Each time, the jobs lost in the old sector were compensated for with those created

in the new sector. This trend was more visible in the second development, as the .service,

sector expanded the employment outlook quite extensively. Part of the reason for such an

expansion was the wide application of computer technology in the 'service' sector. Many

new jobs were needed to make computers an integral part of the office work. By the early

1980s, Alvin Toffler (1980) argued that there is only one thing to be concerned about:

computer illiteracy; the rernedy: a massive job re-training. The highly paid jobs in the

computer industry, 1'lexible working conditions, dispensed need for geographical binding

to the office, and many other features, all indicated that a Brave New World was about to

be botn.

But. things went wrong. A large number of the jobs lost in the manufacturing

sector appeared in developing countries, instead of the service sector. It was by the late

1960s that large companies discovered the advantages of moving labor-intensive sections

oftheir production offshore to underdeveloped regions. According to Ma¡chak (1991:72),

"The global assembly line u'as selectively established in countries that had stratesic
geopolitical positions as well as cheap labour. mostly in former colonies where Englisìr
was spoken, and in regions that seemed most likei), to sustain what was called 'a secure
al¡l'losplìere for investment".

The optimism that computerjzation wìl1 create more jobs also was shattered. as

cornputers extended their territory frorn service to manutàcturing: an increasing nurnber

of manulacturing jobs was taken awa¡' f¡om the human labor force and put in the hands
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of machines. This had to do with the fact that more than 75 percent of the manufacturing

tasks were very simple and repetitive in nature. As Rifkin (1995:5) put it, 'lautomated]

machinery. robots, and íncreasingly sophisticated computers can perform many if not

most of these jobs'. This, indeed, happened during the 1980s and 1990s, to a largc

extent. Machines were, futkin wamed, 'the new proletariat' (p:7).

As the high-paid, full+ime and permanent jobs vanisrred from the manufacturi'ø

sector, manv new low-paid, part-time and temporary ones emerged. Only better than

unemployment, these jobs did not provide a family wage, that is, an income enough to

support a family. Depending on whether or not they were employed, and if they were, for

how many hours per w-eek, people began falling in and out of the poverty zone. In

general, however, there were more people falling into poverty than out of it.

I-{ow may such dual labo¡ markets affect i'rmigrants? A theory of international

migration. called 'segmented labor market theory', holds that employers in the developed

societies "seek to recruit immigrants to fill secondary sector positions rejected by

natives', that is, the jobs associated with ir-rstability. low pay, limited benefits. and

unpleasant or hazardous working conditions (Massey ef. al. 1994:715). In a study of

European countries' immigration policy, Gordon (1995:527) argues that this was a

deliberate policy adopted by employers and govemment:

The initiation of Iong-distance movements of workers 1Ìom cheap-labor economies was
ìn large part tlìe outcome of recruitment activities of major employers responding to
specific labor problems and of governments acting on their behalf. ... The original needs
ol employers related to sets of jobs that lvere being abandoned bv an increasingly
educated indigenous labo¡ fo¡ce .... . The problems with these jobs might be thar they
were dirty, dangerous, stressful, andTor poorly paid, but it tvas also crucial that employers
could neithe¡ solve this labor problem at that time bv transferring the actjvities concemed
to cheap-labor area (because the goods or services were ur]n ansporta ble), nor by
mechanizatioll. rationalization, or pa¡ring higher waees.
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How to define and operationalize the sector of the economy has often been a

problem in sociological research. Lack of a consensus about the nature ofjobs in each

sector, as well as the inadequacy of available data has left much room lor speculation.

The present study. unfortunately, is not exempt from this difficulty. In the absence of a

better measure of economic sectors, we have adopted two variables to operationalize the

primary/5s6¡¡¿¿ry sectors: the standard classification ofjobs in the canadian census. and

the full{ime or part-time nature of the job. If the dual labor market theory holds true, we

slrould expect to see a clear aggravating effect of employment in the secondary sector on

the poverty of individuals.

4.3.-1. Summary of Hypotheses:

1. The likelihood of being poor decreases with the increase oftotal years ofschooling.

2. As a human capital investment, (irn)migration decreases the likelihood of being poor.

3. Working part-time increases the probability of being poor.

4. Iìaving work qualifìcations suited to the jobs in the manufacturìng sector increases

the likelihood of poverty.

5. For immigrants, the likelihood of being poor is correlated with their age at the time of

irmnigration.

The probability of poverty rises with the recency of tl.re time (year) of inmigration.

Klowledge of one or both official languages in Canada decreases the likelihood of

poverty, both for immigrants and non-immigrants.

In terms ofthe specihc language, the likelihood ofbeing poor is lowest for those who

have a knorvledge of both English and French, follou'ed b¡r those who know only

English. and finally. those with a knowledge ofFrench only.

CII,APTER ¡OUR
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4.4. EVALUATION OF HYPOTHESES, USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION

To examine the relative signihcance of the three alternative explanations of

poveú),, the present study used a logistic regression model, with the poverty status of

individuals as the dependent variable. The independent variables cluste¡ under th¡ee sets

of factors: human capital, structural, and assimilation/integration. Human capital factors

include age, education, immigration. and migratior.r. structural lactors are the impacts of

full-time/part-time work as well as the sector olthe economy in which one is employeci.

The assimilation/integration factors contain variables particularly related to, but not

confìned to. immigrants, i.e., period of immigration, age at the time of immigration, and

knowledge of official languages. Since there is a possibility that these factors affect

irnmigrants and non-immigrants quite differently, separate models are designed for each

group, in addition to one for the total population. This practice proved to be very useful.

as ìt enabled us to identifl some drastically different pattems.

Table 17 contains the results of the logistic regression models. Logistic regression

urodels are used when a dichotomous dependent variable is regressed against a set of

interval predictors. In the models developed here, the dependent variable (the indicator of

one's poverty status) accepts two values: 0 (having an income above the poverty line) and

1 (an income below the poverty line). This poverty indicator is regressed against three

sets of variables, each corresponding to one of the three aforementioned explanations.

The values of Exp(B) indicate the magnitude of cl.range in the odds of being poor; the

variables rvith Exp(B) values lower than I decrease the odds. whereas those with values

CHAPTIR FOUR
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higher than I increase it. The I 991 census public use MicroFile Data (puMF) on

individuals are used in the following model.

Before explaining the implications ofthe model, however, it helps to have an idea

of how well the model is working. The logistic regression procedure provides a number

of statistics to indicate the model's goodness of fit, some of which are useful only when

conparing two or more models each with some modihcations in the list of the predictors

included (e.g., 'Log Likelihood' stâtistics). The statistic that can indicate the goodness of

fit of a stand-alone model may be found in a table sirnilar to chi-Square table, in which

the observed and predicted cases are compared. This statistic indicates that jn g3.92yo of

cases. our logistic regression model has been successful in its predictions. This is a high

predictive power, as far as the social issues are concerned, and indicate the reliability of

the model's findings.

Predicted

Abovepoverty Linffi
o-
UI
a0

! Below Poverty Line 12348 547 4.24%
o
c- re

e.r_vaù
.È'tôo;.¡;¿
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4.4.1. Human Capital Factors

Except for the variable 'mígration', the effect ofthe other human capital va¡iables such as

age. education, and imrnigration status are consistent with the hypothesis outlined earlier.

A higher age decreases the chance of poverty in all three models, that is, for total

population, immigrants and non-immigrants alike. This hnding is consistent with the

other studies on 'new poverty', which have indicated that younger adults and children are

more severely hit by the recent surge of poverly. However, as mentioned earlier, age

matters because it provides opportunities for education, acquiring job skills, long-term

employment. This means that if the effects of those associated variables are taken into

account, age by itself should not be a very strong predictor. This justifies the fact that the

values of exp(B) lor age are only slightly lower than I (.9g, .9g, and .97 for the three

models).

unlike age, education has a more pronounced effect o' reduci'g the chance of

poveÍy, given the Exp(B) values in the range of .80. one thing to notice here is the

dilÏerential impact of education for immigrar.rts and r.ron-irnmigrants (.g6 and .g4,

lespectively). This difference indicates that while educatior] reduces the chance of

poverty for both groups, it helps non-imrnigrants more than immigrants. In other words.

immigrants cannot fully translate their education into income and socioeconomic status.

This, as previous studies have shown, has to do with the fact that immigrants tend to

work injobs for which they are overqualified.

Being a. immigrant has a negative bearing on one's poverty status, as it increases

the chance ofbeing poor by .10. This inferential statistic, conoborating the eariier filding

that immigrants are over-represented among the poor, indicates that even after controlling
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lable 17:
Logistic Regression Models of the predictors of poverty Staius, .l 991

Predictors ffiTotal Non-
Þ^^,,t.+¡^. r--r:.^^+^ lmmigrants

Human Capital Factors

Neighbourhood Povcrty in C¡n¿dar ne Ellì¡ic Djmension CHAPTER FOTJR

Age

Total Years of School¡ng

lmmigration Status (Being lmmigrant)
Migration (between 1986 and 1 991)

Wthin the same ne¡ghboñood

lntrâ-prpvinciat (within the sâme CD)

lntra-prpvinciaJ (BetweeD CDs)

Between Provinces

From Outside Canadâ

Structural Factors
Part-Time Work
Economic Sector

OIher Pdmary lnoustnes

¡¡anufacturìng

Construction

Trânsportalion ênd Storage

Communicalion and other Utilities

l holesale Tade

Retâìt Trade

Finance, l¡sulance, and Real Estale

Business Services

Governmental Servìces (Federal)

coveanrnental Services (Other)

Educâtional Services

Health and Soctaj Servtces

Accomodalion, Food and Beverâge SeNjces

Assim¡iation/l ntegraiion Factors
Year of lmmigrat¡on

Age at the Tirne of lmmigration
Knowledge of Offìcral Languages

English

French

English and F¡ench

0.97.
0.8302 -

1.0962 -

2.1412 -

1 .7488 .

2.8825 .

6.8017.

0.9804.
0.8387.

2.2837 "

2.5565 -

2.5517.
3.9539.

0.9722 '
0.8581 .

1.7731 '
1.4986 .

1 .3777 .

2.257 '
3.9752 -

1 .2293 -

o.78

0.6964.
0.76

0.90

0.76

0.8 3

0.86

0.6219.
0.85

0.79

0.76

0.84

0.84

|.zo

1.0293 .

0.9931 "

0.7 514 -

1 .5841 -

1 .7116 -

1.3994 " 1.5851

0.486.
0.4181 -

0.5539 -

0.4581 .

0.3516 .

0.4507.
0.5349 -

0.368 -

0.5203.
0.3549 .

0.4836.
0.5148 -

0.5532 .

0.89

0.7013 -

0.7808.
1.6854 -

0.3963 -

0.3583 -

0.5179 .

0.4207 -

0.2831 -

0.4135 .

0.5183 .

0.3374.
0.453't -

0.241 .

0.3895.
0.4002 .

0.4617 -

0.8461 *

0.0889.
0.0999 -

0.185 *
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for all the relevant variables, the aggravating impact of immigration on poverty does not

disappear.

The impact of migration on poverty is puzzling. We expected migration, as a

human capital investment, to lower the chance of poverty. The fìndings, however,

indicate otherwise. while this calls fo¡ further research on migration pattems, sorne

points can be mentioned here. First, the infom.ration provided in the census data records

the mobility status of respondents over the past hve years. This period may not

necessarily be enough for the migrant individual/family to settle down in the new

environment and establish a solid socioeconomic status. In other words, to search for a

suitable job and to adjust one's skills to those required in the host society may take longer

than five years to produce any definite result. Second, the available data do not reveal the

pre-migration poverty statì-rs of intemal migrants. It is possible that most of these

individuals or families have been poor before migration, and they have simply carried

over their poverty to their new locations. Third. while immigration aggravates povedy, at

least in the short run, why should we expect intemal migration to operate differentty? As

far as the adjustment to a new envirorunent is concerned, internal migrants face the same

problems immigrants face, only on a smaller scale. one may speculate that the reason tl.re

negative impacts of intemal migration are more pronounced for non-ìmmigrants than

in.unigrants, that is, immigrants suffer less from intemal migration, may have to do with

that they l.rave already suffered fi'om their inten.rational migration and an additional

geographical relocation within canada does not aggravate their situation much. These

specu.lations, however, need to be examined enipiricallv, r,vhich may lead to a

reconceptualization of the impact of migration in the context of human capital factors.
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4.4.2. Structural Factors

The relationships between poverty and the structural variables, i.e., full-time/parl{ime

work and the economic sector in which one is employed, support the hypothesized

relationship, though with some modification. we expected to see part-time work and

employment in the manufacturing sector increasing the odds of one's living in poved),.

The impact of 'part{ime work' w-as cor.rsistent with this expectarion, but those of

economic sectors were not. All the significant values ofExp(B) for the 'economic sector,

are less than one, indicating that they lower the chances of poverty. This is perhaps an

indication of 'emplovment' rather than 'economic sector'; for, all those regislered for one

sector or another have indeed some sort of employment, which does certainly reduce the

likelihood of poverty.

The findings, however, give us some insights into the effect of particular

economic sectors. Let us take. for example, the values of exp(B) for 'manufacturing' and

'communication' (0.42 and 0.35, respectively), as representatives of the traditional

industrial sector and the computer-based information sector. while employmerrt in either

sector lowers the chances of poverty, such an impact is stronger for 'communication,

than for 'manufacturing'. For the former, the lorvering impact on povertv is even as

strong as employ'rent in federal governmental services (0.35). This suggests that,

compared to ' manufacturing' , the 'infonnation' sector still seems economically

promising. The table shows, however, that this is not typical of all the jobs in the

'señ'ice' sector, as the strength of impact is a lot lower for those in health and social.

educational, and busìness services. In sum, the findings suggest that whìle employment in
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the service sector is not as promising as it is for the 'manufacturing' sector, those service

jobs related to 'information' technology provide the strongest shield against poverty.

Interestingly enough, the structural factors are not significant in explaining the

poverty of immigrants: only two out of the fifteen types ofjobs, ,manufacturing' 
and

'finance, insurance, and real estate'. are statistically significant. While employment in

both sectors reduces the chances of poverty! such an effect is stronger for non-

immigrants. In othe¡ words. even after controlling for all othe¡ variables, immigrants do

not enjoy the same advarfages their non-immigrart counterparts in the same economic

sector benefit from. Nevertheless, the fact that the impacts of most other sectors are

insignihcant for immigrants implies that their poverty may be better explained by their

particular in-rmigration status. The examination of assimilation/integration factors will

reveal this.

4.¿1.3. Assimilation/Integration Factors

Two of the variables incìuded unde¡ tl.ris category, 'year of immigration' and ,age at

immigration', are exclusively related to immigrants: the thi¡d. 'knowledge of official

language', is relevant for non-immigrants as well. The effects of the frrst two variables

are consistent with the hypothesis tllat recent and second generation immigrants tend to

have liigher povefiy rates. The magnitude of impacts (1.03 and 0.99, respectively).

hou'ever, is not too high. This is because these variables pafily act tluough education and

job. Controlling for those variables minimizes the effect of recency of migration and that

of generation.

The relationship between 'knowledge of ofhcial languages' and poverty is a

complicated one. Some previous researches have also found the relationship betr.veen
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language skills and socioeconomic status of immigrants puzzling. one confusing aspect

of tiris relationship is that, while poverty is reduced as a result of knowledge of 'only

English'. and 'o'ly French' (though to a lesser degree), tlie knowledge ofboth languages

raises the chances ofpoverty for the total population. Two things may have contributed in

creating this peculiar pattern. First. the census data do specif' the language one has more

knorvledge of, but not the extent of his/her k'owledge. Not all of those who have

considered themselves bilingual are proficient in both languages. second, about 60

percelt of those who are bilingual live in Montreal, a city with one of tl.re highest poverty

rates. Third, bilinguals tend to work in English-speaking environments, which may

suppress theit socioeconomic status, if the extent of their English kr.rowledge is limitecl.

In Toronto, for instance 13.6 percent of bilinguals live, compared to only 0.8 percent of

French-speakers. For vancouver, this proportion is 3 percent, ten times that of French-

speakers.

Fol immigrants, only knowledge of English is helpful. Both ,knowledge of only

French' and 'k¡owledge of both Englisl-r and French' raise their povert_v level. The

hypothesis suggested in the previous paragraph may be mole pertinent in the case of

imn-rigrants. obviously, many immigrants come with motl.rer longues different from

English and French. In many casesJ they need to know a number of different languages

and dialects. in additìon to the official languages of the countries they irave come from.

This lnakes English and French, at least, their third and fourlh languages. The number of

languages they have to leam may well suppress the extent of their knowledge ol and

profìciency in. English and French. This suggests that. in the case of imnigrants. a

'knowledge of both English and French' may simply mean a 'poor knowledge of both
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English and French'. This poses serious limits to the extent of their economic success in

both French- and English-speaking environments.

1.5. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Three logistic regression models are developed to un¡avel the mechanism of

poverty generation fol the whole canadian population, in addition to immigrants and

non-immigrants. The models include variables related to tluee modes of explanation,

revolving around human capital, structural, and assimilation /integration factors. The

effects of human capital factors tend to be signihcant ald compatible with what literature

on poverty suggests. The only exception was 'migration'. Although against the

expectation derived lrom the literature, the effect of 'migration' was in the same direction

as 'immigration'. This suggests that our conceptual understanding of poverty may be

irnproved by trealing similarly the two variables of 'migration' and ,immigration,.

The structural facto¡s left mixed results. The results supported, to a certain degree.

the hypothesis suggested in the literature. The aggravating impact of par1{ime work on

povedy, for example, does invalidate some atguments that the recent increase of pafi-

time jobs is due to the voluntary choìces of workers. The findings also showed that

employment in the'information technology' sector had the strongest effect in terms of

reducing the odds ofpoverty. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the structural factors tend

not to be signihcant in explaining immigrants' poverq/. This is in contrast to the findings

of some studies on irunigrants in Europe.

The assimilatiorvintegration factors revealed pattems compatible with what the

literature suggested: poverty is a more serious problern for recent immigrants. This has to

do with the fact that in recent vears. a large number of refugee and family ciass

CHAPTER FOTITI
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immigrants, not qualifred enough to f,rnd a decent job, have entered canada. The present

study also indicates that poverty is higher for the younger generation of immigrants. The

fact that, despite their higher level of assimilation and i.tegration, the younger

generations of immigrants have a higher chance of living in poverty is particularly

disturbing. This pattem is compatible with findings of some recent studies of second

generation immigrants, which questioned the validit¡r of assimilation theory. based on

which the more assimilated second generation immigrants were expected to do better

than their parents, economically. These fìndings are weìl captured in some of the topics

and titles these researchers have mentioned in their studies: 'Segmented Assimilation",

" Second-generation Decline", "Bumpy-Line Assimilation", etc (Gans 1992; Sanchez

1997: Huber and Espenshade 1997). This phenomenon calls for special attention in future

research.
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Chapte r Five

NEIGHBORHOOD POVERTY: THE ETHNIC DIMENSION

The poverty surge of the 1990s in the westem Hemisphere was somewhat unique

ín íts configurations, reflected in the wide application of the term new poverty in

reference to it. The nevt poverty was unique in its extent, but also in its neighborhood

dimension as well as its visible eth¡ic/racial colour.

In the previous chapters, we examined the unique dimensions of new poverty.

chapter Two examined the magnitude of neighborhood poverty ìn canada: it also

discussed some of the ways through which 'neighborhood poverty' may affect the life

chances of individuals and famiües. Chapter Three addressed the relevance of the eth¡ic

tàcto¡ for study of neighbourhood dynamics in canadian cities. In chapter Four, we

studied the ethnic/racial dimension ofpoverty in Canada.

our study showed that the ethnic groups rvith the highest poverty levels consisted

mostly of Asian, African and Latin American immigrants who had entered canada in

large numbers only recently. Aboriginal as well as French and some Southem Eulopean

groups also ranked high in poverty.

The poverty of a certain ethnic group. however, is not the same as its

neighborhood pove|ty. while related both conceptually and experimentallv, these two

concepts refer to two different dinrensions of poverty. poverly, in general, involves the

income of an individual or a family. An individual or a family is cor.rsidered poor, if this

income is not sufrcient to provide tlie basic necessities of life, such as food, sl.relter, and

clothing. Neighborhood poverÐ), on the othe¡ hand, is decided bv the proportion of a

neighborhood's population that is poor. A poor individual or family can be lìving in a
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rich or poor neighborhood. In the poor neiehbourhood, the individual/family experiences

both poverty and neighbottrhood poverty; in the rich one, only pot,erty.

A primary step in our discussion he¡e is to specifu what we consider a poor

neighbourhood, also known as 'ghetto neighbourhood', 'the neighborhoods of urban

concentrated poverty', 'underclass tracts', and 'areas of spatial concentration of poverty'

(Wilson 1987; Jargowski 1991; Massey and Egger 1990). The literature suggests a 40o%

povedy rate as the th¡eshold by which to iderltily ghetto neighbourhood (Jargowski 1991;

Wilson 1987; 1996). A poverty level of 400% seerns to act like a critical mass, when this

critical mass is reached, 'a self-sustaining chain reaction is set off that creates an

explosive increase in the amount of crime. addiction and welfare-dependency' (Wilson

1987:38). Even when holding opposing views on the dynamics of such neighborhoods,

poverty researchers of diflerent ideological and theoretical persuasions seem to have

agreed upon this threshold as a yardstick.

In the present study, we use the same criterion to identify ghetto neighborhoods in

Canada. A more comprehensive view of the distribution of neigl.rborhoods with different

poverly levels was aheady presented in chapter two. The distribution of population of

Canadian CMAs in such neighborhoods was also discussed. What was missing from the

discussion of neighbourhood poverty presented in chapter two was its ethnic dimension.

The representation of ethnic groups in ghetto neighborhoods in Canada constitutes the

heart of the present cllapter.

Our main concem in this clrapter is to examine the ethnic composition of the

lesidents ofpoor neighbourhoods. Some ofthe questions we are concerned r.vith here are:

are there certain ethnic groups rvho are disproportionately over-represeúed in poor

CITA.PTER FIVE
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lleighbourhoods? If yes, why? Has there been any change in their situation over time?

llow much ofsuch a disproportionate over-represenration is due to the general poverty of

these groups? What other factors are involved?

5.1. THE ETHNIC COMPOSITION Oß GHETTO NEIGHBORHOODS

IN CANADA

Table 18 illustrates the absolute numbers as well as the proportio's of ethnic

groups in ghetto neighborhoods for the census years 19g6 and 1991. Since, with each

new census, the categorization of eth¡ric groups is either expanded or changed, the data of

the two census years are not perlectly comparable. The values in Table 1g are rank

orclered by the 7tl' column, that is, "the percentage of each group's population in census

tracts witlì more rhan 40%o povefiy rate'r in I 99 I . The last column indicates the amount of

clrange during the period 1986-91.

In 1986. Aboriginal was the group liighl¡' over-represented in ghetto

neighborhoods. followed by Blackrcaribbean antl chinese (9.6, 6.6, and 5.7 per cent,

respectively). The Dutch. German, Jewish and British, on the other hand, were the least

represented (0.7,0.9, 1.7, and i.2 per cent, respectively), with values around 1 per cent.

The ltalian, ukrainian, and French were located between the two extremes (1.7,2.1. and

3.7 percent, respectively).

In 1991. the starus of Aboriginals deteriorated. with l2 percent of their population

living in ghettos. The vietnamese, however. ovedook Aboriginals (17 percent in ghettos).

It seerns that these two groups are more ore less in the same situation as the American

Blacks are, as far as their spatial concentration ofpoverly is concemed. After these trvo.
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Tabte 18:
The Ethnic Populat¡on in CTs w¡th 40%+ poverty Rate, 1986 and 1991
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Aboriginal
Greek
F¡¡ìpin o

Span ish
BlacfdCaribbean
Chinese
French
Polish
Lebanese
Jewish
Portuguese
Korean
Hungarian
Ukrainian
East lndian
Yugoslav
Swedish
Italian
Japanese
B r¡tish
Norwegian
German
Croatian
Danish
Canadian
Fin nish
Dutch (Netherland)

8715 91110 0.096
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
11065 166470 0.066
'19360 340765 0.057

120830 3306320 0.037
4795 174020 0.028

N/A N/A N/A
2240 24132A 0.009

N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
5825 27820A 0.021

N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
11475 671895 0.0't7
N/A N/A N/A
47105 3830010 0.012
N/A N/A N/A
4665 501145 0.009

N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
1365 197000 0.007

16140 '137165 0.'t20
13050 1/ø530 0.090
l '1150 151935 0.070
5680 78475 0.070

't4830 215125 0.070
25530 568120 0.040

136905 3462600 0.040
7515 22434A 0.030
210A 68030 0.030
7150 241620 0.030
6780 22953A 0.030
1190 42120 0.030
2085 79400 0.030
7090 272870 0.030
6415 s05890 0.020
810 42360 0.020
360 23505 0.020

'10335 709180 0.010
585 42995 0.010

39915 3373800 0.010
360 31155 0.010

5925 522560 0.0t0
414 39700 0.010
235 26850 0.010

5030 577410 0.010
235 2A375 0.010

1370 203945 0.0t0

N/A
o.024
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.004
-0.017
0.003
0.002

0.021
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.009
N/A
N/A
N/A

-0.007
N/A

-0.002
N/A

0.001

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.003
N/Ar No{ Availâble
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and except for Greeks. the next four groups are those ofvisible minority originsr: Filipino,

spanish, Black/caribbean (each 7 per cent), and Chinese (with 4 percent). In spite of their

still high rate of SCoP, the chinese are the only ones out of these lour that have improved

over this period. They, along with ltalians and British, constitute the only groups witìr a

declining representation in ghettos between 1986 and 1991. For the rest. the situation has

worsened. The unavailabiìity of data on othe¡ groups unf'ortunately hinders an¡, fui1her

implications from Table 18. Also, the highly aggregated values in the table hinder a grasp

ofthe siruation ofeach group in each city.

The values ìn Table l8 are broken down by city, in Table 19. This table shows the

ïepresentation of difTerent ethnic groups in the neighborhoods with a poverty rate higher

than 40%o in diffe¡ent cities. comparing the numbers for each ethnic group with the

averages in the second last column indicates that vietnamese, Spanish, Aboriginal.

chinese, Black, Porhrguese. Yugoslav, Fimish, Filipino, and Hungarian have higher-than-

average proportions of their populations living in 'extremely high' SCop areas. Four out

ol'five top groups are visible rninorities. The fifth is the Aboriginal.

Many of the zeros in Table 19 may be taken literally as indicating that no member

of the corresponding ethnic groups live in the SCoP areas. This, however, is not the only

possible meaning of the zeros in this table; they can also mean that the groups with a zero

population in the SCOP areas have zero population in the whole city as well. I¡ the latter

case. the fact that no members of such groups live in poor neighbourhoods can hardly be

considered as an advantage for them. lvforeover. such zeros can aflect the aggregate

âverages in Table 19. giving misleading ¡esults. In an effort to control for this undesirable

I The Emplo¡rment Equitv Act defines 'visible minorities'as those non-Caucasian in race, or non-Eu¡opean
in terms of the place of bi¡th. 'visible minorities', alons with 'Aboriginals', 'wonen'. and 'Disablerl'
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effect, we compared the zeros against the proportional population of ethnic groups in

each city, and took out the zeros for the groups with no or small populations in the

corresponding cities. This led to a modification of the average values in Table 19,

reflected in the 'modified average' column. This modification pushed the overall average

up to 5.75 from 4.90. The changed values altered the th¡eshold for those etluic groups

with higher-than-average SCOP rates. As a result, poles and croatians fell into the

category of those ethnic groups over-represented in poverty areas.

The individual values in Table 19 do also convey important information about the

SCOP experience of some etl'ric groups. Let us concentrate, for example, on those

groups which have neighborhood poverty rates higher than the highest average (i.e.-

23.02%). Vietnamese in Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, Flamilton, Winnipeg, and

Edmonton are distinguishable in this respect. In two of these cities, Saint John and

Winnipeg, more than 50 percent of the Vietnamese population live in ghetto

neighborhoods. More or less similar to the Vietnamese in these two cities are the Spanish

in sherbrooke. the Aboriginals in winnipeg, and the Finnish in saint John. The high

proportìon of Aboriginals living in ghettos in the Prairies is also alarrring, give¡ that this

area contains large concentrations of Native people. All in all, the cases of the

Vietnamese and Aboriginals call for special attention in public policy-making. The

groups with a ghetto representation below the national average are mostly of European

oligin- with the only exceptions being the Korean, Japanese, Lebanese, and East Indian.

Given the .elatively high poverty rates of these groups, their low level of neighbourhood

povefiv may have resulted fronl the distribution of their poor members in urban space.

constitute the four designated groups eligible for ge{SQ priori¡, ìn the hiring processes
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Table 19:
The Proportion of Ethnic croup popurat¡on Liv¡ng ¡n census Tracts with 40% and More poverty Rate By c¡ty, .1g91
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The fact that the ranking of some ethnic groups based on their neighbourhood

poverty and the one based on their conventional poverty do not necessarily match

indicates fhat poverty alone does not determine neighbourhood povertv; some other

factors are involved. The different explanations of neighbourhood poverty, offered in the

lite¡ature. corroborates this multi-faceted nature of spatial concentration of poverty. For a

better understanding of the causes as well as effects of neighbourhood poverty, we start

with an examination of the cunent explanations; then, we try to expand thern by

suggesting some additional concepts.

5.2. PREDICTORS OF ETHNIC GROUPS' NEIGHBOURHOOD POVERTY:
THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORJ( AND RESEARCH I{YPOTHESES

The conceptual framework as well as the resultant hypotheses used in thís study

are an integration and expansion of two modes of explanation alreacly present in the

Iiterature: Wilson's ¡nismatch hypothesis, and Massey and Denton's segregation

hypothesis. In what folloq's, these two modes of explanalion are introduced in more

detail, their shorlcomings are discussed, and an effort is made to irnprove and expand the

conceptual understanding of the etluic groups' neighbottrhood poverty.

5.2.1. Mismatch Hypothesis

Wilson ( I 987) traces the high level of SCOP in certain American cities back to the

structual changes in the economv, At the heart of these structural changes lies a shift

liom a rlanufacturing-based to an information-based econoury. The emergìng society -
also referred to as 'post-industrial'. 'cognitariate', 'service-based', etc. is rnore inclined

Ìo produce 'information' than manufactured 'goods'. The manufacturing activities have

shilied to overseas. where larger markets. cheaper labor forces, ard inexpensive raw
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materials are located. while this very development boosted some economies in the

developing world and made possible the emergence of NICs Q'{ewly industrialized

Countries) in Latin America and Southeast Asia, it robbed blue-collar Americans of

rna:rv jobs in the manufacturing sector. As a result, unemployment rates soared, and the

blue-collar worke¡s had to experience what wilson (1987:41) called a tnismatclr between

their skills and the market demands; the process that struck minorities harder. An

inevitable result of this mismatch was the ¡ise of poverty among urban minorities. In

Wilson's own words:

"lthe] vibrant information-processing sectors are more than compensating fo¡ blue-collar
job losses, reversing decades of net unemployment decline, What are the implications of
this transformation of urban economy for poor minoriries? First of all, cìties in the No¡th
thal have experienced the g¡eatest decline of jobs in the lower-education-requisire
indust¡ies since 1970 have had. at the same time, significant increases in minority
residents who are seldom employed in the high-growth indus¡ies. ,,, This has c¡eated a
serious mismatch between the current education dìskibution of minority residents in large
northem cities and the changing education requirements of their rapidly h ansforming
industries bases." (Wilson 1987:41)

But. rising povedy was not the only culprit, as far as neighbourhood poverty is

concemed. Another factor was the increased social mobilitv of American racial

minorities, including Blacks. during the decades of the '50s and '60s. This increased

rnobility accele¡ated the out-rnìgration of the middle-class faurilies from Black

neighborhoods, leaving behind the poor Blacks (Wilson 1987:50). It is the combination

of rising poverly and the social isolation of Blacks, according to Wilson, that has caused

their high levels of SCOP in many American cities.

Although primarily concemed with American Blacks. Wilson's account is not

race specific. The structural changes. the rising unemployment. the povert.v rates, the

social mobility of middle class families, and the concent¡ation of the poor in certain

nerghborhoods are all general developments equally affecting other groups, too. The
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race-free nature of wilson's analysis is also reflected in the solutions that he calls for,

i.e., universal socìal policies as opposed to race-specific ones.

5.2.2. Segregatioø Hypothesis

Unlike V/ilson (1987'1996), Massey and Denton (1993) emphasize the significance of

race in explaining the high rates of neighbourhood povefy among American Blacks.

They argue that the recent rise of poverlv in America has led to díssimilar levels of

neighborhood poverty lor different racial groups. The reason for this dissimilarity,

according to Massey and Denton (1993), is that these groups have different levels of

.spatial segregation. An increase in the poverty rate of a minority group that is highly

concentrated results in all poor families living ir a limited number of neighborhoods,

hence, substantial increases iri the neighborhoocl poverty rate.

Through a simulation model of some hypothetical data. Massey and Denton

(1993:120-121) show how segregation influences the neighbourhood povefiy of certain

racial groups. Table 20 contains four sets of data, each corresponding to one hypothetical

citv. The two racial groups included in the four cities, Blacks and Whites, have general

poverty rates of 20o/o and 10%, respectively. The only difference among the four cities is

their levels of segregation for the trvo racial groups. As the table illustrates, although the

general poverty rates remain the same in all four cases, the two groups experience

different levels of neighborhood poverty. This difference results from difÏe¡ent levels of

segregation between Writes and Blacks.

CHAPTTR FIV!
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City 1:

B=2,000
W=6,000

Table 20:
ïhe Hypothetical Data on ihe lnteractjon of povedy and Segregation

Poverty Rate of BIacks
Poverty Rate of VVhites
Black-V\.tìite Segregation Score
Neighbourhood Povefty Rate:
Average Black Family
Average ! Jtìite Family

20.jyo
10.04/Õ

o.0%

12.5%
12.5o/o

20.00/o

10 .00/a

66.7%

15.0%
11 .7%

Poverty Rate of Blacks 20.0Yo
Poverty Raie of Wfìites 10.0o/o
Black-l\,tìite Segregarion Score 33.3o/o
Neighbourhood Poverty Rate:
Average Black FamÍly 13.3o/o
Average \\tìite Family 12.2%

Poverty Rate of Blacks 20.0o/a
Poverty Rate of Whites 10.0o/a
Black-WhiteSegregationScore 100.0%
Neighbourhood Poverty Rate:
Average Black Family 20.0o/a
Average Whiie Farn ily 10.0%

Poverty Rate of Blacks
Poveriy Rate of VVI-Iìtes

Blâck-V\hite Segregation Score
Neighbourhood Poveriy Rate:
Average Black Family
Average V\rh¡te Family

Source: l\ilassey and Denton (1993)

City 2:

City 3: C¡ty 4:
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5.2.3. The Expansion of the Conceptual Model

Earlier. it was discussed that a high level of neighbourhood poverty leads to social

isolation and, consequently, cultural isolation of such neighbourhood's residents. It was

pointed out that in high povertv areas 'the culture of poverty' finds a fertile ground to

germinate. Both Wilson (1987) and Massey and Denton (1993) emphasized rhis point. In

both cases. the lifestyle and subcultu¡e resulting from neighbourhood poverty was at the

heart of the discussion. The difference between the two arguments was that the former

emphasized social isolation while the latter underscored residential segregation as the

underlying factor.

The irony is that despite the centrality of the notion of the culture of poverty for

both nrodes of explanation, neither one fully articulated the true meaning of culture oJ

poverty. Nor did they include it as an integral part of their quantitative models. In this

study, we make an effort to address this shortcoming, that is, to incorporate the notion of

culture of poverly into the conceptual model. We had a brief discussion on cultn.e of

poverty rn Chapter Tn'o. Here, we will have a closer look at what culture of poverty is

and hou ue can operationalize ir.

5.2.3.1. What is Culft¿re of PovertJ)2

The culture of poNerty thesis has spalked wide disagreement in the past. According to

Greenstone (1991), conservative social scientists welcomed it because. in their opirion, it

assigned the poverly of certain individuals and groups to its 'autheúic' origin: a careless

lifèstyle. without any futuristic view. long-term planr-ring. hard w-ork, risk-taking, and

well-calculated decision-making. For them. poverty is a result of 'a culture that

irrationally sanctions dysfulctional conduct' (p: 399). Marxists, on the other hand.
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stongly opposed the notion of culrure of poverty: they felt it blames the victims. rather

than the capitalist system, for their poverty. Later on, this split found a political echo, too:

policy makers lavored the fi¡st interpretation, social critics the second.

However, both interpretations of the 'culture of poverty' thesis, in my opinion,

have resulted from a misconception. The two sides of the debate have based their highly

ideological positions on oversimplified notions of the 'culture of poverty', far lrom the

way oscar Lewis first formulated it. Let us examine the original way Lewis presented the

idea.

Based on his observations of Latin American immigrants to the United States,

Lewis (1971[1966]) argued that a certain type of sub-culture - utlnte of poverty, ir-r his

words - has developed among them. He clearly mentioned that such a sub-culture is not

seen among all the poor; some exceptions he listed were the White American poor and

tlre Cuban poor. The implications of this argurnent are trvofold. First, the cultu'e oJ'

pot,erty appears among those who are already poor; that is. it is I consequence rather than

a cause ofpoverty. Second, even so, it is not a necessary consequence for all poor; some

develop the ct ture of pover4,, sorne do not. This view is in clear contrast to the

simplilÌed version of culture of poverôl mentioned earlier, which holds a solid link

belween culture of poverty and poverty, and assumes that the former causes the latter.

A second source of misconceptions about the utlture ofpover4r idea is the lack of

adequate attention to culture of poverty as a culture. culture. regardless of its variations,

is essentially a coping strategy. developed among a certain group of people in their

interaction with tlieir natural a¡ld social environments: it contains a pre-packaged set of

instructions that help people rationalize their lives and assign meaning to it, and find
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solutions for the problems they encounter on a regular basis (Himelfarb and fuchardson

1991). In other words, culture provides people with ajustifiable vision ofhow life should

be. Another c¡ucial feature of culÍure is that is transmitted f¡om one generation to the

next. Without such an inter-generational dimension, culture js reduced simply to a mere

individual lifestyle. It is this commonalitv of culture, along space and time dìmensions.

which makes it a social phenomenon. This distinction if of enormous importance for an

authentic understanding of the notion of culture of poverty. Many misperceptions of

Oscar Lewis's cultu'e of poverfy arose from mistaking it for a 'lifestyle'. This indicates

that we cannot talk of the presence of culture oJ'poverty in a population unless we see

some inter-generational continuity of the particular lifestvle typical of it.

The above argument that poverÍy does not necessarily bring about the culttn'e of

poverty, horvever. should not be taken as suggesting that there is no relationship between

the two; far from it. Lewis (1966) argues that after jt comes into existence within a

population, fhe culture of poverty finds an inertia and a life of its own. From that point

on, it may act against any effort to ameliorate poverty. This is to suggest that. in the

presence of fl'Le culture oJ poverty, a mere economic effort is inadequate for ameliorating

poverty. A separate cultural measu¡e is also needed to deal with the cultural cornponent

associated with it.

How can we capture the notion of culture of povertlt in a quantitative study like

the present one? What indicators can be used as prories for culture of poverty? How can

the intergenerational dimension oî fhe cuhure of poverty be captured? These are the

nrajor praclical questions surrounding the inclusion of the culture of poverty as a part of

tlre conceptual model. Fer,v would disagree that the best way to examine the culture of

C}I,\PTER ]:IV¡
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poyerty is through special surveys on cultural orientations. Such surveys need to be

conducted longitudinally, in order to capture its inter-generational dimension. To the best

of our k¡lowledge, unfortunately, such data do not exist. Perhaps the most practical and

economical \\¡ay in a preliminary study of the issue, such as the present one, is to use the

available data to come up with some measures, however incomplete, of the cuhure of'

poverly. Before making an effort along this line, let us first examine more closely what

we need to measure.

Lewis (1971[1966]) had implied that those affected by rhe culrure of poverty do

not possess a strong desire for long-tem planning. Neither are they eager to utilize the

available oppornrnities to improve their lives. These are the two essential features, and

indicators, of fhe culture of poverty. We can, theref'ore, conceptualize the culture of

pot)erty as the extent to which one utilizes the resources readily available in one's

surrounding environment, for bettennent of one's living conditions. The question, then,

becomes, what resources? In Canada. education can be considered as one such resource.

employment. another. The former visualizes a desire for long-term planning; the latter,

signifies a willing to change the current living conditions. Education and employment

status, tlrerefore, can be used as the pillars of tbe cul¡tt-e ofpoverty ediñce.
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But, what aboui the inter-generational dimension of fhe culture of poverty?

Education and employment attainaent, all by themselves, do not necessarily indicate the

existence or absence of a cultural orientation. They can simply be the results of an

individual's or even a group's decision. It can. however, tum into a culture or sub-culture.

if they persist across generations. The only way to capture this inter-generational nature is

T ahle 21i
Four Scenar¡os of lnter-generat¡onal Cultural Chanqe

CIA{ITER FIVI:

Apprec¡ation of Educat¡onâl/Occupat¡onal
Opportunities among the Generat¡on of Parents

m

aJ o ô,{Ã'o -rr:
f õ:;'9 ¡D

!+å,ôO=0rq Þ -ãò*-:ó:R5
øó

p¡esent (1) Dom inance of tne
¡dea ol P ¡oo¡ess (2) Social N¡ o bility

Absent

to compare two consecutive generations in terms of their education and employment

status. A group in which a low level of education persists for two generations is most

likely under the influence of a culture which does not promote education as a valuable

rleans, In contrast. another group for which there has been a significant improvement in

terms of education and employment from one generation to the next is far from having a

c ultulc ofpoven¡ ofanl kìnd.

When comparing two generations in terms of the degree of their appreciation of

educational and employment opportunities, one can think of four distinct scenarios (see

(3) The'Acute
Culture of Poverty

(4) The'Moderate'
Culture of Poverty
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Table 21). Scenario No. I illustrates a group in which a high appreciation of such

opportunities have been present for both generations. An example of such combination

rra.v be the typical American, and to a lesser extent, canadian middle-class family 2.

Scenario No.2 represents a group in which the younger generation appreciates such

opportunities, while their parents' generation had not. This signifies a social mobilitv

liom one generation to the next. Perhaps, such a combination could be found among the

1ìrst European immigrants who came to the New world during the 18th and 19tl'centuries.

The whole immigration adventure ol these people may be summarized as an incredible

effort to utilize the opportunities available even in remote areas such as the New worlds.

Scenario No. 3 shows a group for which the desirability of education and employment

has declined over a generation. Although it may initially seem difficult to imagine any

parlicular example for this hypothetical scenario, the findings of this study will show that,

surprisingly enough, there exist a few examples for it in canada. Scena¡io No. 4 is the

one in which the lack of appreciation for educational and occupational initiatives has

persisted over generatiolts. The last two scenarios are the ones most likelv associated with

fhe culÍure of poverty.

5.2.3.2. Operationalization of culture of poverty

To capture the inter-generational aspect of the culture of poverty, we have compared the

educational as well as occupational achievements of trvo generations and, then, we have

made an overall index of the degree of change. Appendix 6. a summary of which is

I Tepperman (1994), for instance, discusses the cultu¡aÌ differences I¡etrveen Americans and Canadians. one
of rvhich is a stronger success-o¡iented vie\v and more serious commitment to occupational achievements
among Americans, as opposed to a stronger commjtmenl ro family values among Canadians.
' For a historiographical account ofthe experiences and personalities ofthose first immigrants, see Johnson
(1997).
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presented in Table 22, contains detailed information on the average years ofschooling for

the members of two age groups, l-35 and 35+ years old, as representatives of two

subsequent generations a. The ratio of the first to the second value indicates how much

educational progress or regress each etlr¡ric group has experienced over a generation.

The ratios shown in Table 22 reveal some interesting patterns. First, the three

groups experiencing the hìghest degree of inter-generational mobility in terms of

education are the Portuguese. Italian and Greek, all ol southem European or the Iberian

Peninsula Origins. Except for Italians in Sherbrook and Trois-Rivieres: none of these

groups have experienced any downward mobility. as far as education is concerned.

Second, TI.re two gror-lps that have had the worst experience, that is, they have regressed

over a generation, are Filipino and Latin/Central/South Americans, both of Third World

origin. The index values of less than 1 for these groups indicate that the average level of

education lor the younger generation is less than that of their parents. Tliis shows a very

unique situation, as these groups have experienced a negative growth in their educational

achievenents. even in big citjes such as Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver in which all

the other ethnic groups have managed to progress. Third, the groups with a progressive

recold in all cities including the people of Portuguese, Greek, Balkan. French, German,

and Arab origin. Fourth, despite their heavy emphasis on education, the Jewìsh group has

experienced negative growth in cities such as Ottawa-Hull. Kitchet.re¡, Sudburv/Thunder

Bay, Regina. Ednonton, and Vancouver. This indicates that the stereotypical image of

Jews as a group with high education and lor.v poverty is not necessarily an accurate

picture of all Jewish communities in diffe¡ent Canadian citìes.

t The rvord 'generation' is used he¡e looselv, not to be confused rvirh 20-25 years period rvhich is normally
retèned to as one generation.
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Table 23 shows the inter-generational mobility in terms of employment. The

census questionnaire asked respondents about their major source of income, with jhve

options to choose from: 'wages and salaries', 'self-employment', 'govemment transfers',

'investment', and 'no income'. An examination of these five options shows that the first

two involve some orientation or activities marked by long-term planning, appreciation of

training and education, and a desire to be economically independent and productive. The

latter three do not have such strong relationships to cultural orientation and work ethics.

We, therefore, used the extent of the presence/absence of the first two categories as some

rough indicators of the type of personality typical of those influenced by |he culture oJ'

poverty. We have to admìt, however, that there may exist many exceptions to the pattems

of relationship suggested here: a 'no incorne' situation. for example, may simply result

from a temporary failure of a business plan; a reliance on 'investment' ircome may have

been the result of some long-term plaruring; and, the use of 'govemment transfers, rnay

have simply resulted from things having gone wrong and unanticipated events. But, since

rve are using a large sample (about 900,000 cases), it is not uru.easonable to assume that

1he overaÌl patterns are not going to be undermined by individual deviant cases.

Table 23 illustrates the changes, over a generation, in the proportion of each

ethnic group's population whose major source of income has been 'wages and salaries'

and 'self-employment'. Likewise, this table is a partial representation of a more detailed

one. in Appendix 7. The values in Table 23 can theoretically vary from +100 to -100,

indicating the whole population having or lacking wages, salaries, and/or self-

emplovment as their major source of income.
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]The lndex of lntergenational Employment Mobil¡ty, by Ethnic¡ty and City, 1991
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Halifax

Québec

Montréal

Sherþrooke and Trois- R¡vières

Ottawa-Hull

Oshawa

Toronto

Ham¡lton

St. Cathar¡nes - Niagara

K¡tchener

London

W¡ndsor

Sudbury and Thunder Bay

W¡nn¡peg

Reg¡na and Saskatoon

Calgary

Edmonton

Vancouver

0.0 0.0

-50.0 7.7

28.5 16.2

-50.0 22.2

18.2 6.5

.,100.0 16.2

24.2 20.9

29.5 24.1

-12.7 28.2

41.7 I 3.3

26.5 L9
11 .7 36.0

-25.O 33.9

38.9 28.8

9.6 26,9

34.8 16.5

17 .6 18.5

at.t ¿o.t

Taþle 23: (cont¡nued)
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1.3 -6.0 16.1

0.0 60.0 4.3

25.6 -20.3 11.4
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The average char.rges in major source of income shows that Aboriginal,

Vietnamese, and Blacks/Caribbean's are the groups with negative values. that is, the

proportion of their population who make their livings through a productive sou¡ce of

income has declined. On the other hand, British, Ukainian, Dutch, polish, German,

Italian, Greek, and French show double-digit rates of improvement. Groups such as the

Spanish, Filipino, Hungarian. Chinese, and Portuguese, though on the plus side, are doing

less well than the European groups. The Arabs, Latin Americans. and Jews show only

trivial improvements. Unlike the case of education, Jervs are not amongst those with the

Jrighest proportion oftheir population relying on productive sources of income. This may

have to do with the Jews' heavy reliance on investment income (with 7%o of tbejr

population having 'investment' as their major source of income, the highest rate in

Canada).

Tlre approach discussed above, for operationalizing lhe culture of poverty enables

us to use census data to measure it. One advantage of tlis approach is the high

compatibilit¡, of data sets used in this study, as census data are also the data source for

other parts of the study. All this. however, sl.rould not blind us to the fact that our

approach is. at best, onl1, an alternative way, in the absence of a longitudinal survey on

cultural orientations. Unless original and adequate data are produced to explore the

culÍure ofpoverf,, one should approach the results cautiousl¡'.

5.2.4. The Causal Model and the Research Hypotheses

Tlre parlicular way to conceptualize and operationalize lhe cultu.e of pot,erty offercd

above also contributes to our understanding of intergenerational rnobilit-v in Canada. The

lèw studies concerned with this issue have almost exclusivelv concentrated on income.
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corak and Heisz (1996), for instance, have studied the likelihood that children can

improve the status they inherit form their parents in financial temrs. Mata (1997) has

explored the extent to which the members of different racial groups in canada can

equally translate their education and occupation statuses into income. Since these studies

have not viewed inter-generational mobility against the background of the culture oJ

poverry, they reveal more about the cunent structural hurdles to utilize available

opporlunities than the effect of the cultural orientations. The inclusion of the culture of

porerÍy iîto the conceptual framework of this stud),, therefore, adds a new layer to the

rnodels suggested by wilson (1987) and Massey and Denton (1993). while their analyses

have focused on ethnic groups' neighbourhood poverty and its causes, our model also

includes one of its possible consequences, i.e., the spread of lbe culture ofpoverry. These

tluee layers are introduced in the causal rnodel illustrated in Figure 13.

Three major predictors of neighbourhood povelty, each representing a certain

mode of explanation. are ìncluded in the model: the eth¡ic group's poverty rate. its

proporlion of population working in the manufacturing sector, and its segregation level.

The first predictor represeDts the common sense perception that a group's degree of

neighbourhood poverly is a fi.rnction of its general poveÍy; the second, represents

Wilson's lhesis that neighbourhood poverty results f¡om structural changes in the

econolny; the third illustrates Massey and Denton's emphasis on the group,s spatial

segregation. The model also explores the relationship between SCOP and the inter-

generational mobilit¡r of ethnic groups. This conceptual lramework can be surnmarized in

the 1'ollowilg specific hypotheses, later tested by a series of multiple regression models:
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(a) Notwithstanding their conceptual and empirical differences, The general poverty of an

ethnic group has an effect on the group's neighbourhood poverty. The higher the

general poverty of the group. the higher its neighbourhood poverty level.

(b) The level of spatial segregation of an ethnic group (represented by the value of the

Dissimilarity Index for the group) contributes to the group's neighbourhoocl poverty.

The hìgher the extent of spatial segregation, the higher the level of neighbourhood

poverty.

(c) Given the gradual decline of the manufacturing sector in advanced industrial societies

such as Canada, the higher the proporlion of a group,s population in this sector, the

higher their level ofpoverty and neighbourhood poverty.

(d) The ethnic groups with a higher level of neighourhood poverty are rnore likely to

develop a culture of poverty, represented by the extent of their educational and

occupational inter-generatìonal mobility.

5.3. ETHNIC GROUPS' NEIGHBOURHOOD POVERTY:
,.1. MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL

The study of spatial trends faces a serious limitation, due to the nature of publicly

available data. Census data are organized in two formats: 1) data on

Individuals/Families/Households, with no reference to their geographical location (e.g.,

only the large geographical units such as cities are mentioned);2) aggregate data on small

geographical units such as census tracts, w.ith no reference to

ûrdividuals/faniilies,4rouseholds characteristics. The reason for such a practice is the

census authorities' commitment to the princìple of confidentialit¡r. This practice. hor.vever,

poses a serious hurdle to the multivariate study of neigltbottrhood poverty, which is

concerned with both spatial trends and individual characteristics. The study of

CI{-,\PTER FM
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neighourhood poverty, therefore, needs to proceed using only the census tract aggregate

data. using such data, a regression model is developed, the results of which are discussed

below.

5.3.1. Predictors of Neigltborhootl Poverty

Table 24 shows the results of running a multiple regression model in which the

percentage of an ethnic group's population in census tracts with at least a 30%o poverty

rate is regressed against the eth¡ic groups' dissimilarity index, p¡opo'1ion of their

Table 24i The Multiple Regression Model: Predictors of SCOp30+

variabres æ
Coeff¡cient Level

Proportion of Population in Manufacturing Sector
Poverly Rate

0.114 0.02
0.375 0

R=.756
R Square=.571

population in the manufactu¡ing sector, and their povefiy rate. The suggested model is

acceptable. as it explains about 57 percent of total variance, and all the regression

coetficients are statistically significant at a 0.05 level. The examination of Beta

coefficients shows that the most imporlant factor explaining tlle concentration of ethnìc

groups in high poverty neighborhoods is their poverty. followed by their segregarion

1ì'orn the Charter Groups (.375 and .119, respectively). A higher proporrion of an etll-ric

group's population involved in manufacturing jobs also increases their representation in

high poverty neighborhoods, though to a linited degree (.114). This sholvs that the
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structural shift from a manufacturing-based to a service-based economy is not a very

influential factor in an ethnic group's concent¡ation in neighbourhoods with 30% and

more poverty rate.

The same set of predictors is used to explain an ethnic group's representation in

areas with an even higher level of poverty, that is, 40%o and more. Table 25 reveals an

interesting shift in the relative importance ofthe predictors. Although the overall pattem

Table 25: The Mult¡ple Regression Model; Predictors of SCOP4O+

U".'u0,"" Coeff¡cient Level

Proportion of Population in Manufacturing Secior
Poverty Rate

0.154 0

0.407 0

R=.689
R Square=.475

Ietrains more or less the same, the impacts of all variables increase. The magnitude of the

increase, however', is not the same for all; the change is far more pronounced for

economic variables such as poverty and structural change than the ethnicity-related

va¡iable of segtegation. This is to say. es we move towards the extremely high poverty

neighborhoods, the effects of economic factors such as poverr,v and employment become

rnore pronounced than ethnicity-related factors such as segregation. This is a

conlrrmation of Wilson's mistnatch hypothesis.

The trends observed above point to an interesting synthesis. They not onl¡r qualifu

botlr the segregation and the misntqtclz hypotheses, but they also imply that the two

hypotheses are complementary. Rather tlian being tlvo conceptual alternatives, the tr.vo

seem to deal rvith different aspects of the same phenomenon. UnfoúLrnately, this
I83
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hypothesis cannot be readily tested now, because the number of eth¡ic groups as well as

census tracts sharply drops as we move towards the extremely high poverty zones.

However, it provides an interesting point of departure for further research. As the

population of eth¡ic groups and the number of census tracts are constantly increasing, it

rnay be possible to further explore this issue in the near future i.

Apart from the causes ofhigh neighbourhood povert¡r. our conceptual moclel also

involved the consequences of eth¡ic groups' living in high poverty neighbourhoods. of

parlicular interest to us was whether or not an ethnic group's high representation in such

neighbourhoods will lead to tlle emergence of a culture of poverr_v. Any empirical

examination of this possibility needs to be run separately for different ethnic groups, as

the differences in their outlooks may interact with the ellects oftheir residential location.

The separate examination of the possible relationship between neighbourhood

poverty and development of a culture of poverry for different ethnic groups, however,

face a data limitation. Since the census-tract data come in aggregate form, they do not

allow us to control for a variable such as ethnicity; such a variable is included only in the

census data on individuals, with no reference to their neighbourhood. For this problem, a

temporary, and somewhat problematic, method has been suegested: to link tÌre two sets of

data (Alba and Logan 1992, 1993 Alba et. aL 1994; Logan et. al. 1996; Logan et. al.

1996). The underlying logic of this method is that a community feature enters rhe model

as tl.re dependent variable. This variable. then, is regressed against a set of individual

variables. Although this method relates the data on individuals and conurunities (ethnic

groups, cities. etc.), it has two potential sources of concem. The hrst concem is the

t Sonle parts ofthe 1996 census data which have been recently released to the public shows that this census
tla¡a js far richer than previous ones in lerms ofthe e lnic valiables. The hope. tlìerefore. remains that ir

IO I
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confusion and difficulty of interpretatìon caused by the dual units of analysis, individual

and group. The second concern arises lrom the fact that the values of community

variables are stable for all the affiliated individuals, hence, the problem of low variation

and auto-correlation. Neither of these problems, as Logan eL al. (1996:445) suggest, has

any direct solution 'because we do not possess a data set that is complete at the case

level, containing both individual and locational scores'.

We have used a similar approach to examíne the possible relationships between

neighborhood poverty and The culture oJ poverty. Against the background of the inherent

methodological flaw of this approach. the results of this exercise should be taken very

cautiously. What the results of such an approach can give us is some possible hypotheses

lbr further research.

5.3.2. Neighborhood Poverty and, Culture of Poverfy

It was hypothesized earlie¡ that high levels of neighborhood poverty (say, 40 percent and

nrore) can lead to a rise in the cttltu'e of pove,"4/, represented by inter-generational

rnobility in terms of education and employment. This relationship is illustrated in Table

26. For the hypothesis to hold, the coeffìcients in Table 26 need to be negative. As far as

education is concerned, the hypothesis seems to be true for hve groups, i.e., the Black,

Vietnamese, Spanish, Portuguese, and German. Except tbr the German, all these groups

are visible minorities who have come from the unde¡developed regions of Asia, Africa,

and Central Ame¡ica. This is indeed a very interesting contrast, to which we will return

late¡.

làcilitates further research on rhis issue
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Tabte 26:
The Regressíon Beta Coefficients*: The Effect of

Ne¡ghborhood Poverly on Inter-generational Mobility, By
Ethnic croup*, 1991

Employment Educational
Mobility Mobility

Ethnlc Group

¿

3

E

¿

.e

a
9

õ

z

¿

!
F

¿

d

zg

{
Ê

Blsck/CaribþeaD

Fillpino

Chinese

Spânrsh

Portuguese

Italiån

Gre€k

Ukra¡nian

Pol¡sh

Hungår¡an

Brittsh

French

Dutch

German

{-905

4.244 0.791

{.02Ê {,253

0-811 4.æ
{.18a O.7
o.'læ {.359

0.4{¡6 0.æ1

9,627 4.437

0.542

0.852 4.211

0.ã8

o8t1 4.7Í7

-0.659 0.57l

{.616 {.146

0.ð7 0.295

0.49 0.345

4.74

{.481 0.5A

{.fi}l ¡.033

0.58 {.36-¡

0.497 A.1n

0.345 0.099

0.184 0,0s6

0.51f 0.0€3

0.754 0.167

0.59t o2a3 {.1fi 0,99t

* The ¡ncluded Beta Coefflc¡ents are SignifÌcãnt at .05 Level
* The ethnic groups ¡ncluded ¡n th¡s table are those common
between the two sets of data, one based o¡ ce¡sus{râcts, lhe
other on ind¡viduâls. Due to confidentiality princ¡ple, the census
authorities h.ave .inc.luded only those efhnic lrolps wilh E large
populat¡on in the ind¡v¡dual data sets.
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The hypothesis is further corroborated by a comparison between the effects of

ghetto neighborhoods (those having at least a 40Yo poverty rate) and poor neighborhoods

(tlrose with a 30-40%o poverty rate). By moving from the former to the latter, that is by

moving to a better neighborhood, the negative effect of neighbourhood poverly (or

SCOP) on educational mobility either entirely disappears or decreases: it decreases for

Vietnamese (from -0.62 to -0.15) and Portuguese (from -0.08 to 0.03), and disappears

for Black/Caribbean (from -0.66 to 0.577), Spanish (from -0.454 to 0.58), and German

(from -0.1 1 to 0.987).

The effect of ghetto neighborhood residence on occupational inter-generational

rnobility follows a similar pattem. Again, the negative impact of neighborhood poverty

on inter-generational mobility can be seen only for some visible minority groups, i.e.,

Black, Filipino, Chinese, and Spanish6. This contrast confìrms the hypothesis that high

levels of neighborhood poverty nlay nurture the culture of poverf, but it also clearly

shows that this is far lrom a universal trend. It is. perliaps, a good point to remind the

reâder that, in his thesis on The ctiture of povert'¡, Oscar Lewis had also noted that this

culture could be seen only among cefiain groups ofpoor but not all.

Tl.re above observations support our argument that ghettos provide a ferlile ground lor

tlre growth of IIte culture of poverty. Unlike what we expected. however, this is true only

for visible minority groups. Why is there such a contrast. and how can this difference be

explained? In addressing this issue, the lack of adequate data is a serious handicap. In the

absence of data, all s'e can do is to propose a potential explanation for tìre observed

oontlast. without being able to test it empirically,

¡'As nrentioned in Chapter Four, one sbould not mix those with Spanish ethnic origjn with those rvho have
cone from Spain. as most ofthem were born in Latin Ame¡ican couurries (about 65%).
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5.3.3. Neighbourhood Poverft and tlr'e Calture of Poverty:

Why A Contrast B€tween Ethnic Groups?

To explain the observed contrast between visible mino¡ities and other etLuric groups. two

possible explanations may be offered, one, structural, the other. social-psychological.

According to the structural explanation. the observed discrepancy may be attributed to

dìfferential opportunities available to the two aforementioned hosts of ethnic groups,

visible minorities and European-origin. The fewer social and economic oppofunities that

visible minorities may have access to may have to do with a systematíc ¡acism that they

face in the communities in which they live. Such racism automatically hampers the

visible minorities' ability to acquire what they deserue and are qualified for. The younger

generations, therefore, hit a glass ceiling in their paths to higher socioeconomic statuses,

hence, their lower level of intergenerational mobility.

While the systemic racism may well be a fact of the life for visible mino¡ities

living in Canada, we feel, it does not provide a good explanation for the issue of concern

in this study. Here, we a¡e not seeking an explanation tbr the lower level of

intergenerational mobiìity among visible minorities; rather, we are trying to explain why

Iiving in extremely poor neighbourhoods hampers tlle intergenerational mobility among

visible minorities. but not for others. This issue, although related to intergenerational

mobility, has a focus dilïerent from it.

To explain this differential impact of neighbourhood poverty oD ethnic groups'

intergenerational mobility. we found Michalos' Multiple Discrepancies Theory (MDT)

and Merton's idea of 'reference group: more appealing. Addressing the source of life

dissatisfaction, Michalos holds that the more our reol life ð,eparts from the itleal tife fhal
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lve have imagined for ourselves, the more dissatisfied we will be (Tepperman 1994). Ttris

dissatisfaction, in tum, triggers change. In other words. a lack of discrepancy between the

real and rhe ideal life results in a lack of motivation to change the status quo. out of

these two, lhe real ldè and the ideal life, the former tends to be more stable than the

latter; one's living conditions can¡ot change ovemight. but his/her expectations can. This

very nature ofexpectations makes them subject to extemal influences.

A number of things contribute to shaping one's expectations: one's past life or what

one has had in the past, what one thinks one deserwes, and more important. what the

'relevant others' have (Tepperman 1994). The last factor indicates that life satisfaction is

not a merely individual process, it is affected by what happens around us. We often

adjust, that is, ¡aise or lower, our expectations through constant comparison of our

situation with those whom we think are in similar situations. This 'relevant others' act as

a'reference group', with which we constantly compare ourselves 7.

In order to show the relevance ofthese theories for our study, rl,e need to look at the

cultnre of poverlv in a slightly different light. It was mentioned earlier that the cLtlture of

poverty leads to perpetuation ofpoverty. This means that the poor who are influenced by

this culture do not make any effective attempt to free tllemselves from the poverty trap.

we also noticed that such a trend does exist for visible mìnority etlnic groups. but not for

those of European origins. This contrast exists, probably because the two have diffe¡ent

'reference groups'. The visible minorities may have a 'referelce group' (or 'relevant

I Tlte dvnamics of'relerence group' influence is cenainly more complicated than this. ln his Sociøl Theo\,
ttnd Sacial Structut?, Merton (1968:286-287) ideorifies the situationi jn which "jndividuals take f,s a b¡se
lbr self-¡eference the situation ofpeople with u'hom the¡, are in direcr social jnteraetìon. . . At others, the
assumed tiaûl e ofreference is yielded by social categories ofpeople ... with whom the individual is not in
sustained social ¡elations". This reveals a very complicated process that Merton calls "the dynamics of
selection of reference groups".
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others') which is in a situation not much different from their own, hence, no sense of

discrepancy and no desire to change. The European origin groups líving in ghetto

neigl'tbourhoods, on the other hand, may have a ,reference group! with whom they feel a

discrepancy, hence, they make efforts to change the situation, and do not subsc¡ibe to

cultttre of poverty. The end result: presence or culÍure of poverty among the visible

ninority groups and the lack thereof among the European origin groups.

The question that may arise here is how can the groups that share the same ghetto

neighborhood have different 'reference groups'? This may be so because the two groups,

while sharing the same neighborhood and perhaps having similar economic experiences,

are different in terms ol their social experiences in such neighborhoods. while living in

ghettos means the same thi'g for all, econornically, it may mean different things,

socially. For those of European etlmic origins, living in a poor neighborhood means a

liigher level of interaction with other poor, mostly of non-European ethnic origins. This

interaction is not necessarily a pleasant experience for those of European origin. It puts

them in the same neighborhood with immigrants whom they see as rivals in the job

market. Previous studies have already shown that racist ideas are stronger among the

lower class people ofthe mainstream population, because oftheir economic lulnerability

(Satzervich l99S). For the groups of European origins such rivals can never act as a

'reference group'; instead, their'reference groups' may well be other non-poor European

origins. In other words, the poor ofEuropean origin who live in poor neighborhoods look

beyond their immediate envirorunents to find their ideal lives. This creates a discrepanc¡,

belween their current situation and the one they would like to have. Hence, not giving in

CTI{PTER FIVE
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fo lhe culture of poverty. and their efforts to improve their economic stâtus, in order to

rrove out of ghettos.

Those of non-European ethnic origins, however, undergo an entirely diffe¡ent

experience. For them, the 'reference group' is likely to be those of European ethnic origin

with whom they have interaction at the neighborhood level, that is, the poor of European

origin. While different ethnically, they are more or less the same, economically. The fact

that they live in the same poor neighborhoods along with those of European origins may

act as a false assu¡ance for them; assurance that the chances of improvement are not

great, and that there is nothing abnormal and undesirable about their living conditions.

Such a feeling kills any sense of discrepancy for them. Hence, they make no major effort

to ameliorate their current living conditions, that is, they subscribe to the culture of

poverty.

5.4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The distribution of ethnic population in high poverty neighbourhoods in Canadian

cities showed some alarmingly high levels of over-representation for certain groups,

rnostly of visible minority origins. As literature had suggested. the main contributors to

this particular situation are the etlmic groups' poverty rate, the secto¡ of economy in

which they mostly work. and their segregation from the majority population in tenns of

their residential areas, with the first factor being the urost impofiant and the other two

being, altenately, second and third.

We had also hypothesized that the high concentration of an ethnic group's

population in extremely poor neighbouriroods nra]¡ lead to the development of a 'culture
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of poverty' among them. This meant that, in ou¡ view, the neighbourhood poverty could

be one, and not the only. factor which mav cause the 'culture of poverty'. Interestingly

elough, such a l.rypothesis turned out true mostly fbr visible minority groups. This

contrast between the two sets ofgroups was quite noteworthy, and not easily explainable.

Using Michalos' nultiple discrepancy theory of life satisfaction and Merton's

theory of reference groups, we attempted to explain the observed discrepancy between

visible r¡inorities and other groups, by proposing a conceptual hypothesís to be examined

empirically in futule research. Based on both these theories, one,s level of life

satisfaction is determined by one's constant comparison between what one has and what

the 'relevant others' have. Depending on who the 'relevant others' or the 'reference

group' is, one may feel happy or unhappy with his or her cunent life. The more the

discrepancy between one's curent life and the lives of the 'relevant others', the more

dissatisfied with life one is, hence, the more likel¡r the efforts to change the living

conditions. In case of the two sets of etluic groups. tl.re possibility exists that the two

have different 'reference groups'; the European origin groups mav compare themselves

rvith other wealthier groups of European origin. while visible minorìty groups may

compare themselves with their fellow countrymen who are still back home. This different

refèlence groups may give Europeans life dissatisfactíon and, hence, a motivation to

change their cunent situation. and the visible minolities life satisfaction, which hinders

any additional effort to change the living conditions, hence. the development of a 'culture

ofpoverty'.
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Chapter Six

CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

A few points highlighted in chapters one through Five should be reiterated here

in order to set up the discussion on implications and limitations of the study. First and

1'oremost is the fact that the spatial concentration of poverty in canada has not followed

the pattems detected in the research on the American cities. previous research had

already illustrated that, in many respects, the social trends found in canadian society

stand closer to ones in European countries than those of the united States. The spatial

concentration of poverty appears to be in accord with such an observation. This means

that the problem of concentrated urban poverly is not deforming the morphology of

canadian cities as severely as it is doing south of the border. The sharp cleavage between

inner city and suburb, with the high level of SCOP in the former and affluent dwellers in

the latter, does not exist in Canada. In some Canadian cities, the high SCOp areas are

even located in suburbs.

Despite its overall moderate levels, spatial concentration ofpoverty has been quite

visibly high in two cities, Montreal and winnipeg. Not only were the proporlions of these

cities' populations lìving in ghetto neighborhoods quite hìgh in 1986, they had almost

doubled by 1991. The other larger cities also had alarmingly high levels of SCOp.

conpared to the smaller cities, but the problem was not as severe as it is for Montreal and

Winnipeg. Also. a provincial dimension seems to be involved, with euebec and the

Prairie Provinces facing considerably higher rates of spatial concentration ofpovetty.

Anotl.rer departure from the American scenario, is due to the influence of ethnic.

rather than racial, origin. unlike the united states, in which the spatial trends seem to
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have a very strong racial dimension- in canada race does not influence social trends

drastically. The examination of residential patterns in Canada, for example, showed that

in many cities, Canadian Blacks share neighborhoods with Asian and Hispamc. Ethniciry

seems to be more influential in Canada, but, even that is far from creating rigid

boundaries among people. An example of this is the Scandinavian origin groups. i.e.,

Swedish. Finnish, Danish, and Norwegians; theJ/ are closely clustered into a separate

group in one city, as a part of the Westem European groups in another, and into separate

enclaves in the third.

The examination of spatial concentration of poverty along etlnic lines revealed

that although it is not a universal problem in all Canadian cities. it seems to be an

inevitable trap for certain groups, regardless of where they live. The Vietnamese, Spanish

(mostly Latin American), and Aboriginals, the first two being the newly anived groups of

immigrants (mostly. refugees) and the last one a domestic sub-population. a¡e the th¡ee

groups most seriously suffering lrom high SCOP levels. In sorne cities, close to 50

perccnt of the population of these groups live in ghettos. The immigrant groups seem to

be doubly disadvantagedl they not only suffer from the general poverty due to economic

sectors they are involved in as well as the low-paid jobs they are qualified for, but they

are also hampered by factors related to their immigration status such as limited

klowledge of the official languages and the mismatch of their skills and the market

demands.

In addition to lin-riting the social progress ofthe cunent generation, a high ìevel of

SCOP raises hurdles to social mobility of the next generations. From a theoretical

standpoint, we expected to see some sort of'culture ofpoveúy' being nourished among
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those groups with a high representation in ghetto neighborhoods. Through an empirical

test, such a hypothesis tumed out to be true only for ce¡tain ethnic groups: visible

minorities. The settlement in ghetto neighborhoods primarily hampered the inter-

generational mobility ofthe non-European etlr¡ic groups. while puzzling, this differential

effect conoborated once more the fact that cultural orientations are not linear functions of

socioeconomic conditions. Factors other than poverty and neighborhood povefy are to be

involved.

In an effort to make conceptual sense of the trends observed, we found merit in

the theories of life satisfaction and ¡eference group. The reason why. in contrast to non-

Europeans, the European ethlic groups do not lose their socioeconomic al¡bitions to

improve their Iiving conditions through legitimate neans such as education, job-training,

and hard-work, may be related to their different 'reference group'. I assumed that these

groups ofpoor, or residents ofpoor neighborhoods, would look up to the non-poor fellow

Europeans as tlleir 'reference group!; the discrepancy between the living conditions ofthe

two groups put the former in a state of constant dissatisfaction. hence, more motivation to

fill the gap between the 'cunent life' and the 'desired life'. The non-European ethnic

groups, on the contrary, feel more satisfied by observûrg European-origin people in the

same siluation as th.eirs. hence, the loss of ambition to improve their living conditions.

6.1. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The policy implications of a study of spatial concentration of poverty in Canada

heavil¡' depend on the vision such a study offers on the causes and consequences of

SCOP. The consequences indicate how impofiant the issue is, and the causes highlight

tlle targets lor potential policy-making eff'orts. The slnple fact that an alarmin.q level of
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SCOP may bear a distinct culture of poverty that has little in comrnon with the general

cultu¡e is enough for a country as culturally diverse a¡d strongly committed to cultural

pluralism as canada to consider the issue seriously. Multiculturalism works onlv when it

coexists with a common cultural ground. otherwise, it can easily lead to cultural

disintegration. The causes of spatial concent¡ation of poverty in canada, on the other

hand, singles out three major areas of concern for policy,makers: povefty, residential

segregation, and structural changes.

Our study showed that notwithstanding the difference between .general poverly,

and 'neighborhood poverty', the former is a strong predictor ofthe latter. No matter what

areas are considered as poor neighborhoods, the poverly of etlÏric groups appeared as the

single most important factor, explaining about 50 percent of the SCop variation. This

implies that poverty alleviation measures can be the most effective means to mitigate the

problem of spatial concentration of poverty. The rising poverty level in Canada during

the 1990s, however, questions the effectiveness ofthe measures taken thus far. The high

poverty rates of certain sub-populations such as young lone parents, wornen and children.

as well as certain eth¡ic groups, sometimes up to tluee times the national rate, suggest

that such measures need to be more specifically lbcused. They need to more sharply

add¡ess the specifrc groups who are particularly r,ulnerable.

The ¡esidential segregation of ethlic groups has been another factor contributing

10 theìr representation in areas of hìgh spatial concentration of poverty. policy

recommendation in this area is somewhat difficult. given the inadequacy of the available

information on the tàctors associated with eth¡ic groups' residential segregation. The

spatial research in the United States had previously shown that the discriminatory real
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estate regulations have streamed Blacks into certain neighborhoods. But, such a factor

has not been detected or documented for canada. The only known case fo¡ which such

practices has been spotted is the Aboriginal. some studies have suggested that as the

Aboriginal population of a neìghborhood increase, the real estates prices fall, and so does

the desirability of the neighborhood. This has resulted in some invisible practices by real

estate agents to direct Natives to certain neighborhoods and not others. The outcome of

this practice has been the extremely hish concentration of Natives in a small number of

neighborhoods in most Canadian cities (York 1990). These studies are far from

persuasive, as they are based on scattered observations rather than systematic

examination of the issue. In particular, such studies have not persuasively addressed the

possibility that the increasing concenfation of Aboriginals in certain neighbourhoods

lray have occurred as a result of the declining values of real estate in those

neighbourhoods, and not a consequence of it. This issue, therefore, remains an open topic

1-or further investigation.

I{owever. the residential segregation of cerlain ethnic groups has been also

influenced by government's public housing projects. Some previous research cited in this

study has shown that the location of very poor neighborhoods closely follow the locatior.r

of public housing projects. TI.re erection of such projects in already poor neighborhoods

has further intensified the spatial poverty. Also, since many of tl.re beneficiaries of such

projects are low-income, visible minorily, recent immigrants, it has changed the social

tàbric of poor neighborhoods, i.e. the concentration of immigrants and visible minorities

in such neighborhoods. The location-seeking strategies for public housing projects,
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therefore, need to be revised, in order to ameliorate the problem of spatial concentration

ofpoveny in Canadian ciries.

Equally influential in raising SCOP lor certain ethnic groups has been the

structural char.rges in the economy, i.e. a shift from a manufacturing-based to a service-

oriented economy. Further, out of all the possible areas of activity in the service sector,

information technology has been the most promising in terms of providing income. Given

the fast computerization of life. from education to economy, the limited access and

knowledge of computer technology amongst visible minorities is a serious ha'dicap.

Their initial poverty. which inipedes any investment in acquiring such skills and

know'ledge, furiher aggravates poverty. This vicious circle needs to be broken through

some sort ofgovemrnental intervention and public policy. The traditional training courses

curently available for new immigrants, for exan.rple, need a radical change in order to

meet this need.

Along with the above economic decisions. some cultural measures also need to be

taken. we know that in canada, the different ethnic groups have been able to retain their

distinct ethnic cultures. our study showed that. at least for visible minorities.

concentration in ghettos also contributes to the shaping of yet another dislinct subculture.

'culture of poverty', among them. The big risk involved here is that such a culture lacks

the necessary links with the general culture, leading to the minorities' social isolation

tì'om mainstream society, The ìnteraction ofthe two, the ethnic culture aud the culture of

poverty compound such isolation. This can jeopardize the principle of ethnic diversit¡'. as

it can trigger a trend towards social disintegration. Such a trend can become very real and

problematic, particularly during hard economic times.
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The traditional commitment to eth¡ic diversity and multiculturalism, therefore, is

not adequate to deal with the problem we have discussed. The maintenance of ethnic

identities needs to be accompanied by a commitment to promote intercultural contacts.

Certainly, this can be partly accomplished through non-cultural measures such as

appropriate urban space planning and poverty alleviation measures. But, all such

meâsures escalate only the likelihood of intercultu¡al contacts; actual contacts also need

to be promoted through concrete cultural measures.

Given the compler set of social, economic, spatial, and cultural relationships

involved, the feasibility of the measures suggested, or the actions taken, need to be

constantly examined against the research findings. The paucity of research on spatial

concentration of poverty in Canada seriously limits the applicability of the findings. As

one ofthe primary steps in this direction. the present study enables us to predicate the un-

or under-investigated areas that need to be addressed in future research. Below, we

discuss the implications of this study for future research.

6.2. RESEARCH IMPLICAITONS

Each study builds upon a host of assumptions, from abstract and philosophical

ones on the general nature of the subject matter to more concrete ones on the specif,rc

concepts and methods to apply. Such assumptions are often taken for granted. with no

attempt to verify thern. This is inevitable, as without such assumptions no research was

possible. lf each research study had to start over lrom the first step, human knowledge

rvould have hardly made any progress. It is, however, essential lor the researcher as well

âs the audience to be aware of such assumptions, to identify and introduce them
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painstakingly, and to suggest the possìble loopholes they may contain. It is only through

this practice that we can expect to further our knowledge. 
"

The present study is not an exception to this general rule. Primarily concemed

rvith the magnitude and seriousness of spatial concentration ofpoverty in Canadian cities,

we had to sidestep a number of related issues, teating them as the assumptions of our

study. The first and the foremost in this series of assumptions is the definition of poverty.

The review of poverty literature in Chapter Two ilìustrated the enomous difficulty

involved in this enterprise, manifested in a wide range of poverty definitions suggested

and applied by poverty researchers: from relative to absolute rneasures, from income-

based to consurnption-based indicators, and from economic to social perceptions. The

application of each of the suggested measures results in an image of poverty different

tiom others. Although we adopted the Statistics Canada 'Low-lncome Cut-Offs' as the

poverty indicator, due to its better data availability and wider national coverage. The need

::ernains to examine the spatial concentration of poverty using altemative measures.

Another issue, closely related to the one just mentioned. is the de{ìnition of poor

or 'ghetto' neighborhood. Previous research, especially in the United States. had

suggested the 40 percent poverty as a tlueshold beyond which the neighborhood's social

organization would begin disintegrating. Although the many socioeconomic similarities

between Canada and the United States may encourage us to safely use the same threshold

in Canada, such a practice lacks a rnuch needed empirical foundation. Given the fact that

social breakdorvn of neighborhoods tends to lead to higher crime rates, the generally

lower rates o1' crime in Canadian. compared to American. cities may suggest that the

tlrreshold for breakdorvn of social or--qanizations in city neighbo roods are higher in the
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former than the latter. As a consequence, in Canada, the 'ghetto behaviors' may not

necessarily start emergilg at the 40 percent poverty th¡eshold, as it does south of the

border.

Even if 40 percent, or any other th¡eshold, can be established to identifu 'ghetto

neighborhoods', there is no systematic and empirically founded evidence that they wiil

result in the sort of behaviors typical of American ghettos. This is an issue beyond the

reach of a quantitative str,rdy like the present one; it requires comprehensive Ethnographic

and Anthropological str-rdies utilizing di¡ect obserwation. This. also. remains a needed

complement to the cunent study.

The time span this study covers, the period 1986-91. is advantageous and

pÌoblematic, simultaneously. It is advantageous, as it captures a period of change in

Canadian recent history; developments since the early 1970s were in clear conlrast to

rvhat tl.re industrial world was going through for more than tluee decades after WWII. lt is

problematic, because the period ends in 1991, the year in which Canada experienced one

of the most severe economic recessions ever. It is hard to imagine what portions of our

findings are altdbutable to this unusual recession and what porlions to the general trends

in the 80s and 90s.

In the last couple of months before the completion ofthìs study, Statistics Canada

began releasing the 1996 comprehensive census data. The ¡elease of 1996 data catalyzes

the elTofs to deal with the limitations of the present study in a number of ways. First. it

expands the time span of study to 10 years. This not only improves the longitudinal

dimension of the study, but it also enables researchers to have a rnore stable image of

spatial concentration of poverty in Canada. less affected by ternporal econornic
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fluctuations. Second, the collapsed ethnic categories are decomposed into more specific

ones in 1996 census data, allowing for a more ¡ealistic evaluation of the influence of

etluicity in Canadian social dynamics. Third, and perhaps the most important. Canadian

census authorities have begun reviewing and considering the possibility of publication of

a linked individual-census tract data set. Should this happen, it will shed light on manl-

problems in spatial research, which could not previously be studied due to the data

limitations. With such a new set of data, the research on spatial concentration of poverty

will be able to make a great leap forward. We hope that the present study has managed to

provide, ifnothing else. a stepping stone for that leap.
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50.0 2.4 9.5 5.0 -4.5

40 5 -2.2 15 4 .16.3 0.9

37.5 12.5

35.5 -5.7 16.0 21.5 5.5

34.6 41.4 0.0 11.5 11.5

40.9 -9.1 9.1 182 S.1

34 5 10.3

46.0 2.9 17.9 14.1 -3.8

32.3 -10.1 13.6 62 ,7 4

20-29.99% 30-39.99%

10.5 12.5 2.0

4.1 1.3 -2.8

4.5 0.0 4.5
16.7 7.0 -9.7

15.6 8.6 -7 0

8.7 7.9 0.8

12.9 12.9 0.0

8.8 0.0

13.0 12.1 -0.9

4.7 41 0.1

29 2.9 0.0

4.3 4.3 0.0
2.3 0.0 -2.3
'1.8 3.6 1.8

4.O 4.9 0.9

1.2 0 0 -1.2

0 0 0.0 0.0

4.8 0.0 -4.8

0.0 0.0 0.0

5.7 1.1 -4.6

1.7 6.8 5.1

0.0 4 2 4.2
10.0 10.0 0 0

5 3 5.4 0.1

8.7 4.5 4.2
0.0 3.3 3.3

7.4 5.8 ,1.6

4.3 6.1 1.8

9.1 6.3 -2.8

0.0 0.0 0.0

2 B 6.5 3.7

. 12.5

3.2 8.1 4.9

4.0 0 0 4.0

9.1 0.0 ,9 't

. 0.0

3.6 2.0 1.6

0.0 15 1.5

26 0.0 -2.6

0 0 1.3 1.3

0 0 0.0 0.0
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0.0 0.0 0 0

7 .2 7.3 0.1

9.7 17 0.0

. 8.8

85 10.2 1.7
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0 0 0.0 0.0
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Append¡x 2: The Proportion of Citv's Population Livinq in CTs w¡th Different Povertv Levels, 1986

CITY
St. Johns
Hal¡fax
Mo ncto n
Sa¡nt John
Ch icoutim ¡Jo nq u iere
Quebec
Sherbrooke
Montreal
Ottawa-Hull
Kingston
Peterborough
Oshawa
Toronto
Ham¡lton
St. Catherines
Kitchener
Brantford
Guelph
London
W¡ndsor
Sarnia - Clearwater
North Bay
Sudbury
Sault Ste. Mar¡e
Thunder Bay
Winn¡peg
Reg¡na
Saskatoon
Leth br¡dge
Calgary
Edmonton
Kelowna
Kamloops
Vancouver
Victoria
Pr¡nce Georqe

0-e.gg%

31 130 20.0
140000 47.8
42290 42.1
30825 25.7
4630 2.9

163935 27.5
11025 8.6

679175 23.5
447950 55.2
64530 54.5
56005 65.2

151355 75.1

2033030 59.8
283425 51 .4
133370 39.3
151770 49.2
37375 42.0
57905 68.4

'159555 47 .3
't20840 48.'l
44225 52.O

27920 49.4
33215 22.5
26865 32.0
64610 53.6

257 515 41 .7

84120 45.6
42375 21.4
13625 23.5

259735 39.0
289895 37.3
17370 19.6
1157 5 1 9.0

412555 30.3
95020 37.9
20030 29.8

Poverty Level of Census Tract
10-19.99% 20-29.99% 30-39.99% 40yo +

79825 51 .4

105725 36.1
30605 30.4
46550 38.8

102720 65.3
263800 44.3
78860 61.7

1127470 39.0
220845 27 .2

38710 32.7
20425 23.8
41010 20 4

912640 26.8
'169635 30.8
't36420 40.2
142865 46.3
38290 43.0
22780 26.9

'130905 38.8
73660 29.3
37370 44.0
15835 28.O

97200 65.8
48080 57.2
48865 40.5

230425 37.3
53795 29.2

115330 58..1

36150 62.3
290720 43.7
322640 41.5
67170 75.6
39245 64.3

607925 44.6
'1 1 9140 47 .5
37755 56.1

24310 15.6
35210 '12.0

22355 22.2
23S60 20.0
33980 21.6

1 1 1315 18.7
15375 12.O

637240 22.1
102490 12.6

9530 8.1

5160 6.0
3960 2.O

338405 10.0
59110 10.7
67640 19.9
136ô0 4.4
12',165 13.7
4000 4.7

31660 9.4
50620 20.2
3405 4.0
8660 15.3

10530 7 .1

3330 4.0
7090 5.9

48360 7.8
36655 19.9
23325 11.8
8280 14.3

96895 14.6
125860 16.2

0 0.0
3540 5.8

261725 19.2
33520 13.4
4605 6.8

17870 11.5
12110 4.1

5285 5.3
13705 11.4
15865 10.1

36625 6.1
'13530 '10.6

275100 9.5
33150 4.1
5590 4.7
4250 5.0
5150 2.6

79460 2.3
24985 4.5
2055 0.6

0 0.0
1165 1.3

0 0.0
15475 4.6

167 5 0.7
0 0.0

2780 4.9
6715 4.5
5755 6.8

0 0.0
45950 7.4
8230 4.5

1547 5 7 .8

0 0.0
15455 2.3
28480 3.7
4280 4.8
6665 10.S

40315 3.0
0 0.0

4905 7.3

23't0 1.5
0 0.0
0 0.0

4845 4.0
0 0.0

20315 3.4
9020 7.1

168835 5.8
6890 0.8

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

35705 1.1

14395 2.6
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

4275 1.7
0 0.0

1280 2 3
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

35525 5.8
1710 0.9
1865 0.9

0 0.0
3000 0.5

10930 1 .4
0 0.0
0 0.0

39920 2.9
3190 1 .3

0 0.0
ao,t
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Appendix 2 (Continued)

The Proportion of city's Population Living in crs wíth Ðifferent poverty Levels,
1986
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Append¡x 3:The Proport¡on of City's Populat¡on L

Hal¡fax
Moncton
Sa¡nt John
Chicout¡m¡-Jonq uiere
Quebec
Sherbrooke
lrois-R¡v¡eres
Montreal
Ottawa-Hull
Kingston
Peterborough
Oshawa
Toronto
Hamilton
St. Cather¡nes - N¡agara
K¡tchener
Brantford
Guelph
London
W¡ndsor
Sarnia - Clearwater
North Bay
Sudbury
Sault Ste. Marie
Thunder Bay
Winnipeg
Regina
Saskatoon
Lethbridge
Calgary
Red Deer
Edmonton
Kelowna
Kamloops
Matsqui
Vancouver
V¡ctoria
Prince Georqe

0-9.99%

175520 547
51435 43.5
53605 27 .9
50000 28.6

218985 31.1
4547 5 25.8
13900 11.8

761115 20.9
5'13700 54.8
88010 64.7
5525s 56.5

174155 69.4
1880730 50 5
282340 45.1
188300 50.6
187670 51.9
46855 52.4
7 4420 71.4

173330 44.3
'130175 44.1

52100 62.5
29830 45.0
67300 43.2
29770 40.9
68805 s3 3

218520 32.3
74725 38 I
64160 33.3
18765 45.0

266685 35.9
18900 37.5

290165 32.3
63670 53.8
22060 40.9
54125 55.2

547145 36.2
164110 60.0
244A5 43.5

10-19.99%

Povertv Rate of Census Tracts

¡n CTs with D¡fferent Poverty Levels, 1991

96985 30.7
26950 30.4
39835 34.9
74850 45.7

262270 37.1

51935 32.3
86380 55.9

1128790 31 3
238710 26 0
29250 23.5
34725 34.8
46840 20 4

1199065 30.5
198220 35.2
150670 41.O

151615 43.2
41340 38.1
17690 19.0

177085 46.6
69455 30.5
31200 29.2
23760 30.0
73600 45.9
44160 40.9
48680 40.0

237225 34.8
72740 38.8
91795 41.7
36830 50.0

312250 40.5

278405 35 5
37430 34.6
33820 40 I
48415 34.5

739040 46.0
100475 32.3
39640 47.8

20-29.990/0

37650 12.O 1865
26940 261 0
18355 2s3 6325
24725 17 1 9980
99200 16 6 29955
17480 19 4 12890
19305 147 A715

695685 25.5 287545
105740 12.O 41910

8270 8.8 6395
2490 4.3 4085

17000 10.2 0
579925 14.3 144365
71200 12.3 31950
20950 8.4 0
13760 4.9 0
7280 9.5 0
4040 9.5 0

23345 8.0 2920
39990 18 6 19620
3130 42 655
7090 15.0 1620
7950 5.4 7240
7495 13 6 2695
4250 3.3 1075

97800 16.8 38020
28675 143 7 425
40330 16.7 9865
4545 5.0 0

116410 16.3 49370
9075 12.5 5415

172175 21.5 69000
9610 11.5 0

1 1235 18.2 0
8815 10.3 0

229970 14.1 38105
15145 6.2 3885
4915 4 3 265

30-39.99% 40o/o +

1.3 5560 1.3
00 0 0.0
70 5440 7.O

8.6 0 0.0
7.9 24960 7 3

12.9 8900 17
8.8 6565 8.8

12.1 216350 10.2
4.4 11850 2.4
2_9 0 00
43 0 00
0.0 0 0.0
3 6 53225 1.1
4.9 9995 2.5
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 0.0
00 0 00
0.0 0 0.0
1.1 0 00
6.8 0 0.0
4.2 0 0.0

100 0 0.0
5.4 0 0.0
4.5 0 0.0
3.3 0 00
5.8 53950 10.3
6.1 5850 2.O

6.3 1625 2.1
0.0 0 0.0
6.5 3390 0.7
125 0 0.0
8.1 22215 2.7
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 00
2.0 29615 1.7
1.5 0 00
43 0 00
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Appendix 3 (Cont¡nued)
The Proportion of Gity's Population Living in crs with Different poverty Levels, 1991
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Halifax
Moncton
Saint John
Ch¡coutim¡Jonquiere
Quebec
Sherbrooke
Trois-Rivieres
Montreal
Ottawa-Hull
Kingston
Peterborough
Oshawa
Toronto
Ham¡lton
St. Cather¡nes - N¡agara
Kitchener
Brantford
Guelph
London
W¡ndsor
Sarnia - Clearwater
North Bay
Sudbury
Sault Ste. Mar¡e
Thunder Bay
Winnipeg
Reg¡na
Saskatoon
Lethbr¡dge
Calgary
Red Deer
Edmonton
Kelowna
Kamloops
Matsqu¡
Vancouver
Victoria

47 .B

42.1
25.7
2_9

27 .5
8.6

23.5

54.5
652
7 5.1

59.8
5't.4
39.3
49.2
42.O

68.4
47.3
48.1
52.O

49.4

32.O

53.6
41.7
45.6
21.4
23.5
39.0

19.6
19.0

54.7 36.1 30.7 12.O 12.0 4.1
43.5 30.4 30.4 22.2 261 5.3
27.9 38.8 34.9 20.0 23.3 '11.4 7.0 4.0 7
28.6 65.3 45.7 21.6 17.1 10.1 8.6 0.0 0
3'1.1 443 37.'t 18.7 16.6 6.1 7I 34 7
25.8 61.7 32.3 12.O 19.4 10.6 12.9 7.1 9.7
1 1.8 55.9 14.7
20.9 39.0 31.3 22.1 25.5 9.5
54.8 27.2 26.0 12.6 12.O 4.1
64.7 32.7 23.5 8.1 LB 4.7
56.5 23.8 34.8 6.0 4.3 5.0
69.4 20.4 20.4 2.O 10.2 2.6
50.5 26.8 30 5 10.0 14.3 2.3
45.1 30.8 s5.2 't07 12.3 4.5
50.6 40.2 41.0 19.9 8.4 0.6
51.9 46.3 43.2 4.4 4.9 0.0
52.4 43.O 38.1 13.7 9.5 1.3
71.4 26.9 1S.O 4.7 9.5 0.0
44.3 38.8 46.6 S.4 8.0 4.6
44.1 29.3 30.5 20.2 18.6 0.7
62.5 44.0 29.2 4.O 4.2 0.O
45.0 28.0 30.0 15.3 15.0 49
43.2 65.8 45.9 7.1 5.4 4.5
40.9 57.2 40 I 4.0 13 6 6.8
53.3 40.5 40.0 5.9 3 3 0.0
32.3 37.3 34.8 7.8 16.8 7 .4
38.8 29.2 38.8 19.9 14.3 4.5
33 3 58.1 41.7 11.8 16.7 7 .8
45.0 62.3 50.0 14.3 5.0 0.0
35.9 43.7 40.5 14.6 16.3 2.3
37 .5 37 .5 12.5
32.3 41.5 355 't6.2 21.5 3.7
53.8 75.6 34.6 0.0 11.5 4.8

1.3 0.0 1

0.0 0.0

0-9.99% 10-19.99% 20-29_99% 30-39.99% 40% +

8.8 I
12.1 5.8 10

6 9 -5.4
1.4 0
2.2 -3.9

25.7 -19.6

17 .2 -29.4

-2.6 -7 7
-0.4 -1.2
10.2 -9.2
-8.7 11

-5.7 0
-9.3 3.7
-6.3 4.4
11.3 0.8
2.7 -3.1
10.4 -4.9

3 -7.9
-3 7.8
-4 1.2

10.5 -14.8
-4.4 2
20.7 -19.9
8.9 -16.3
-0.3 -0.5
-9.4 -2.5
-6.8 9.6
11.9 -16.4
21.5 -12.3

.5 -6
34.2 41
21.9 -23.4

5.9 1.4
22 1 -15.2
13.7 -8.3

4.8 0.8 2.4

1986-199r

2.9 0.0 0

4.3 0.0
0.0 0.0
3.6 1.1

4.9 2.6
0.0 0.0

61-1
0 -2.8 1

0.0 0.0 0
0.0 00 0
0.0 0.0 0
1.1 0.0 0
6.8 1.7 0

4.2 00 0

3.9 -5.3
3.3 -4.4
-4.5 -1 5
-2.1 1.8 3
7.4 2.3 2

37.9

40.9 64.3 40.9 5.8 182 10.9 00 0.0 0.
55.2 34.5 10.3
362 44.6 46.0 19.2 14.1 3.0
60.0 47.5 32.3 13.4 6.2 0.0

39.1 44.3 43.0 36.6 12.0 12.7 4.6 4.6 1.2 1.

'10.0 2 3 0.0
5.4 0.0 0.0
4.5 0.0 0.0
3.3 0.0 0.0
5.8 5.8 10.3
6.1 0.9 20
6.3 0.9 2.1

3.4 2.6 4.4
-0.6 0.7 1

o.7 -1.8
-1.7 -O.7

8.2 -2.6

435 56 I

1.6 0.4 -0.1

47.8 6.8

0.0 0.0 0.

6.5 0.5 0.
12.5 0.
8.1 1.4 2.
0.0 0.0 0.

0.0 0
2.O 2.9 1.7

-1.7 0.9
9.6 .2.3

9 -1.6 4

'1.5 1.3 0
4

-5.6 1.6 11
4.9 -1 5 1.

-9.3 0
1.7 4.2 0.

5.3 4_4 1

11.5 -4.8
12.4 -10 S

5.2 -6.4 0.7 0 0.6

-5.1 -1 -1.2
-7.2 1.5 -1.3
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APPENDIX 5

The Resurgence of Ethnicify: Some Missing Links

As the preceding explanations suggest, the decline and re-enrergence of eth¡ic sentiments

resulted from a perplexing set of conditions, from economic to epistemological. Each of

the explanations above captures one aspect of this complex trend. There are, however,

two other factors that may have also had some bearing on the recent revival of ethnicity..

the evolution of the welfure system, and the rise of a post-modern culture. In |he

following pages, these two are briefly discussed and the potential ways they may have

affected ethnicity are liighlighted.

l Evolution of the Welfare System

Earlie¡. we discussed that the e¡asure of the weltàre state had far-reaching outcomes for

the social structure of some industrial nations. Rising povefty as well as escalating

income inequality were two such outcomes. The withdrawal of the state from

manipulating the market led to a situation in which certain segments of population

became chronically trapped in circles of poverty and deteriorating living conditions. How

can ethnicity be affected by the changes in the welfare state?

Tlre underlying foundation of welfare state is the nolion oî decommodification or

social citizenship. DecommodiJìtation is dehned as the degree to which the welfare states

"pernit people to make their living standards independent of pure market forces"

(Espinding-Anderson 1990:3). Social citizenshìp, on the other hand, refers to 'the notion

that all members of society have a right to certain sociai services and programs such as

health care, education, old age pensions, and unemployment insurance' (Teeple 1995:49).
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The application of these notions to the structure of govemments led to the fomation of

welfare states in the industrial world during the post-WWII period.

These goals, however, were achieved through different models of welfa¡e state

the most important of which were liberal, social-democratic, and conservative. The

liberal model is perhaps the most widely known type of welfare state. In this model- the

archetypical examples of which are the Unites States, Canada and Australia - "means-

tested assistance, modest universal transfèrs, or modest social-insurance plans

predominate" (Esping-Anderson 1990:26). Through monitoring and support of the

market, the state becomes the primary agent of the decommodification process. The

social democratic model, predominant in Sweden, is diffe¡ent from the liberal one in that

it promotes "an equality of the highest standa¡ds, not an equity of rninimal needs"

(Esping-Anderson 1990:27). The conservative model, traditionally predominant in

Austria. France, Germany. and Italy, is "typically shaped by Church, and hence strongly

committed to the preservation of traditional family-hood". In this model, the state

intei-lères only "when the family's capacity to serwice its members is exhausted" þ:27).

Out of the three types of welfare state, the last one contains a number of social

elements that are strongly related to ethnicity. Religious communities as well as family

and kinship ties play crucial roles in providing welfare benefits to fellow associates. This

means that in societies dominated by this model of welfare state the religious and kinship

networks should be strongly presentl incidentally, these netwo¡ks are the ones that also

inspire ethnic awareness. The secondary role of the state in this model does certainly

make it an athactive altemative for the Liberal welfare states in an era of public sector

downsizing and state expenditure cutting. Given the r,vorldwide trend of downsizing



govenìment and welfare systens, we are quite likely to see a gradual shift from the

liberal and social-democratic models to conservative n.rodel of welfare state and. hence.

nlorc emphasis on ethnic communiries.

2. Postmodern Culture

An"vthing but a brief discussion of postmodernistn will ceúainly be out of place here. But,

at the same tir¡e, a brief account of postmodemism can, by no means, do justice to the

complexity of postmodernisl discourse. One source of this complexity is the fact that

postmodem ideas have now penetrated a vast range of academic disciplines from literal

criticism and arts to Architecture, Sociology, Economics, and, in some cases, even the

Natural Sciences. In each ofthe disciplines listed, postmodemism has been irfenningled

with the previous debates and has created a unique mixture. The understanding of

postmodemist ideas in one discipline, therefore, does not provide much vision as what it

means in another.

Another source of complexity in postmodemist discourse is that all the

supposedly postmodem thìnkers do not mean the same thing by poslmodernisnt. This is

clearly shown by the rising frequency of recent efforts to classifu different types of

postmodernism, i.e. deconstructive or eliminative versus constructive or revisionary

(Griffin 1988), skeptical versus affrmrative (Rosenau 1992a: 1992b), and historical.

methodological. and positive (Cahoone 1996) posttrodemists.

But, perhaps the most pLrzzling thing in postmodemist discourse is its co¡e ideas

and arguments, and the unconventional ways in which they are presented. All rve can

hope for in a brief account of postmodernism, such as the present one, is to provide a

bird's-eye view of postmodernist discourse, with its actual and potential implications for
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our main issue of concem, ethnicity. To make the task easie¡, let us further complicate

postmodemist discourse by suggesting ¡ret another way to categorize the postmodern

ideas: the meanings, the levels and causes, and the implications of postmodernism.

2,1, The Meanines of Postmodernism

Postmodernisnt is, not an extension. but a revolt against Modernlry, that is, 'the new

civilization developed in Europe and North America over the last several centuries and

fully evident by the early twentieth century' (Cahoone 1996:11). This is the most one can

say aboùL postmodernisnt without walking into a gray area. Any further detail is heavily

controversial. The source of controversy is the existence of different perceptions of what

constitutes the essence of *oa..nity and, also, what historical period modemit¡r

conesponds wìth.

Cahoone (1996) ìntroduces four such perceptions. First, those who believe that

the modem era began in the sixteenth century, with the Protestant reformation. Second

those who consider the seventeeúh century scientif,rc revolution of Galileo, Harvey,

Hobbes, Descafies, Boyle, Leibniz, and Newton as the prime mover of modemity. Third,

the group who, Iooking at the eighteenth century developments, attach more weight to the

rise of republican and democratic political ideas and the revolutions of the United States

and France. Fourth, those who believe that modemity began in the nineteenth century,

r,vith the industrial revolution. Depending on which one of these four one considers as the

essence of modernity, one's definition of postmodernis¡n will be different.

Post-modernism is better knorvn, horvever. by the challenge it has posed to the

legacy of the 17lL century scientihc revolution. The obsession the pioneers of this

revolution had w'ith quantifìcation of nature, the postmodern critics argue. led them to
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reduce the whole universe to a distorted and purely material one. This way the world, as

well as the science which is to deal with it, became 'disenchanted' (Grifhn 1988:2). The

world was stripped of any sense of meaning, creativity, experience, feeling, and in one

word, subjecfivity. In this sense, the postmodem thinkers are trying to bring subjectivity

back into the world. They want the world and science to be 'reenchanted'.

Unlike this group, another group of postmodemists questions the social and

human, rather than the ideational and philosophical, legacy of the 'modem' e¡a:

indsutrialization, urbanization. advanced technology, nation-state, life in the 'fast lane',

and so on (Rosenau 1992a). They also have cast doubts on the legitimacy of those social

systems that have led to the social disenfranchisement and marginalization of certain

groups such as sexual and racial/ethnic groups (Cahoone 1996:17).It is in this sense, that

the emergence of post-modernism my lead to a ¡ise ofethnic awareness and identity.

2.2, The Ctuses of Postmodernism

The fact that postmodemism has gained more popularity among the scholars in

Humanities and Social Sciences has stimulated some controversy. In a controversial

worli, Gross and Levitt (1994) associated this with what they called the 'new academic

left', reflected in literary theory, cultural criticism, feminism, chaos theory. and

postmodemism. While an inclination towards the Left has always been visible among

natural scientists, Gross and Levitt argued, the new academic left has targeted science

itselL For them, postmodemisrn is a cultural manifestation of the anti-science coalition in

acadeuria.

In a similar but more moderate approach. Ward (1995) considered postmodernism

as a symbolic weapon of literary fields and subhelds in their confrontation with natural



sciences as well as those social scientists who model their methodology and perspective

after science. According to Ward (1995:1 11), what is at stake in this confrontation is not

so much the grand search for determining which type of knowledge better captures the

way things really are: rather, it is 'the task of determining which group will be able to

recruit the most allies, obtain the greatest level of funding. attract the most students, and,

ultimately, gain organizationaì, moral, and ideological control of academia'.

Finally, Rosenau (1992b:11) associates postmodemism with the changes in the

position of intellectuals in the Vy'est. One example of such a change is the fact that

'academicians in the i970s and 1980s faced a very poor job market, and many were

unemployed'. In this sense, postmodemism is associated with the whole academic

community rather than any particular faction within it.

2.3. P ostmode rnis m's lmolicttions lor Ethnicitv

Postmodemism seems to be more appealing to those who may be perceived as desperate

(Rosenau 1992b), as it has a builtin drive to include the 'marginalized' elements. This is

due to a postmodemist distinction between 'text' and 'margin'; in the same way that

'text' is understandable only in contrast to 'rnargin', postmodernists argue: any system is

perceivable only after making the margins a part ofthe picture. The 'privileged' theme is

constituted by the 'excluded' margins (Cahoone 1996:16). This logic, extended to its

social imperatives, acknowledges the existence and importance of unprivileged groups

and individuals.

The attention to the 'marginalized' has already proven to be promising for the

disadvantaged. The fact that it has held more interest for graduate students and junior

facuity than for those further along in their careers (Rosenau 1992b) may be a symptorl
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of this. For rank-and-file people, such an attention may mean a wider recognition of

perception of'difference'. The result ofthis recognition is that, as David Cheal (1998:68-

69) puts it,

"it would be conside¡ed politically incorrect to suggest that one
ethnocultural tradition should be given higher or lower standing than
another. .. Instead, every cultural tradition stands beside every other
cultural tradition, on an equal footing and on the same flat plane. In a
postmodem symbolic order, difference is the only justification needed for
existence."

Wlrile the poslrzodernist ideology of the scholars in academia may lead to a wider study

of ethnicíty and particular cultures. the posnnodern culhtre of ordinary people may lead

them to act in a manner more closely based on their prefened cultural codes; hence, a

revival of interest in ethnicity both as a subject of study and as a frame of reference for

social behavior.



ÄPPENDIX 6

Indices of Segregation
(in addition to those discussed in the body of the text)

Evenness

Entrorry Index:

Also known as the'Information Irrdex', lhe 'Entropy Index' measures deparhrre from

r = (r)tog[rrr]+ ( - e)rog[(r - r)]

evenness by assessing each unit's departure from the racial or etlrnic 'entropy' of the

whole city. A city's entropy is the extent of its racial or ethnic diversity, and with two

groups it reaches a maximum with a 50-50 division (Massey and Denton 1988b).

The above formula measures the entropy of a city. A unit's entropy is measured

by the follor.ving:

a, = (p,)rog[t r p,]+ (r - p,)rog[l(r - p)]

The entropy index itself is the weiglited average deviation of each unit's entropy

from the city-r.vide entropy, expressed as a fraction of the city's total entropy, by the

followìng formula:

u =lþ,(n * n,)r nrl
Ì=l



The logic of this index lies in the comparison of the information we get based on

our observation of each unit and the amount of information we expect to get on the small

units, based on the information we have of the overall composition of the society.

Applying this index on the racial composition of schools in some American cities, James

and Taeuber ( 1985:8) argued:

"There is little information in a statement that a student drar.m at random
is black if P is large because one would expect most children so selected to
be black. Conversely, ifP is small the message that student is black would
be unexpected and the information received would be greater. The
function chosen to represent the amount of information canied by such a
statement, ìog, (l/P), is a decreasing function of P. Thus it gives high
scores to unexpected statements and low scores to those with high
probabilities. The probability ofreceiving a message that a student is black
is P, and (1-P) is the probability of receiving a message that the student is
white. Hence E represents the expected information content of the
message prior to its arrival and is computed by weighting the information
content of each message by the probability of receiving it. In other words,
E represents the expected amount of information in a message reporting
the race of a student, given P."

Atkinson Index:

The Atkinson Index is similar to the Gini Index, except that it allows the researcher to

decide how heavily to weight areal units at different points on the curve. In the 1'ollowing

forrrlula, b is a shape parameter that determines how to weight increments to segregation

contrìbuted by different portions of the curve (Massey and Denton 1988b:286). When

b:0.5. units of minority over- and underrepresentation contribute equally in computing

the segregation index. For 0<b<.5, areal units where pi<P contribute more to segregation;

while for 0.5<b<1.0, ulits where pi>P give larger increments to segregation.



A=r-[Pt(-P)]Ëh-r), '
¡=l

pih I PT

Despite its promises, the Atkinson Index has not been commonly used among

sociologists. This may have to do with some inherent problems associated witli it. one of

which is that the Atkinson lndex is undefined lor b less than or equal to zero, that is, if

the¡e is an areal unit consisting of all-majority or all-minority members (either case

produces a divide-by-zero problem) (James and Taeuber 1985). The other problem is that

the value of Atkinson Index will be different lor different values of b; therefore, the

comparability of research results will suffer, if the different researchers selected different

values of the shape parameter b (Massey and Denton 1988b:287).

2. Exposure

Residential exposure refers to the degree of potential contact, or the possibility o1.

interaction, between minority and majority group members within geographic areas of a

city. Rather than measuring segregation as departure from some abstract ideal of

'everuress'. exposure indices attempt to measure lhe experience of segregation as felt by

the average minority or majority member. It was based on a weak¡ress of the

Dissimilarity Index that Lieberson (1981) suggested the family of P*indices as a more

promising altemative. The conceptual advarÍage of exposure indices over the segregation

índices is that the former takes explicit account of the relative size of minority and

majority groups. while the latter is not aflected by size of minority/majority population

(Massey and Denton 1988:287). The *P*, index expresses, according to Lieberson

(1981:67), "the probability that someone else fother than a randomly selected member of

group X] selected from the same residential subarea will be a member of gloup Y.''

Therefore. normally the ,P*, rvill not be equal to 
"P** 

but in the erceptional case where

the number ofX and Y are identical.



Interaction Index:

There are trvo intertwined measures of residential exposure. The first, namely,

Interaction Index, measures the extent to which membe¡s of minolity group X

exposed to members of majority group Y, with the following formula:

,t",=fþ,rxfy,rt,l

where x¡, yi, and ti are the numbers of X members, Y members, and the total population

of unit i, respectively. and X represents the number of X members city-wide. *P-, is

interpreted as the probability that a randomly drawn X-member shares an area with a

member of Y.

Isolation Index:

Tlre second measure! the converse of the interaction index, is the Isc¡lcttion Index, whtcll

measures the exteú to which minority members are exposed only to one another, rather

than to majority members (Massey and Denton 1988b:288):

In the two group case, *P-,, +.P.,:1.6 however, if lnore than two groups are present (X¡,

X:, X: ,and a majority group Y), then only the sum of all intergroup probabilities plus the

isolation index will equal 1.0, that is.,rP-.r +,1p*,2 +,1P-'; +xrP-v = 1.0 ).

the

are

,P',=llx,txþ,tt,l
/-l



To apply the P* indices on the hypothetical data in Table 5 we can compute the

index in the following way:

. oP*6 (the Isolation Index for blacks) = (601200)(601430) + (201200)(20/310) +

(0/200x0/3 00) + (120 t200)(r20l1 60) :0.498

. nP*, (the Interaction Index for blacks with whites)

(60 / 200) (3 1 0 I 43 0)+ (20 / 200) (29 0/3 1 0)+(0/2 00X3 00/3 0 0) + (120 t 20 0)(40 / 1 60) = 0. 5 0

. 
"P-, 

(the lnteraction Index for whites with blacks) = (3 70l1000X60/43 0) -.

(290 t 1 000)(20 /3 1 0) + (3 00/1 000x0/3 00)+ (40/1 000x 1 20/1 60) : 0. 1 0

Correlation Ratio:

The different values of ,P-.,, and,,P\ indicate that the Interaction Index is asymmetric; the

values become equal only when two groups compromise the same proportion of the

population. In order to renove the âsymnetry, the index has been adjusted the result of

v=Eta2=[r'.-r)r1r-r;

which is an equivalent to the correlation ratio, or Eta2 (Massey and Denton 1988b).

3. Concentration

Concentration refers to relative amount ofphysical space occupied by a minoritv group in

the urban environment, and relatively few indices of spatial concentration have been

proposed in the research literature (Massey and Denton 1988).



Delta Index:

The only measure! which is indeed a specific application of the general Index of

Dissimilarity, is called Delta, with the following formula:

DEL - \t t 2)il[,, t x, a, r el
¡=)

Delta compares the proportion of the minority group with the proportion of the

overall area of the city, and is the sum of the absolute values of the differences between

the two in all areal units. Like the Dissimilarity lldex, it indicates the share of the

minority members that would have to shift units to achieve a uniform density of minority

members over all units.

ACO and RCO Indices:

Keeping the logic of Delta Index, Massey and Denton (1988b) have suggested two other

variations of it, which take into account the minimum and maximum possible areas that

the distribution of

Î, ' rr" ,' lìÅco 1- ]] lt.,,,rx)-l(la,tr,)l,lLt,n r ) l(t,a,rr,\lt,
lL i-¡ r-r I [,. ", r-r ])

could be inhabited by an ethnic group in a given city, as well as

majority group Y:

RCr=J[t(,,, xtf)it,,o trr.l-,l,Jlf r,",,r,rl [.i I ì

rL; -L;' J rlL: rr-lr,n'rr'l)-t¡



Despite their promises. the lwo suggested indices may suffer from lack of any precedence

in the literature, w'hich adversely affects the comparability of the ACO- and RCO-based

studies with the ones using the more common Delta lndex.

Centralization

Celtralization is the degree to which a group is spatially located near the center of an

urban area. Although in most industrialized countries, racial and eth¡ric minorities

concentrate in center city areas. and they usually tend to be spatially concentrated as well,

this is not a universal pattem. A poor ethnic group may welt inhabit a small share of the

urban environment and yet be located in a suburban or peripheral area, as is the case in

nrany cities of the developing world as well as in some urban areas of the southwestern

United States (Massey and Denton 1988b), and Toronto in Canada (Ley and Smith 1997;

Mudie 1998).

PCC Index:

The simplest way to measure centralization is tluough the use of the following formula:

PCC = X,"/X

wtere Xoc is the number of X members living within the boundaries of the central city.

The gleat advantage of the PCC Index is its simplicity and the minimal data it requires;

hou'ever, the other tlvo indices suggested belorv make fuller use of spatial data (Massey

and Denton 1988) and. therefore, are more informative.



RCE=(rx rl-[ir,' ]\¡-r / \,-r )

A( E=(tx 'l-[å.' J

RCE Index:

The Relative Centralization Index (RCE) is computed with the following lormula

in which X and Y are two groups in concern, and i represents the areal units in the order

of their distance from central business district. This index varies between -1.0 and +1.0.

with positive values indicating that x members are located closer to the city centre than

are members of group Y, and negative values indicating that group X members are

distributed farther from the city center. when the index is 0. the two groups have the

same spatial dist¡ibution around the central business district (Massey and Denton 1988b).

ACE Index:

A sirnilar index can be developed, this time measuring a group's spatial distribution

against the distribution of area units around the city center:

5. Clustcring

spatial clustering reveals if the areal units inhabited by minority members adjoin one

another, or cluster, in space. clustering, indeed, concems the distribution of minority

areas with respect to each other. but not r.vith either other minority groups or witl.r the

majority. A high degree of clustering implies a residential structure where minority areas



AcL=11rlr tvtlt""ll-lr ,,if .lf ,lB(,, v)F.,, l-l r ,,1-r ;i JL Í;Jt lLí 'î JL

are contiguous and closely packed. creating a single large eth¡ic or racial enclave. A low

level of clustering means that minority areal units are widely scattered around the urba¡

envirorulent, like black squares on a checkerboard (Massey and Denton 19ggb:293).

ACL Index:

The following formula has been used by geographers to measure the 'checkerboard

,++" liL/,', Í
,=r 7=r _l ]

problem'; however, because of the practical difficulties involved in computìng c¡ .

Masse.v and Denton (1988) have suggested c ¡= exp(d), as an easier way to calculate

prory for it, where d4 is the distance between areal unit centroids, and di¡ has been

estitrated as (.6a¡). The index, therefore, expresses the average number ofX members in

nearby tracts as a proportion of the total population in nearby tracts.

Spatial Proximifv Index:

This index, suggested by white. measures the clr:stering of groups in space. To calculate

lhis measure, one begins by estimating the average proximity between members of the

same group, and between members of different groups (Massey and Denton 19ggb). The

averaee proximity between group X members can be approximated by:



p -Y\- rv. tv:
t=l ./=l

while the average proximity between members of X and Y is estimated as:

. .rr /)1)'-tr l-tt "'
i=l t =1

White's Index of Spatial Proximity is simply the average of intra-group proximìty, p_Ð/pr¡

and Ply/Pt¡, weighted by the fraction of each group in the population:

/\
.SP = (XP,, +YP,,'l/Tp,

This index equals 1.o ifthere is no differential clustering between X and Y, and is greater

than 1.0 when members of each group live nearer to one another than each other. The

ratio wiìl be less than 1.0 in the unusual event that members ofX and Y resided closer to

each other than to members of their own group (Massey and Denton 1988b).

Relative Clustering Index:

Based on the above indices. Massey and Denton (1988b) also suggest the Relative

Clustering Index. rvhich adopts negative values if the minority members were less

clustered than the majority:
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RCL = P,, / Pt,, -1

while simple to compute and interpret, this index has the disadvantage of having no

theoretical maximum or minimum.

Distance Adiusted P* Indices:

Some combi'ed indices. called Distance-Adj usted p*, have been suggested to take into

account the effect of clusterìng while measuring the even¡ess or exposure (Massey and

Denton 1988b). The two suggested formuras measure the probability of meeting a

member of the same or another group, as a function of distance:

DP,,' =lx,/XlK,t',tt,
i=ì .i =l

where

K,, = "*p(- 
d,,\, tf"*p(- a,,1,

i=t

and:
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DP.,' =lx,tXlK,x,/r,
r=l J=l

The Choice of Index

Review'ing the numerous indices of segregation leaves one inevitable question: which

index to use? Indeed, as a' increasing number of segregation indices began to emerge,

this question became a se¡ious concem for the scholars in the field. Duncan and. Duncan

(19-55) perhaps made the first comprehensive comparison of the indices suggested up to

their time. Although the 'index war' was settled for about two decades after their

contribution. ìt was resumed during the 1970s; the wide availability of computerized

census data in North America since 1970. triggered a new 'rush' towards discovering

more sophisticated and complicated indices. The recognition of Economics in early 70s

as a'science' and tlie eligibility of Economìsts to win the Noble Prize ¡einforced the rush

towards quantitative research in sociology in general, and spatial research, in particular.

Among the recent evaluatior.rs of the segregation indices, James and Taeuber

(1985) was definitely a benchmark. wrile the other efforts to compare them were limited

in their scope, and conf,rned to either the theoretical logic or the empirical behavior of the

indices (e.g., Allison 1978; Winsliip 1977), Jarnes and Taeuber (1985) tried ro suggest

some theoretical criteria to compare the different indices, and apply those in a real case,

in order to observe the indices' empirical behaviors. According to Janes and raeuber

(1985). there a¡e four principles which can be used to judge the different indices:
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organizational equivalence and size invariance, transfers, composition invaria¡rce, and the

Lorenz criterion (James and raeuber 1985:11-15). As different indices meet these criteria

differently, the resultant picture is a whole set of inclices each of which is pafially

reliable. Perhaps because of this complexity, and despite its creative nature, the

theoretical criteria proposed by James and raeuber (19g5) were not taken very well by

the researchers in the field. Besides, the theoretical part of the work, i.e.. the principles

suggested, had left some room for subjective disagreement.

A second, and perhaps more i'fluential, contribution in comparing tJre segregatio'

indices was the brilliant work of Massey and Denton (1gggb). while basically along the

same line as James and raeuber (1985). Massey and Denton (19ggb) focused on the

empirical behavior of the segregation indices. A great advantage of the latter work was

that it included most (if not all) of the indices used in the literature. The basic logìc of

their work was sin.rple: to appiy all the indices o' all the American metropolitan areas

and. then, compare tl,e results using factor analysis in order to detect how different

indices cluster. The final result of their study was the adoption of lìve indices to deal rvith

five different dimensions of segregation: l) Dissimilarity I'dex, to measure .evenness,;

2) P* Indices, to measure'exposure';3) RCo lndex. to neasure 'concentration'; 4) ACE

Index, to 
'easure 

'cerfralization'; and 5) Spatial proximity Index, to measure

'clustering'.

In the present study, Dissinilarity Index wilt be the main index of choice. due to

its robustness. It also makes the current study comparable to previous works on the issue-

since r¡ost if not all of them have used the same index.
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Maior Source of lncome

l!

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vades. Salariês- and sêlf-Êmblôvment

tt. calhannes - N¡agara

nvestment, Gove rn ment Tran sfers, and No lncome
Vãoes. Sâlâries âñ.1 SFll-Fmñlôvhênr
nvestment, Government Tfansfers, and No lncome
Våoes SâlÂr¡e< ãn.l sêlr-FmnlñumÞhr

nvestmehl, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vaqes, Salaries, and Sell-EmÞlovment

W¡ndsor

nvestment, Government Trânsfers, and No
Vaqes, Salar¡es. and Self-EmDlovment

Sudbury and Thunder Bay

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No
¡/aqes. Salar¡es. and Self-Emôlôvméñt

W¡nn¡peg

lnvestment, Government lranslers, and No lnc
Waqes. Salariês. and SelËEmolovm€nt

Reqina and Saskatoon

lnveslment, Governm€nt Transfers, and No lnc
Waoes. Salaries. and Self-Emrrlovmenr

uarqary

nvestment, Government lranslers, ancf No ¡ncome
ll/aoes. Salar¡€s. and Self-EmDlovment
nvestment, Government TÍansfers, ând No
À/aoes. Sâlâr¡es. ånd Self-Embl.vhFnt

6)

qã

nveslment, Govefnment ffansfefs, and No lncome

^/aoes. 
Salar¡es ând sêlf-Emblôvmêhr

o

nvestment, Govemment Transfers, and No lncome

^/aoes. 
Sãlâr¡es âñd Sêlf-Fmhlôvmêhr

o

nvestment, Governlnent Transfers, and No lncome
[/ãdes Sâlâriêç âhd sêlf-Fñðrôvhêñr
nvestment, Gov€rnment Translers, and No lncome
Vâdes Sãlãr¡ês ând Sêlf-Fhñlnvmchf

o

?8.6 36.4

71.4 63 6

100.0

nveslment, Government Translers, and No lncome
Vades. Salãries ãnd Sêlf-Ehnlôvmêñr

6)

100 0 100 0

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vaoês Sâlâr¡es ãñd sélf-Fmñlôvhênr

25.0 40_0

750 600

22

77

o
¡o

nveslment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vãdes Sâlâriês åñ.1 sêlf-FhhrôvhÞñt

27.7

723

34.2

Polish

86

c)

Þq

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
¡/aqes, salar¡es, and SelËEmÞlovm€nt

25.0

26

73

385

50.0

31.8

lnvestment, Government Trahsfers, and No lnc
Waqes. Salarles. and Sell-EmDlovment

o
?o

20.8

12

a7

66.7

36.5

635

22.1 46.5

50.0

11

88

40.9

500
50.0 100_0

36.3

58

27_8 40 0

429

o

42.4

576

37.5 50.0

62.5 50 0

41.7 29.3

308

?l

50.0

24.7

15.4

84.6

222

6.3

534

32.5 47.3

67-1 527

33.3

29.8

370

34.4 51 4

65.6 48.6

300

22

77

250

630

18.6 56.1

81.4 43.9

42.9

2'l.4 42.9

78.6 57.1

32

13

86

44.6

28.6 55.8

7'l.4 44 2

410
66.7

2t 3

21

48.5

0

24 6 27.A

714 72?

48.9

51.1

2

25.0 50.0

750 500

57

21.4 63I

2_6

J6.0 43.6

640 563

42

39.4

1

47.4

35_7 57.1

643 429

I

20

11.1 54.2

11.1 53.5

88.9 46 5

9 51 3

24

75

63.6 4t 1

34.6

25.8 46 3

22.7 34.7

77.3 65 3

41

58

34.5 49_1

12.9 6D 2

40.0

60.0

36.5 42.4

3

12.5 43.7

875 563

16 7 46.5

26.1 50.0

56.8

432

27 -A 60.9

72 2 39.1

32.8 48.6

67? 51 ¿

34.5 40.0

65.5 60.0

33 3 39.E

66 7 6112

21.6 52.A

78.4 47.2

33.3 4t.1

16 1 66.7

839 333

?1.4 46.4

35.7 52.4

24.1 551
759 449

35.4 48.6

27.4 47I

23.0 53 1

770 469

38.5 34 8

61.5 65.2

27.6

72.4

2s.0 46.6

24.6 4A 2

75.4 51A

45.5

54.5

36.0 37.1

640 629

27.8
't2 2

t4.9

51 3

30.8 48.8

46.1

533



¡ontréal

iherbrooke and Trois- Riv¡ères

[4aior Source of lncome

¡J
o\

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vâqes, Salaries. and Self-EmDlovment

It. cathar¡nes - Niagara

nvestment, coveÍnment Transfers, and No tncome
Vaqes. Sâlar¡es. ancl Self-EmDlovhênr
nvestment, covernment Transfers, and No ìncome
Vades. Salaries. and Self'EmDlovmehr
nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vaoes. Saiaries. and Self-Emôrôvmêñt
nvestment, Government Transfers, and No Income
/Vages, Salaries, and SelËEmptoVment

Sudbury ând Thunder B¡y

nvesrment, Government Tfanslefs, and No lncome

^/aqes, 
Sa¡aries, and Self-EmÞtovment

wrnnrpeg

nvestment, Gove¡nment Transfe¡s, and No lncome

^/aqes, 
Salaries, and Self-EmÞtovment

leg¡na and Saskatoon

nveslmenl, Govefnment Transfers, and No lncome
lvages, Salaries, and Self-EmptoVment
nvestment, GoveÍnment Transfers, and No lncome
ùaqes, Sãlar¡es, ând SelÊEmÞtovment
nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
l¡ages, Salaries, and Self-EmÞtovment

Balkan or¡gin

nvestment¡ Government Transfefs, and No lncome
Vages, Salar¡es, ãñd Self-EmÞlovment

ô

Ð¿

nVestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vages, Salat¡es, and Self-Emolovment

o
?o
tíF

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lnc
Vaqes, Salaries. and Self-EmÞlovment

Greek

o

;l

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lnc
Vades. Salaries. and Sell-EmDlovmênf

100.0

lnvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Waqes. Salales. ând Self-EmDlovment

o

43 6 32.6

56.4 67.4

nv€slment, Government Transfets, and No
À/aqes. Salar¡es. ãnd Self-EmD¡ovment

Italiân

fo0

o

0

nvestment, Government Trânslers, and No lncome
Vaqes. Salaries. and Self-EmDlovmênt

20.0

80.0

33_3 39.3

66.7 60 7

o

100 0

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vâqes. Salâr¡es. and Self-EmDlovment

426

Portuguese

57

10.0 40.7

900 593

ô

Ð,ã

1

s

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vades. Salâries. âñd Self-Emõlôvhêhr

100 0 lôn a

1J. / 30_{

863 696

21.7 33 3

21.6

o
es
åq

lJ.O 33.2

870 66A

't4 4 35.4

11

Span¡sh

31

44.4 3A.5

55.6 61.5

698

6t

Ð,Èõq

142

't8.2 42.9

81.8 571

38.5

17.2 38.3

82.8 61.7

14.J 34.6

857 65¡

o
;e
äq

4t.B
522

17.9 27.8

82 1 722

12.5

28.5

714 767

7.4 26_3

92.6 73 7

50 0 28.6

500 7t4

8.3 33.3

42.3

22.1 30.6

11.4 28.2

88.6 71 I

66.7 63 6

19.3

807

12.5

21.4 38.1

11.5 38.2

88.5 61 8

41.5 36.0

15 4 125

¡8 8

40.0

22.6

15.0 37.5

85.0 62 5

29.6

25.0 100.0

13.0 25.5

t2.1

22.O

40.0

11.9 31.9

88-1 68.1

65.1 34.6

34_9 65 4

29.4

300

14.0

35.0

29.9 42.1

70.1 57 9

14.3

85.7

13.2 39 3

868 607

50.0

45.5

32.0

96
90.4

25.0 33.3

31.9 29.8

68.1 70.2

12 5

87.s

14.4 29.3
A1 6 7î' 7

100.0

13.8 44.6
862 55¿

22.0 25.O

780 750

37.9

621

16.7 16.7

2D.O 25 0
80.0 75.0

16.7

833

18.4 38.6

6.

46.2

14.3 ?5.0

46.7 35 0

53.3 65.0

12.5

875

17 2 18.2

82.8 81_8

19.0 18.2

81.0 81.8

19 6 33.7

80.4 66.3

14.7 32.6
813 67 Á

53.8 20 0
46.2 80.0

14.3

457

11 .3 202
88.7 79.8

25.0 50_o

75_0 50.0

15.1 34.0

849 660

44.4 37.5

55.6 62 s

'11.1 50.0

21.2 39 5

788 605

42.9 100.0
511

27.6 10 5

33.3 40 6

667 5q¿

¿5.ti 23.5

28 6 22.6

18.2 83.3

81 I 167
36.1 37.5

63-9 62 5

26.1 30.0

29.7 40.9

70.3 59 1

53.2 43 1

46_8 56.9
20_0 28.6

80.0 71 4



therbfooKe and Tro¡s- Rivtèfe

lilaior Source of lncome

l.J

!

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
rvages,Salar¡es, and SelËEmÞlovment

ìt. Catharines - Niagara

nvestmenl, Government Transfers, and No Income
Vaqes. Salaries. and Se¡f-EmDtovmenr
nvestment, Governmenl Transfers, and No lncome
l/aqes, Salaries. ând Self-EñÕlôvmênt
nveslment, Gôvernment Transfers, and No lncome
Vâoes- Salar¡es ând Sêlf-Êmõl.vhênf
nvestmenl, Government Ttansfers, and No lncome
Vâoes- Sã¡ãríês ân.i SÞlf-Fmñlôvmênr

iudburyand Thunder Bay

nvestment, Government Translers, and No lncome
1/ãdes Sâlâries âhd sêlf-Fññlôvmêñt

wrnnrpeg

nveslmenl, Government Transfers. and No
Vaoes Sâlâr¡ês ãnd sélr-FhhrñvmÞhr

Regina and Saskatoon

nVestment, Government Transfers, and No
Vãdés Sâlâr¡ec ån.i sÞlr-Fhñlñwmañt
nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lnc
Vâdeç Sálárìês ân.l Sêlf-Fmõlñvmañt

hveslment, covernment lransfers, and No tnc
Wages, Salar¡es, anrl Sell-EmDlovment

o

õq

r rransfers, and No tnc
iVages, Salar¡es, ancl Self-EmÞlovment

o
fo
õR

lnvestment, Govelnment Transfers, and No
Wades Sâlâriês ãñ.1 sÊlf-Fmhlôvhañr

ô

¡_r

tnvestment, Governlnent Transfers, and No ¡ncome
Wades Salâr¡es âhd Sêll-Fññlôvmêñl

o
ã9
åq

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
lvãoes. Sâlãriés ând SêlÊFmhlñvhêhr

Arab oriq¡ns

z1_8 50.3

50.0

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome

^/aoes. 
Sôìâriês. ánd selr-EmblÕvmêñf

23.1 30 8

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vâdes. Sálár¡es ând Sêlf-Fmõlôvñêhr

22.O 40.2

78.0 59.8

o
foiF

349 51 1

65.1 48 9

nveslmênt, Governmeht Transfers, and No lncome
lrãoês Sâlar¡ec ãn.l sÞlr-Fhhlôvmêñr

ô

E3

22.2

1000 778

nvestment, Government Transfers, ånd No
Vãdê< SâlâriÞ( âh.l Sêlf-FmnlñwñÞhr

'17.7 41.9

82.3 58.1

?5.9 38.5

241 61 5

o
ìoqã

32.O

680

100.0

nvestmenl, Government lransfers, and No lncome
Vaqes. Salar¡es. and Self-Emolovment

9I 39.3

90 2 60.7

45.0
55u

25.9

61 5

C)

E.B
oq

57.1 44 4

42.9 55 6

20.0

41

75.0 25.0

22.1

779

42

3

75.0 33.3

25.0 66.7

o
fo
Àl à"

32.4

676

35.3 4'1.1

64.7 58.9

43.0

ch¡nese

570

368

6l

ÐÊ

20.6 48.8
794 51)

56

31.3 42.9

68.8 57_1

50.0 50.0

50.0 50 0

?9.1 32.0

100.0 100.0

5

23.9 37.2

49.3 26.3

50-7 73 7

o
ã9

25.0

380 364
620 636

468 51 7

30.0 38 9
700 61 1

42.9

57.1

11.6 50.5

25.0 50.0

22_4 58.4

776 416

455

44.2 40.4

55_8 59.6

60.0

33.3

55.0 42 I

t6

40.0

2 t.3

78.7

38.5 31.6

61.5 68 4

3

45 9 44.A

16.1 50.9

3 6 24.6
964 7tA

12 8

25.0

75.0

14.3 27.3

85.7 727

50.0

55.2

448

39

50 0 51.3

23.4 41.D

215
785

25.6

74.4

76.2

29

53.8

462

75.0

1?.s

¿5.2

7 4.8

26.1

44.4 20.0
55.6 80.0

31.1 47 6

68.9 52 4

16.2

556

52.5

47.5

29

7.7 33 3

33.3 57.1

66.7 12I

t00.0

46.9

53.1

142

33.3 27.3

66.7 72.1

24.2 42.7

75.8 57 3

25.5 33.f

20.0

37.5

1000 6?s

19.4

406

40.0 100.0

25.3 52.0

74 7 4AO

23 2 263
76 B 73.1

40.6 36.8
594 63?

2f .4 220

47 6 27.3

5 4 72.7

40.0 55.7

15.4 15.4

84.6 84.6

34.3 34.6

61 't ¡50

33.3

34.8 20.7

65.2 79.3

46.7 28.6

88.9

51_9 38.9

28.6

100.0

1t.\, 2A 4

830 71 6

t00.0

15.4

446

39.0

35.7 14.3

64.3 85 7

14.3

35.5 28.6

64.5 71.4

600
40.0

45.5 54 5

545 455

14.3 31.3

19.1 24.5

80.9 75 5

30 7 33.7

20.o 20.o

80.0 80 0

19 3 30.7

80.7 69 3

28.7

713

15.7 3D2
843 69A

419

1E.5 33.3

24.3 331

20.4 446



/lontréal

¡hefbrooKe and Tfois- R¡vrères

fttawa-Hull

t\)

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No
/Vaqes, Salaries. and Self'EmDlovment

tt. Catharrnês - N¡agara

Source of lncome

lnvestment, Government Transfers, and
Waoes. Salar¡es. and Self-EmDlôvhênt
lnvestment, covêrnment lransfers, and No lncome
Waoes. Salaries. ãnd sêlf-EmblÕvmÊnt'
nveslment, Government lransters, and No lncome

^/aqes, 
Salarles, and SelËEmÞtovment

nvestment, Government Transfefs, and No lncome
A/ages, Salaries, and Self-EmÞlovment

iuclbury ¿nd Thunder Bay

nvestment, Governmeht Transfefs, and No lncome
rvaoes. Salãr¡es ân.t SêlÊFmñtôvhênr

,¡ì,rnnrpeg

nvesrment, Govern m ent Transfers, and No lncome
\taoes. Sâlâr¡es. ãnd s¿lr-EhDlôvmênr

tegina and Saskaloon

nvesrmenr, C'ovefnment trânsfers, and No lncome
Vaoes. Salaries. and Sell-Embrôvhênr

,a:gafy

nvestment, Government Trânsfers, and No thcome
Vades. Salaries. and Self-Emblôvmênf

Fil¡pino

nvesÌment, Government Tfanslers, and No lncome
Vaoes. Salaries ând Sêlf-FmnlôvmFht

6)

nveslmeht, covernment Transfers, and No lncome
Vages, Saìaries, and Self-EmÞlovment

o

nvestmenl, Government Transfers, and No lncome
/Vaqes, Salar¡es, and Self-ËmDlovment

6)

lË

nvestment, Gôvernm€nt Transfers, and No lncome

^/aqes, 
Salar¡es, and Self-EmÞlovment

1fìn n

Investment, Government Transfers, and No hc
Waqes, Salaries. ând Self'EmDlovmenl

o
fo
gq

44.1 52 2

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
lvages, Salar¡es, and Self-EmÞlovment

6)

8,3õq

41.2 36.4

58.8 63 6

nveslmeht, Govefnment Transfefs, and No lncome

^/aqes, 
Sãlãries, and Self-ÊmDlovment

31.3

68.8

o

31 1 40.6

689 594

nvestment, Government Transfers, and No lncome
Vaqes, Salar¡es. and Sell-Emolovment

24.1

75.9

33.3 60 0

667 !nn

nvestmeht, Government Transfers, and No
Vaqes. Salaries. and Self-Emõlovmént

29.3 30.7

23

5?4

o
?o

nvestmenl, Gov€rnment Transfers, and No lncome
Vaoes. Salarles. and Self-Em.lÒvhêhr

34.2 39.5

30

50

31.4

o

?2.2 23.1

57

48.5

51.5

42.9 33 3

57.1 66.7

14.3 12.5

5

o
?o
.qã

100

58.5 50.0

41 s 50.0

48.0 45 0

s2.0 55.0

422

30.0 20.0

70 0 80.0

7.1 '16.7

57.8

36

83.3 100 0

100.0 100 0

28.0 36.8

72.O 63 2

33.3 66 7
667 333

35.7 55 6

643 44 4

3S.7 40.0

60.3 60 0

53.2 52.9
46'A 471

34

100 0 100 0

57.9

42|

22.2 50.O

77.8 50 0

18.1 23.6

81 9 764

100.0 100.0

13.0

a7o lnnn

35.7 33 6

250
750

23.A

76.2

71

78 9 59.4

35

41.2 27 3

15

1?.5

875

24.4

75.2

267
733

50.0

40.3

54.5

455

41

25.8 34.5

742 655

31.4

68.6

44.4

40.0

51.9 20.0

48.1 80.0

15.2 42.9
848 571

26.1

20.0

1000 800

60.0

40.0

29.J ?9.8
70 7 70t

40.0

42.O

5ao

38.5 28.6

61.5 71 4

32,1 32.1

23.'t 45.0

76I 55.0

30.0

70.0

20 0 66.7

800 333

45.1 40.0

100.0

20.0 66 7

800 333

22.2

14.3

857

100.0 100 0

46 1 55.S

60 0 50.0

36.4 31.4

38.3

62 5 100.0

50.0 66.7

294
70.6

28.0

72.O 100 0

28.0
72 lt

28.8 30 9

71.2 691

26.4

73.6

19.6 24.3

804 757

63.6 62 5

52 9 44.4

471 556

33.9 21.4

661 7A6

29.4 40.O

43.5 29.7
565 7n?

3E_6 48.5

16.7 40.O

34.O 45.2

¿5_7

743
40.0 33.3

60.0 66.7

66.7



AppsNnrx 9

Tup PovERTY Annas rN Crrms on
Tonoxro, MoxrnEu, VtNCouvER
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